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In 2011, the annual International Conference on Innovative Internet Community
Systems (I2CS) comes back from Asia to German’s capital Berlin. By its motto
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creative activities and social networking is given to the participants. The present
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Foreword

The Innovative Internet Community Systems (I2CS) moved successfully from a national
workshop, founded in 2001, towards a small but remarkable international conference.
Alternately, an international and a German location are selected by the steering
committee for the annual three-day event which takes place in the second half of June.
Its name is its mission: scientists, researchers, service providers and vendors form a great
community which returns from Thailand’s to German’s capital in 2011.

Two years ago, the conference has started a close corporation with the Gesellschaft für
Informatik e.V. (GI) to publish the presented papers as Lecture Notes in Informatics
(LNI) proceedings. A strong peer review by three to four members of the program
committee guarantees the high quality of contributions. The present proceedings are
structured in six topics, covering the selection of the best submitted papers from 2011
and limited unpublished papers from 2008. Please refer to LNI P-165 and P-148 for the
previous I2CS proceedings. To receive a copy of a dedicated volume, please email your
request to lni@i2cs-conference.org.

The bandwidth of I2CS topics for 2011 covers a unique choice of aspects, bundled into
the three traditional areas: “foundations”, “technology”, “applications and socialization”.
For the first time, eHealth appears as new social community challenge.

Foundations – Theories, models, algorithms for communities

• Distributed algorithms and simulation models
• Game theory, graph theory and cost models
• Innovative communication protocols
• Self organization and self stabilization
• Security and privacy protection
• Swarm intelligence and collaborative behaviour
• Small world models and clouds



Technology – Distributed architectures and frameworks

• Service-oriented architectures for communities
• Peer-to-peer and grid architectures
• Distributed community middleware for Web x.0
• Software agents and adaptive systems
• eHealth challenges and ambient assisted living
• Community management in ad-hoc environments
• Information retrieval and distributed ontologies

Applications and socialization – Communities on the move

• Mobile Internet applications and user experience
• Context and location awareness
• Personalization and unique identifiers
• Personal networks and social search
• Social and business aspects of user generated content
• Recommender solutions and expert profiles
• Domain specific languages for semantic design

Many thanks to the members of the program committee and all volunteers, especially to
Christian Erfurth, University of Applied Sciences Jena, Nicole Kandschur, Technische
Universität Berlin, as well as Gracy Schröder, Deutsche Telekom Laboratories for their
flexible support during the conference preparation. Also to those former authors who re-
wrote their papers according to the LNI style and gave their permission for publication
of the contributions within this edition.

The 12th I2CS conference, carried out by the Norwegian University of Science and
Technology (NTNU), will take place in Trondheim, Norway from June 20 till 22, 2012.
Please check the permanent conference URL http://www.i2cs-conference.org/ regularly
for more details. Any new ideas and proposals for the future of the I2CS are welcome to
request@i2cs-conference.org.

With kind regards on behalf of the steering committee and the editors’ board

Darmstadt, June 2011

Gerald Eichler, volume editor in chief
Deutsche Telekom AG, Laboratories, Berlin & Darmstadt, Germany



Preface to the 11th I2CS 2011, Berlin, Germany

It is a great pleasure for us to welcome all participants of the 11th International
Conference on Innovative Internet Community Systems – I2CS 2011 – to Berlin. On
behalf of the organizing and program committee, we hope that you will have nice and
unforgettable days in Germany’s multi-cultural capital.

"Research drives Innovation" is the motto of the 11th I2CS, dedicated to challenging
aspects around modern community systems. "With its alignment as central research and
development unit of Deutsche Telekom on the one hand and a scientific institute
associated with TU Berlin on the other, Deutsche Telekom Laboratories will be an
excellent conference host. The selected venue, the “Auditorium” on the 20th floor of
Berlin’s first skyscraper, will provide all facilities needed for such an event.

Following the initial concept to keep the conference small and make it possible that all
participants get to know each other, we selected 18 full papers for presentation at the
plenary. It is the culture of I2CS to bring participants together, not only in order to share
their latest results and experiences, but also to get to know and to learn about each other.
We won’t contribute to the tendency that conferences just serve the purpose to increase
the authors’ publication count, but would like to offer an inspired and unique atmosphere
in which everybody will feel comfortable. As the last I2CS events have shown, this
guarantees an excellent platform to live the community idea. Hence, participants will not
only attend our scientific sessions, but will also spend as much time as possible together
to discuss, share opinions or define projects ideas in brainstorming meetings.

Last but not least, a well-chosen cultural program around our sessions will give the
participants the possibility to get in contact with German’s capital. We are happy that
over the years a lot of colleagues join our conferences again and again, but in the same
manner we appreciate and welcome all people who participate in I2CS for the first time
and hope that this will not remain the only contact to our community. Beside a lot of
contacts and meetings, the next year I2CS conference in Trondheim (Norway) may be
therefore just another fix point where we can all meet again.
Yours I2CS 2011 organizing team Berlin, June 2011
Gerald Eichler, Deutsche Telekom Laboratories, Darmstadt/Berlin, Germany
Axel Küpper, Technische Universität Berlin/Deutsche Telekom Laboratories, Germany
Volkmar Schau, Friedrich-Schiller-Universität Jena, Germany
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KEYNOTE

Research drives Innovation

Roland Schwaiger

Innovation Development (R&D)
Deutsche Telekom Laboratories

Ernst-Reuter-Platz 7
D-10587 Berlin, Germany

roland.schwaiger@telekom.de

Abstract: Innovation is essential especially in such a highly competitive and fast
changing market as we see in the telecommunication industry. Research and
development are the groundwork to make innovation possible and also challenge
the whole organisation to think ahead.

It is a long way from an idea to real products and we will show the process and
tools to help companies to choose and prioritise the right topics. During this talk
the usage of Deutsche Telekom Laboratories tool set, which was built over the
years, to transfer results from research to development and then to real products
will be shown.

Cariculum Vitae: Roland Schwaiger is a project field
manager at Deutsche Telekom Laboratories and there
responsible for corporate R&D on the topics of
information relevance. He is working with his team to
implement new functionality and services in the
Deutsche Telekom products in the area of
recommendation services and contextual services. He
was also successfully in establishing three spin-offs as
a result of project transfer.

Before his work at T-Labs he was working for T-
Systems as project manager.
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INVITED TALK

Challenges in Health Informatics and their Relevance
to Internet Communities

Leendert W. M. Wienhofen

Department of Computer and Information Science
Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU)

N-7491 Trondheim, Norway
leendert.wienhofen@idi.ntnu.no

Abstract: Making relevant information available to stakeholders is not an easy
task, especially not in a distributed working environment such as a hospital. Digital
events do or do not (partially) represent actual real life events and the quality of
the aggregation of digital events can not always be guaranteed. Capturing, typing,
aggregating and distributing events is a challenge.

Many of the problems we see in the hospital are also relevant for internet and
mobile communities. Also here we see that people are typically at different places
when they communicate and that different communication paradigms are used.
Questions such as: “Where is person X?”, “Which information to distribute to
whom?” and “Are there any restrictions and if yes, how to impose these?” are as
relevant here as in the hospital. During this talk, by means of a real example,
parallels between the “hospital community” and other communities will be drawn.

Curriculum Vitae: In 2000, Leendert Wienhofen
started working for CognIT a.s as a knowledge
engineer. He has mostly been working on EU research
projects with a focus on a combination of ontologies,
semantic web related technology, mobile platforms and
business processes.

In 2006, he started working for SINTEF ICT,
Scandinavia’s largest independent research institute
and continued working on projects mostly related to
mobile, context aware technology. In 2009 he started
working on a PhD at NTNU with the main research
focus on quality in event processing technology applied
in hospitals.

Getting the right information to the right person at the right time has always been one of the main
topics in his work.
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INVITED TALK

Understanding the Power of Social Media

Professor Dr. Marc Drüner

trommsdorff + drüner
innovation + marketing consultants GmbH

D-10178 Berlin, Germany
marc.druener@td-berlin.com

Abstract: Even at a basic level we all know how to use social media, well, to the
point where we can post a Facebook update or even send a Tweet. But the most of
us do not really understand its power nor how you can use that power effectively.
Social media is leading the biggest transformation in communication and
advertising.

During this talk Prof. Dr. Drüner highlights the phenomena of social media and
points out the opportunities and risks for small and medium-sized enterprises. A
second part will be the impact of social media on the opinions of consumers and
how companies can use social media data with opinion mining and social media
tracking methods.

Curriculum Vitae: Marc Drüner is Managing
Director and founder of trommsdorff + drüner.

After completion of his studies in Industrial
Engineering in Berlin (1992) followed by his
doctorate, he worked as a Strategic Consultant for
Roland Berger until the foundation of trommsdorff
+ drüner.

He is the chair of Marketing and Innovation
Management at Steinbeis University Berlin, the
biggest German private university.

He has been consulting companies from different industries since 15 years.
Marc Drüner is active on several advisory boards and committees and regularly
publishes on innovation marketing and media.
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Simulating Individual and Cooperation Node Behaviour

within a Ring Network

Coskun Akinalp, Herwig Unger

FernUniversität in Hagen, Faculty of Mathematics and Computer Science

coskun@akinalp.com, herwig.unger@fernuni-hagen.de

Abstract: The performance of networks is usually linked to network-related aspects
such as bandwidth and protocols. However, behind every network element there are
users who may organize their relations to others. But which organizational structures
are successful for individuals and groups and how can the data traffic be optimized
for network infrastructure? By means of a network creation game, this paper exam-
ines the results of different network structures and compares individual decisions to
grouping behaviours. The experiments were simulated in the form of a ring network
which enables individual nodes to create long links (direct connections between nodes)
to other nodes based on their account values. For one group within the network, an
extended approach was tested, i.e. there was the option of having the behaviours of de-
centralized”democracy” or centralized-hierarchical”kingdom” organizations? manage
the long links within the group. The results of the simulations for different power law
distributions of messages show that cooperation within the structures, compared to the
individual node, differ in terms of routing steps, account values and the stable man-
agement of long links. We find that the hierarchical approach represents successful
network transactions for different grouping sizes.

1 Introduction

In the face of current research in computer network science focused on game theory

[FKL+06, ADK+04, CP05, DHM+07, AEE+06, FLM+03, ABB10] and the future of net-

work interaction, [Ci10b, Ci10a] the following question arises: How can efficient network

managing be achieved, or, in how far does the behaviour of a single or a cluster of users

with a certain profile react to and influence network traffic? Research with limbic char-

acters applied to minority games forms the starting point for this work [Hä07, Ak10]. In

this paper we present a different approach of analysing the impacts of network routing

within a network. The conducted experiment discussed in this paper can quickly answer

the question of whether an individual or a group strategy - box (de-central or central) is

more successful.

To answer this question, we consider 1) the routing steps within the ring structure, 2)

the management of long links and 3) the account value of the nodes. The set-up of the

simulation can be briefly described as follows:

• within a ring network, we transfer messages with a source and targetnode
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• the ring network will never be changed

• for every transfer of messages, each node earns a certain amount on his account

• with these account values, nodes can create long links (shortcuts) to other nodes,

which, however, creates costs

• each node needs to pay for the maintenance costs to manage the long link

• within the network one group can be defined which could behave decentrally-uniformly

or centrally-hierarchically

• the size of the group can be changed from 5% to 50% of the total number of nodes

• the messages will be distributed according to the power law distribution p(x) =
e−λx − e−λ(x+1) for λ(0, ....0, 3)

Figure 1: Decentral and central long link creation

The simulations were conducted by trainees using the simulations tool P2PNetsim [Co06]

[JW10].

2 Models

2.1 Individual

In Appendix A all symbols and abbreviations used are listed. This section describes the

different models and their behaviours.

The account of the nodes: Every node manages an account enabling it to create and main-

tain long links. By forwarding a message to another node (ring or long link, the node also

17



earns a certain amount of money). The actual earning represents the account value for the

next simulation step BN (t) = BN (t− 1) +CSL +CLL. The payment for the accounts is

made by the messages.

Creating long links: Each node can create one long link in every simulation step. First,

it determines to which nodes it can create long links (this decision is based on the budget

and on already created links), then it chooses the node to which it has forwarded the most

messages from this set. In order to o create a long link, the following condition must be

fulfilled : BNi(t) = BNi(t − 1) − d(u, v) , in addition, the node also has to pay mainte-

nance costs for the long link in every simulation step BNi = BNi − CMLL.

Deleting long links: There are two conditions under which a long link can be deleted:

First, if a node has not enough money to pay for its maintenance BN < CMLL and sec-

ond, if a link has not been used for a long time τ ≥ τmax, where the time past since the

last usage is measured. If a node has enough money to maintain only a few of its links

(implying that some links must be destroyed, and some not), the nodes most recently used

are preserved.

2.2 De-central

In the decentral approach, all nodes share the same account, and all the nodes pay their

income into this account. If a long link needs to be created, the money is taken from this

account. The average account balance per node is the balance of this common account

divided by the total number of nodes in the box. All costs and earnings are shared. In

this approach, the box as a whole determines the creation or deletion of long links, i.e. all

nodes in the box decide jointly which long links are the most beneficial ones to create, and

these links are created using money from the shared account. The same principle applies

to the deletion of long links: all nodes jointly decide which links should be deleted. More

than one node from a decentral box can create a long link to a target node, but in each

simulation step only one long link from a box can be created. The decision of which long

link should be created is based on the message transfer probabilities: the one with highest

probability is created.

2.3 Central

In the central approach, there is one main node (the so-called king or central node) which

collects all the money earned by the nodes in the box. In other words, if a node other

than the central node earns money, it pays it into the central node account. This results in

the fact that the account balances of all nodes (except the central node) are always zero

and, consequently, these nodes cannot create any long links, since they cannot access the

central node account. Only the central node itself can use the money to create and maintain

long links.

18



2.4 Node Rules

Node earning: Each node earns money every time a message uses its link. If a short link is

used, then the node will get CSL money and its balance will be increased by this amount.

The price for using a long link is CLL, and this amount of money is transferred to the re-

spective node’s account. Regearding nodes in a box, instead of flowing into the individual

nodes accounts, it is transferred to the common account (democracy) or to central account

(kingdom). If a message is transferred within a box, the earned money equals CBL. Ob-

viously, for messages sent from a box to the outside, the earning is the same as described

for the individual node. For both models the account values will be updated as described

BN (t) = BN (t− 1) + CSL + CLL + CBL.

Nodes costs: Nodes have to pay for each created long link once they create it ad well as

for their maintenance in every simulation step. The costs of creating a link are equal

to the distance between the nodes, and the balance account of a node is reduced by:

BN (t) = BN (t − 1) − d(u, v). The maintenance costs equal CMLL, thus the balance is

reduced by this amount in every simulation step: BN (t) = BN (t− 1)− CMLL.

2.5 Messages

Message distributions: Senders and receivers are subject to an exponential distribution.

The first set of probabilities is calculated according to the formula p(x) = e−λx−e−λ(x+1)

(where lambda is the slope coefficient and x is the number of a node), then it is normalized

(so that the sum of all probabilities is equal to one), and randomly distributed to the nodes.

For lambda being equal to 0 the distribution is uniform.

Creating messages: Each node can create a new message targeted to any other node. In one

simulation step it can create NM new messages at maximum. The probability for node i to

create a new message is equal to pMi. The receiver of the message is chosen according to

the probability distribution of those nodes being a target node pMi. Both probabilities can

be set individually for every node, thus any kind of message distribution can be achieved.

Message costs: A message needs to pay each node for using its link. For using a short link,

it has to pay CSL units, for using a long link it has to pay CLL. However, if a message

travels within a box, it will have to pay CBL for any transition within the node (indepen-

dently of the path length). The money a message pays is deducted from its account. Each

message has an initial account balance equal to BMinit. The message costs are calculated

by BM (t) = BM (t− 1)− CSL − CMLL − CBL.

Message routing: The basic message routing in a ring is described by a source i to a

destination j getting the minimum d = min(d1, d2) from d1 = ni − njmodN and

d2 = nj − nimodN . It is important to mention nodes only act locally and do not have

any information about long links. The long link will only be used if a long link is on the

route of the ring route calculations, otherwise it will not be used. However, this rule is

only valid for individuals. Groups are aware of the fact that long links exist and use them

to calculate the minimum path to the destination.
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3 Simulation and Results

Simulations were performed for a number of cases (a total of 252) with different parameter

settings. The parameters were as follows:

1. ring size: N = 1000 nodes

2. total number of messages: 50000

3. messages sent in one simulation step: 100

4. long links deleted after not having been used: 100 steps

5. boxes size: 0; 50; 100; 150; 200; 250; 300; 350; 400; 450; 500 nodes

6. boxes type: central / decentral

7. λ coefficient for probability distributions: 0.0; 0.005; 0.01; 0.02; 0.05; 0.075; 0.1;

0.125; 0.15; 0.2; 0.25; 0.3

As mentioned before, the results will be discussed with regard to the measurements of

routing steps, long links management and account values.

Calculation rules for nodes: Each node performs the following computations in every

simulation step:

deleting long links which are not used (τ ≥ τmax)

paying for long link maintenance (if impossible, deleting some of the long links)

creating new long links (if possible)

forwarding / receiving messages

updating statistics

Routing steps: The results of the simulations indicate a clear impact of λ on the routing

steps. Depending on the distribution, they also show an advantage of group behaviour

compared to individual behaviour. A high λ states that single nodes receive a lot of traffic,

which converts a single node to central behaviour of one node.

Long link management: The results of the analysis of long links differ from the analysis

of the routing steps. The following figure shows the created and deleted long link and the

relative view of the surviving long link to the newly created one.

As with the routing steps, the impact of lambda is significant both for the creation and the

deletion of long links. However, the diagrams also reveal that while the central approach

indicates stability in the management of long links, the decentral approach shows a de-

crease in the number of surviving long links. The increase in long links for small group

sizes also illustrate that these groups behave like individuals.

Account values: The achievement of account values represents the summary of the differ-
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Figure 2: Routing step by lambda and box size for individual, decentral and central approaches

ent approaches compared with regard to the different distributions. As discussed before,

lambda and the box size influence the outcome of each strategy. The next figures represent

the average final account regarding lambda (the average box size) and the box size (the

average lambdas). The long link maintenance discussion has already revealed a uniform

impact of the distribution on the number of creations and deletions of long links by in-

dividual nodes, which can be explained by the fact that there are no earnings for small

lambdas. With higher lambdas, the behaviour of the individual nodes moves towards a

single, centralized approach which increases the account values. The box size presents

a different result. The central approach indicates successful modelling, which decreases

with the box size regarding the individual behaviour. It is interesting that the decentral

approach is extremely sensitive to the setting of lambda and the box size of the groups.

The abbreviations in the figures are I: individual, D: decentral, K: central, C: creation, D:

deletion, %-percentage.

4 Conclusion

This paper has introduced a network creation game model to compare individual and

grouping (decentral and central) behaviours. Technical and economical aspects have been

discussed and analysed. The analysis aimed at finding out which strategy is more suc-

cessful in terms of routing, long link maintenance efforts and account values. The results

of this simulation can be applied to network structure developments with economical de-

mands and indicate that the cooperation management of networks reflects a successful
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Figure 3: Created and deleted long links

strategy for the network, revealing a decrease with growing box sizes. Another interesting

outcome is that the decentral approach has proven to be worse than the central approach,

which seems plausible due to the fact that a higher number of long links is managed com-

pared to the central approach. Consequently, in the central approach all nodes benefit more

than in the decentral approach. With an increasing lambda, these results may slowly shift

towards an individual behaviour. The success of a network is strongly related to the dis-

tribution of the message and the box size of the groups. These frame conditions need to

be analysed in order to optimise e.g. routing aspects. Fault risk, reliability and security

aspects, however, were not taken into consideration by this analysis.

5 Future Work

Further fields of research might include 1) the analysis of multiple groups with differ-

ent sizes and strategies within a network and their relation to each other; 2) giving nodes

the ability to be part of two boxes; 3) introducing the limbic characters into the nodes

and analyse their behaviour in different groups with different lead characters and distribu-

tions; 4) changing the values for different costs including dynamic (i.e.supply and demand)

changes; 5) sending messages in bursts. This leads to a new perspective of analysing net-

work structure in order to develop it under economical and game theoretical aspects.
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Figure 4: Percentage of surviving long links

Figure 5: Account value by lambda

Figure 6: Account value by box size
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7 Appendix A

In order to make it consistent and easier to look up, the table below summarizes all symbols

and abbreviations used in this paper and also offers brief descriptions.

Symbol Description

N number of nodes on a ring (from 10 to 100,000)

d(u, v) distance between nodes u and v (calculated on a basic ring)

CSL cost of using a short link (equal to 1)

CLL cost of using a long link (equal to d(u,v))

CBL cost of travelling within a box (equal to 1)

CRLL creation cost of a long link (equal to d(u,v))

CMLL maintenance cost of a long link (equal to 1)

BNi account balance of node i

BD account balance of de-central box (shared account)

BK account balance of the central node (in kingdom)

BM account balance of message

BMini initial account balance of a message dmax(usource, vdestination)
τ time for which a long link was not used (continuously)

τmax maximum time, for which a long link not used before it is deleted links

NM maximal number of messages that a node can create in one simulation

step

pMi probability of creating a new message by node i (0 < pMi ≤ 1)

pTi probability of a node being a target node 1 =
∑N

i=1 pTi

Table 1: Table of Variables
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Abstract: In this paper, we propose an extension to bounded confidence model which
is a nonlinear opinion dynamics model. The goal of this new extension is to emphasize
the underlying network structure of the model, since in real life network structure plays
an important , if not vital, role in opinion dynamics. And with simulation results, we
show how networks, such as grid and scale-free, affect the consensus formation in
bounded confidence model separately as well as together.

1 Introduction

An opinion is a subjective statement or thought about an issue or a topic. Among a group

of individuals, through interaction, they may change their opinions and eventually the dy-

namics may lead to fragmentation, polarization or consensus. Bounded Confidence (BC)

model is one of the efforts to model this dynamic process, and it is first proposed by Krause

in 1997 [KS97]. Later in 2002 Hegselmann and Krause [HK02] studied the model both in

historical and analytical details, and discussed its simulation results. They also have men-

tioned the preliminary results for taking the network structures into account in the model,

in particular grid network. In 2005 Hegselmann and Krause [HK05] further discussed the

effect of different averaging methods, such as arithmetic mean, geometric mean, power

mean as well as random mean, in opinion aggregation. In 2000 Deffuant et al. [De00]

proposed another opinion dynamics model, while it is similar to the BC model by Krause

and Hegselmann, the difference between the them is the opinion exchange process. Till

now BC model has been studied from different angles and approaches [Fo05a] , [Fo05b],

[Fo05c], [HK06], [ULH08], [BHT09]. Among them, Fortunato in [Fo05a] has shown

that network structures do matter in a BC model. The different network structures used

in the demonstration are grid, random graph, scale-free graph and complete graph. With

simulation, the consensus threshold for those graphs are shown and discussed.

Those works investigate opinion dynamics by analytical methods as well as by computer

simulations, considering only one network structure at a time. In the real life scenario,

networks are much more complex than that, specially in our era with the fast development
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of artificial social networks. People interact, communicate and share opinions through

different networks of various social influences such as family relations, social network

relations and professional relations, to name a few. In order to better imitate this point, in

this paper we propose to use two networks at the same time, and show how it influences

the consensus threshold of BC model via multi-agent simulation.

The paper is organized as the following: section two introduces opinion dynamics models,

in particular BC model. Then in section three, grid and scale free graphs are introduced as

they will be used later in the model. In section four our extension of BC model is intro-

duced and simulation results are discussed. Finally, the paper is closed with a conclusion.

2 Opinion Dynamics

Early formulation of opinion dynamics was given by J.R.P. French in 1956 [Fr56] in order

to understand complex phenomena found empirically about groups. This work was fol-

lowed by M.H. De Groot in 1974 [Gr74] and by K. Lehrer in 1975 [Le75]. In general, they

deal with simple cellular automata, where people become the vertices of a graph and the

neighboring vertices represent agents which have a personal relationship (acquaintance).

A simple rule determines how the opinion of an agent is influenced from (or can influence)

that of its neighbors. The aim is to understand how it happens that the large groups of peo-

ple ultimately share the same opinion, starting from a situation in which everybody has its

own ideas independently of those people with whom they interact. As difficult as these

early models might be in their details, they are all comparatively simple in the sense that

they are all linear models i.e. the structure of the model don’t changes with the states of the

model given by the opinions of the agents. The first nonlinear model was formulated and

analyzed in [KS97][Kr00], in these works Krause introduced also bounded confidence,

which describes the fact that peers holding opinions that are sufficiently different from

an agent’s own opinion do not exhibit any influence on this agent. On this basis, Hegsel-

mann & Krause [HK02] introduced a model of continuous opinion dynamics where agents

perceive all other agents’ opinions with bounded confidence.

2.1 Bounded Confidence Model

Bounded confidence model is also called Hegselmann & Krause (HK) Model. It is a

continuous opinion dynamics model with bounded confidence.This means it is a model

where the opinions are real numbers between 0 and 1, and two agents are compatible

for interaction if the difference of their opinions is smaller than the confidence bound

parameter ε.
Let n be the number of agents in the group under consideration. To model the repeated

process of opinion formation we think of time as a number or rounds of periods, that is as

discrete time T = {0, 1, 2, . . .}. It is assumed that the opinion of an agent is continuous

and expressed by a real number. For a fixed agent, say i where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, with n denoting
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the number of agents, the agent’s opinion at time t is xi(t) ∈ [0..1]. Thus xi(t) is a real

number and the vector x(t) = (x1(t), . . . , xn(t)) in n − dimensional space represents

the opinion profile of the system at time t. Fixing an agent i, the weight given to any other

agent, say j, is denoted by aij with ai1 + ai2 + . . . + ain = 1 and aij ≥ 0 for all i, j.

Having these notations, opinion formation of agent i can be described as averaging in the

following way

xi(t+ 1) = ai1x1(t) + ai2x2(t) + . . .+ ainxn(t) (1)

That is, agent i adjusts his opinion in period t+1 by taking a weighted average with weight

aij for the opinion of agent j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, at time t. Of course, weights can be zero. For

example, if agent i disregards all other opinions, this means aii = 1 and aij = 0 for j v= i
or, if i follows the opinion of j then aij = 1 and aik = 0 for k v= j. It is important to note

that the weights may change with time or with the opinion, that is aij = aij(t, x(t)) can

be a function of t and/or of the whole profile vector x(t). By collecting the weights into

a matrix, A(t, x(t)) = (aij(t, x(t))), with n rows and n columns, we obtain a stochastic

matrix, i.e., a nonnegative matrix with all its rows summing up to 1. Thus, using matrix

notation, the general form of the HK model can be compactly written as

x(t+ 1) = A(t, x(t))x(t) for t ∈ T (2)

The HK model portrays bounded confidence among the agents in the following sense. An

agent i takes only those agents j into account whose opinions differ from his own not more

than a certain confidence level ε. Fixing an agent i and an opinion profile x = (x1, . . . , xn)
this set of agents is given by

I(i, x) = {1 ≤ j ≤ n with |xi − xj | ≤ εi} (3)

Thus the model with bounded confidence is given by

xi(t+ 1) = |I(i, x(t))|−1
∑

xj(t) for t ∈ T (4)

Hegselmann and Krause have also explored their model with different configuration of ε
[HK02]. For example, symmetric and asymmetric confidence interval, opinion dependent

and independent asymmetric confidence interval, etc.

3 Graph Representation of Networks

In the most common sense of the term, a graph is an ordered pair G := (V,E) comprising

a set V of vertices or nodes together with a set E of edges or lines which are 2-element

subsets of V (see Figure 1).

In modeling opinion dynamics with agents and graphs, agents will be represented by ver-

tices and communications between agents by links between vertices. For we suppose that

the interaction between agents be mutual, undirected graphs are used in our model.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Graph examples: (a) a directed graph; (b) an undirected graph.

3.1 Scale-free Graph

A scale-free graph is a graph whose degree distribution follows a power law. A key ingredi-

ent in scale free network is preferential attachment, i.e., the assumption that the likelihood

of receiving new edges increases with the nodeâs degree. The Barabási-Albert model as-

sumes that the probability P (k) that a node attaches to node i is proportional to the degree

k of node i, that is P (k) ≈ k−γ where γ is a constant whose value is typically in the range

2 < γ < 3, although occasionally it may lie outside these bounds. Figure 2 shows a scale

free graph and its degree distribution 1. Scale-free graphs are noteworthy because many

empirically observed networks appear to be scale-free, including protein networks, cita-

tion networks, some social networks [AB02] and the world wide web as well. For those

reasons scale free network is chosen in our model to represent agents’ communication by

means of social networks, mail or other internet tools.

3.2 Grid Graph

Grid or lattice graph refer to a number of categories of graphs whose drawing corresponds

to some grid/mesh/lattice, i.e., its vertices correspond to the nodes of the mesh and its

edges correspond to the ties between the vertices. So, a grid graph is a unit distance graph

corresponding to the square lattice, so that it is isomorphic to the graph having a vertex

corresponding to every pair of integers (a, b), and an edge connecting (a, b) to (a + 1, b)
and (a, b + 1). The finite grid graph Gm,n is an m × n rectangular graph isomorphic to

the one obtained by restricting the ordered pairs to the range 0 ≤ a < m, 0 ≤ b < n.

Grid graphs can be obtained as the Cartesian product of two paths: Gm,n = Pm × Pn.

Grid is very important in agent based models, notably in cellular automata, to model local

relationship between agents. Normally grid is used with a periodic boundary condition to

simulate large systems by modeling a small part, which is the case in our simulation, too.

1The graph is created using Lev Muchnik’s Complex Networks package for matlab:

http://www.levmuchnik.net/Content/Networks/ComplexNetworksPackage.html. Visited in April, 2011.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) A scale free graph. (b) Degree distribution of graph (a).
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Figure 3 shows a grid graph, and Conway’s game of life as an example of periodic grid’s

usage in modeling.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: (a) A grid graph with n = 5 and m = 7. (b) Conway’s game of life.

4 The Model and Simulation Results

As we have seen in the previous section, in modeling, grid networks emphasize local

neighborhood interactions, while scale-free networks highlight those not geographically

restricted, say internet or social networks. To imitate as close as possible real life interac-

tions, we propose to integrate those two networks at the same time in BC model. We also

study their impact on the behavior of the consensus threshold through simulation.

4.1 The Coupled Network Model

As said previously, our model is based on mixing two BC opinion dynamics models, one

using a grid graph as the relation network and the second using a scale-free graph as

following:

• Number of agents: N = {0, 1, 2, . . . , n}
• Discrete time: T = {0, 1, 2, . . .}
• Opinion formation:

xi(t+ 1) = |I(i, x(t))|−1
∑

xj(t) + |J(i, x(t))|−1
∑

xj(t) (5)

with:

• For the grid graph
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I(i, x) = {1 ≤ j ≤ n with |xi − xj | ≤ ε1,i} (6)

• For the scale-free graph

J(i, x) = {1 ≤ j ≤ n with |xi − xj | ≤ ε2,i} (7)

4.2 Simulation Results

The simulation is realized with MultiAgent simulation platform Repast. We first give the

Results for Grid network, and Scale-Free network, finally the results of mixed network.

In Figure 4, we can see a screenshot from simulation. The different opinions are colored

differently, and each cell in the grid are connected to its 4 neighbors, as well as through

scale-free network to other possibly not local cells, whose edges are represented with

gray links. In judging the consensus we use the notion of consensus probability, which is

calculated by dividing the number of agents in the largest cluster by the total number of

agents in the system. Of course, this is calculated when the simulation is stabilized, which

means there will occur no more opinion changes in the simulation. Our criterion for “no

opinion changes” is to check whether any opinion varied by less than 10−9 after a time

step.

Figure 4: A peek at the simulation

4.2.1 BC Model with Grid Network

In simulation we tested the grid network BC model with 400, 900, 1600 and 6400 nodes

respectively. The bounded confidence variable ε is ranged from 0.2 to 0.6, increasing 0.01

each step.
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Figure 5: BC model on periodic grid networks

From Figure 5, we can see that starting from ε = 0.4 the system achieves almost consensus

disregard of the agent number. In the simulation we also noticed that the increasing ε
shortens the time needed for stabilization. Besides, with the growing number of nodes

system needs more time to stabilize.

4.2.2 BC Model with Scale-free Network

In this simulation, scale-free networks with 400,900,1600 and 2500 nodes are tested. The

Barabási–Albert scale-free network is used [AB02]. It is known that this method results a

network which has a degree distribution with a power law tail, and exponent of the power

law is 3. In this simulations, ε is varied from 0.2 to 0.6, in the same way as above.

From Figure 6 we can see while epsilon is changing from 0.2 to 0.6, the consensus

probability will slightly improve from around 0.4 to around 0.6. We also investigated

with bounded confidence of 1, simulation still stabilizes around 0.6, no full consensus is

achieved. This is because the average degree of the networks that is used here equals 1.

Thus it is inevitable to have isolated agents. Contrary to the BC model with grid network,

it seems that the increasing number of nodes does not evidently delay the stabilization of

the system. This is again due to the particularity of the scale-free networks. We need to

verify this with more simulations and further analysis.
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Figure 6: BC model on BA scale-free networks

4.2.3 BC Model with Grid and Scale-free Networks

Here is the most interesting part of the simulation, since it shows the effect of coupled

network structures on the consensus threshold. Even if we have tested this model with

varying number of nodes, here we only show the ones with 900 and 2500 nodes. We denote

the bounded confidence for grid network as ε1, and denote that of scale-free network as

ε2. As shown previously, ε1,2 = [0.1..0.5], with an incremental step of 0.05.

In Figure 7 and 8, the consensus threshold space is shown. Since scale-free network struc-

ture fails to achieve a consensus alone, when ε1 = 0.1, the increase of ε2 value again does

not result a consensus. If we change the confidence interval in grid network ε1 to 0.2, by

increasing ε2, simulation results a consensus state. Despite of the ε2, increasing ε1 always

results a consensus. However, consensus threshold of ε1 changes according to the value

of ε2. We can conclude that while those two networks compensate each other to some

extent in achieving consensus, the stronger one plays a more important role, as in the case

of grid network. Meanwhile, the role of scale-free network is still notable in that it not

only accelerates the consensus process, but also it helps to achieve consensus when the

grid confidence is not high enough.

As we can see in two previous cases, curves are identical despite of the increasing number

of nodes. However, we noticed that the time to achieve stabilization in the system increases

along with the number of nodes, clearly a direct consequence of underlying grid network,

though not so evident as in the case of grid only simulation.
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Figure 7: BC model on a mixed network with 900 agents

Figure 8: BC model on a mixed network with 2500 agents
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5 Conclusion

Although BC model has been studied heavily among researchers and some of those works

have studied the relationship between underlying network structure and consensus thresh-

old, little work has been done on integrating several network structures into a single model.

The important part of our model is that we introduced multi-relationship in the opinion dy-

namics. Despite the fact that only two networks are considered at the first step, this work

has shown the possibilities of achieving more complex and realistic network structures by

integrating multiple networks. Furthermore the preliminary simulations have shown us

that consensus threshold for BC model changes according to the multi-network structures.

Possible future works that we are considering will continue in this direction. These results

encourage us to further explore the multi-network structures as a underlying structure of

the opinion dynamics models. Besides, we would also like to study the dynamic networks

as the result of opinion dynamics.
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Abstract: Weblogs and other platforms used to organize a social life online have
achieved an enormous success over the last few years. Opposed to applications directly
designed for building up and visualizing social networks, weblogs are comprised of
mostly unstructured text data, that comes with some meta data, such as the author of
the text, its publication date or the URL it is available under. In this paper, we propose
a way, how these networks may be inferred not by the available meta data, but by pure
natural language analysis of the text content, allowing inference of these networks
without any meta data at hand. We discuss results of first experiments and outline
possible enhancements as well as other ways to improve prediction of social networks
based solely on content analysis.

1 Introduction

In the advent of Web 2.0, where technologies are centered on user generated content

and the presentation of this content, applications such as networking websites or weblogs

achieved an enormous popularity among internet users. In weblogs (or blogs), an author

gathers information about a certain field of interest1 in articles (so called blog posts), that

are (mostly) ordered in a descending chronological way. In these articles, authors tend to

link to other blog posts, which indicates a thematic similarity and pointer to further in-

formation about a topic. We assume that a network, built according to these hyperlinks

between authors’ posts, suggests either strong thematically motivated reference or per-

sonal acquaintance between authors (that is, neighboring nodes in a social network) or

both, where authors are nodes and hyperlinks between two authors’ blog posts are edges

between the corresponding nodes. It is also possible to analyze the blogs’ text content it-

self by natural language processing techniques to identify topics that individual blog posts

comprise. We presume that the statistic similarity between two authors’ specific topic pro-

files, computed by analyzing their personal blog posts, correlates with the path distance

between the same two authors in the aforementioned network, in other words, that these

two authors are more likely to be personally acquainted with each other. The contribution

of this paper is in showing that the hyperlink structure immanent to weblogs exhibits what

is known as the Small-World phenomenon. Further, we apply two different topic models

1this may be very divers; authors write about technology, art, music, their private life etc.
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to the data and compare author-to-author distances in terms of author specific probability

distributions over topic concepts to their respective path distance in the graph formed by

weblogs’ hyperlink structure and show, that the above mentioned proposition holds true.

2 Related Work

Topic modeling has experienced a lot of attention over the last decade. Based on the

ground-breaking work of Blei et. al. in [BNJ03] on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA),

many different probabilistic models for a rich variety of applications have been developed

(e.g. [PGKT06], [BGBZ07], [MCEW04], [WM06]). The LDA model (cf. Fig. 1 (a))

describes documents as a mixture over T topics and each topic as a multinomial distribu-

tion over a vocabulary of V words. That is, each word in each document is assigned a

latent variable, representing the virtual concept of a topic this word belongs to. Follow-

ing the ”bag-of-words” assumption2 and de Finetti’s theorem3 and using machine learning

techniques (cf. [GS04]), the model infers the distribution of the latent variables,

p
(
zi = j|z\i,w

) ∝ n
(wi)
\i,j + β

n
(·)
\i,j + V β

n
(di)
\i,j + α

n
(di)
\i,· + Tα

,

from which the document-specific distributions over topics as well as the topic-specific

distributions over words can be derived. Here, n
(wi)
\i,j is the number of times, word wi has

been assigned to topic j, n
(di)
\i,j is the number of times, a word from document di has been

assigned to topic j, both excluding the current assignment of zi. (·) indicates iteration over

the whole parameter space of a variable. The first term of the above equation corresponds

to the probability of word wi in topic j and the second term is the probability of topic

j in document di. Based on the LDA model, we review the Author-Topic model (AT)

introduced by [RZGSS04], that explicitly assigns a probability distribution over topics to

each author instead of each document. This is done by decoupling the topic distribution

from documents and instead infer a topic distribution for every author. The decision on

a topic for a word in a document is then not only based on the document specific topic

probability distribution, but on an author, chosen from possible authors of a document, and

her specific topic probability distribution (cf. Fig. 1 (b)) In this model, the latent variable

distribution (and with it the authors’ distributions over topics and the topics’ distributions

over words) can be estimated by

p
(
zi = j|z\i,x\i,w

) ∝ CWT
mj + β∑

m′ CWT
m′j + V β

CAT
kj + α∑

j′ C
AT
kj′ + Tα

,

where CWT
mj and CAT

kj are the number of times a word m has been assigned to topic j and

the number of times an author k is assigned to topic j respectively.

2the ”bag-of-word” approach assumes that the order of events does not influence the joint probability of all

events (cf. [AIJ85])
3the de Finetti theorem states that any collection of exchangeable random variables follows a mixture distri-

bution, in general an infinite one (cf. [dFMS75])
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Figure 1: Topic models in plate notation, as in [RZGSS04]

Several different techniques for analyzing weblogs and hyperlink structure therein have

been proposed throughout the literature that model either the source ([Kle99]) or the flow

([GGLNT04], [AZAL04]) of information in blogspace (i.e. the entirety of web log doc-

uments). Concerning the connectivity of blog posts, [KSV06] propose a model in which

blog documents may be implicitly linked through sharing a common topic, even if there

is no explicit hyperlink between them. This is motivated by the fact, that the authors ob-

serve a low per node edge count of only 0.27 (cf. [KSV06], section 3). They create links

based on the collected metadata, such as common tags or common authors of blog posts

to increase this edge count. As seen in the next section, the data used for our experi-

ments exhibits a much higher node-edge ratio. Additionally, in [KL06] the authors pro-

pose a method to link documents by means of content similarity based on the Maximum-

Likelihood estimate, also to enrich the connectivity between blog posts. In [GRZW08] the

authors go a step further and derive a model that probabilistically introduces links between

documents that are not at all based on the available hypertext structure. Here, a link may

exist between a word in a document and any other document in the corpus and each link

is assigned a topic (in the topic modeling sense). In fact, all previous models consider a

document-to-document linking structure, whereas our approach works on a higher level of

abstraction, i.e. author-to-author linking structure based on the authors’ documents.

3 Finding Social Networks in Weblogs

Given a corpus comprised of blog posts that come with minimal meta data, i.e. the author

of the post and the original URI it was available at, the aim is, to find out if the different
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authors of blog posts are in some way interconnected. If so, we want to examine, if these

connections form a network, that follows the same principles as a social network does.

3.1 The spinn3r.com ICSWM09 Data Set

The spinn3r.com ICSWM09 data set [BJS09] has been provided by spinn3r.com, a com-

pany focussing on indexing blog websites and providing an interface to access them. The

data set consists of a two months crawl (Aug 1 - Oct 1 2008) of randomly selected we-

blogs and comprises 127 GB of uncompressed data. The whole timespan has been split

into nine weeks to reduce computational complexity. The blogs are divided into different

tier groups that are determined using the tailrank algorithm4 and only tier group one has

been used, still consisting of about 36 GB of data. As the majority of the data is in English,

we restricted ourselves to that language, resulting in a total of 5.3 million blog posts. Af-

ter that, all hyperlinks in the content were extracted and stored, then all HTML tags were

removed from the text content, as well as stop words and punctuation. Each post has been

saved together with its meta data, i.e. the author, timestamp, original URL and the links

contained in the content.

3.2 Hyperlink Graph in Weblogs

One characteristic used to determine social network behavior of graphs is the characteristic

path length L of a graph. It can be determined by building the median of the means of

the shortest path lengths between all vertex pairings. The second characteristic property

of social network graphs is the cluster coefficient γ of a graph. It is the average over

all nodes’ cluster coefficients, which are defined as γv = |E(G)|
(kv

2 )
, where E (G) is the

edge list of the graph G and kv is the degree5 of vertex v. Thus,
(
kv

2

)
is the maximum

number of edges between v and its neighboring nodes, which makes the cluster coefficient

a fraction of actually existing over all possible edges. In a social network context, this is

often described as a measure on how probable it is, that neighbors of v also know each

other. As Watts states in [Wat99], social networks exhibit a similar characteristic path

length as random graphs of the same size and order, but a significantly higher cluster

coefficient. These are also known as a small-world graphs. All documents have been

stored together with the URLs contained in their text content and the URL under which

they were originally available. Now, if a text- contained URL matches the URL of another

document, this means that the author of the first (taken to be author A) has linked in one

of her blog posts to another document, of which the author is known (taken to be author

B). As the overall goal is, to predict social networks by analyzing text content similarity,

4in tailrank, older posts gain a lower score than newer ones, same as less popular gain a lower score than

more popular ones (popularity in terms of being cited by others); the lower the tier group, the more successful a

blog is in placing its posts on the list of top stories with high tailrank score
5the degree of a vertex is equal to the size of its neighborhood Γv , which is the set of vertices, v is connected

to via an edge
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consider that, if A links to another document in one of her posts, it is highly likely that

the other document’s content is statistically similar to the content of her own blog post.

Additionally, A has to know the blog post, she has linked to. This is only possible, if

(a) A knows B and regularly reads Bs blog posts or (b) another author (author C) that

A is acquainted6 to, is also acquainted to B, giving A the possibility to come across B’s

post by reading C’s posts and following the link there. The second possibility might also

be extended to a chain of arbitrary length, although the longer this chain, the lesser the

probability of its existence. To build up the network graph, we applied the following steps

to each document in a week segment:

1. determine author and hyperlinks contained in the text content of the document,

2. compare the hyperlinks to a list of links to other documents,

3. if a text-contained link in a document matches the unique link of another document

and given that the matched document belongs to the same week segment,

(a) add both documents’ authors (A and B) to V (G), such that V (G) = V (G)∪
{A} ⇔ A v∈ V (G) and V (G) = V (G) ∪ {B} ⇔ B v∈ V (G),

(b) add an edge (A,B) to E (G), such that E (G) = E (G) ∪ {(A,B)} ⇔
(A,B) v∈ E (G) ∧ (B,A) v∈ E (G),

where V (G) is the list of vertices of a graph G.

The resulting networks are described in Tab. 1. Here, the largest possible graph (maximal

values) and the largest connected component in the found graph are characterized in terms

of their size, order and their fraction of the maximum graph. Additionally, a visualization

of the fifth week’s hyperlink graph, centered around the node with maximum degree, is

shown in Fig. 2.

maximal values largest connected component

week order size order % size %·10−4 edges per node

1 87831 3.9 · 109 3830 4.36 5368 1.37 1.4

2 104440 5.45 · 109 5390 5.16 7785 1.42 1.44

3 102027 5.2 · 109 5129 5.03 7371 1.41 1.44

4 101315 5.13 · 109 5361 5.29 7684 1.49 1.43

5 99786 4.97 · 109 6383 6.4 9554 1.92 1.5

6 109155 5.95 · 109 6041 5.53 8945 1.5 1.48

7 107841 5.81 · 109 5851 5.43 8632 1.48 1.48

8 112153 6.28 · 109 5965 5.32 8896 1.42 1.49

9 82846 3.43 · 109 4080 4.92 5533 1.61 1.36

Table 1: Comparison of maximal possible and largest connected component of found net-

works in the data

6being acquainted or to know each other is used interchangeably to represent the fact that an author links to a

document of another author in one of her blog posts
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Figure 2: A visualization of the extracted hyperlink graph

As has been suggested in section 1, we observe a high node-edge ratio in the largest con-

nected component of each data segment’s hyperlink graph (compared to the findings of

[KSV06]. Looking at the characteristics in Tab. 2, we can show that the found network

graphs exhibit the same properties as small-world graphs (i.e. their characteristic path

lengths are similar, but the cluster coefficient of the found networks is considerably higher

than in random graphs of same size and order) and can thus be treated as representations

of actual social networks latent to the underlying weblog data. This also gives an excellent

evaluation measure for comparing distances in a probabilistically derived author network

to their counterparts in the inherent hyperlink structure of weblogs.

network graph random graph

week L γ D L γ D

1 6.3 0.092 17 7.8 3.2 · 10−4 26

2 6.2 0.11 7.9 18 4.7 · 10−4 30

3 6.15 0.099 21 7.99 5.9 · 10−4 30

4 6.15 0.115 22 8.1 5.3 · 10−4 30

5 5.35 0.113 18 7.9 3.1 · 10−4 23

6 5.6 0.107 18 7.94 3.2 · 10−4 23

7 5.84 0.099 20 7.94 3.5 · 10−4 26

8 5.76 0.098 20 7.86 3.2 · 10−4 21

9 6.29 0.104 19 8.02 3.2 · 10−4 25

Table 2: Average path lengths, cluster coefficients and diameters of networks extracted

from the data set and corresponding random networks.

Opposed to [KSV06], [KL06] and [GRZW08], we do not focus on predicting links be-

tween documents directly. Instead, we analyze author-specific content with probabilisti-
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cally driven topic models and arrive at a topic probability distribution for each author. The

distances between authors are then compared to the corresponding network path distances

in the network graph described above. That is, we determine correlations between author

distances in probabilistic models and network distances in the hyperlink graph.

4 Experiments

We trained both the LDA and AT model on the data of the fifth week segment with a

Gibbs sampler run for 2000 iterations. The fifth segment has been chosen, because its

largest connected component contains the largest fraction of authors and edges (cf. Tab.

1) as well as the highest node-edge ratio of all data segments. Since running a Gibbs

sampler7 with the data of one week already takes almost four days of computing time, we

restricted ourselves to the data promising the best results (i.e. the fifth data segment).

By applying the LDA model, we determined a topic probability distribution for each docu-

ment. To generate a topic probability distribution for authors, the probability distributions

of all documents of an author are averaged. As the AT model arrives directly at a specific

topic probability distribution for each author, no averaging has to be done.

After that, we computed the distances between all author specific probability distribu-

tions and averaged found path distances corresponding to author pairings having a similar

probability distribution distance. Finally, we compared both the similarity between the

generated topic probability distributions of authors and the actual path length in the social

network. Following [Lee01], we used the skew divergence (with α = 0.99), a Kullback-

Leibler (KL) based distance metric for probability distributions to measure the distance

between two probability distributions. It is defined as

sα (P,Q) = DKL (Q‖αP + (1− α)Q)

where

DKL (P‖Q) =
∑
i

P (i) log

(
P (i)

Q (i)

)
is the Kullback-Leibler distance.

Using the LDA model, we encounter an increasing average path length between authors

in the graph as the averaged author specific topic probability distribution distance of such

two authors rises, i.e. the topics appearing in their blog posts are less similar. Also, the

path distance stagnates at around average path length of the underlying network.

Looking at the correlation between KL-divergence based measures and the path distance in

the network in the AT model it can be seen, that for low divergences path distance increases

and also stagnates at around average path length. The fact that with increasing similarity

measure values (and hence with less similarity), path distances in the social network grow

is shown even better than in the LDA model. Interestingly, the path distance stabilizes at a

higher value for the LDA model than for the AT model (cf. Fig. 4), which might be caused

7we used a reimplementation of the parallelized Gibbs sampler described in [WBS+09]
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(a) LDA model (b) AT model

Figure 3: Skew divergence against network path length

by the process of simply averaging over all documents of an author instead of directly

using author topic probabilities provided by the AT model.

Figure 4: Skew diversion against network path length - all models

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have shown, that hyperlink structures in weblogs indeed exhibit the Small-

World phenomenon and might thus be treated as social networks formed between blog

posts’ authors. We have introduced two methods to infer latent topics from analyzing

natural language and applied these to arbitrarily chosen weblog documents. Further, we
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described some methods to analyze weblogs and how they differ from our approach.

We have also shown, that the ”difference” between authors in the context of topic mod-

els correlates with network path distance between authors and could possibly be used to

infer, if not identical, at least similar networks that also exhibit characteristics typical to

social networks. Distance measures show an expected correlation between their values

and path distances, where a lower author similarity (and thus fewer shared interests) result

in a higher distance in the social network. As the improvement from the LDA to AT model

suggests, further enhancements might be given by more sophisticated generative proba-

bilistic models, one of which, [Jäh09], adds one extra level of abstraction and tries to infer

community specific probability distributions over authors, i.e. local author clusters in a

social network, directly. Additionally, the used topic models have a fixed number of topics

as a parameter to be chosen by hand. In [TJBB06], the authors describe a nonparamet-

ric bayesian approach to arrive at an optimal number of topics, fitting the data best. This

might also be a valuable enhancement to the proposed approach.
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Abstract: Past studies have shown the unstability of unstructured peer-to-peer net-
works and in particular Gnutella. Because of this unstability, queries in these net-
works are inefficient. Furthermore, to keep the network stable, the protocols used
require huge bandwidth usage. One approach proposed by Gnutella conceptors is to
create two classes of servents: leaf nodes and ultrapeers. The core of the network
is preserved by the ultrapeers, while the leaf nodes remain at the periphery. Others
suggest to use random walks rather than flooding. We also see suggestions to build
communities to reduce traffic. In this paper, we investigate the possibility to use a dif-
ferent, yet complementary approach, where a node would only keep connections that
it deems “good”. Based on statistics collected on the Gnutella network, we show that
it is possible to rapidly determine whether a connection is good or not. The detection
of good connections uses two criteria: the duration of connection establishment time
and the number of messages received through the connection.

1 Introduction

Peer-to-peer (P2P) networks have been profusely studied in the recent past. The focus of

many of the research projects on this topic has been on ways to improve performance of

the network. Performance here is mostly measured by the efficiency of search operations

on the network and by bandwidth usage to preserve the network structure. This leads to a

dichotomy of P2P systems, namely, unstructured and structured P2P networks.

In unstructured networks (e.g., FreeNet [CSWH00], KaZaa [LRW03], Gnutella [Lim02]),

performances are not very good: bandwidth usage is usually atrocious [GDS+03, Rip01a,

Rit01, SGD+02, VBKJ02] and it is not guaranteed that one finds what he is looking for.

However, these networks require no authentication nor collaboration from the participating

peer which may be seen as an advantage in many contexts.

Structured networks (e.g., P-grid [Abe01], BALLS [LBK05], CAN [RFH+01], Pastry

[RD01a], PAST [RD01b], Expressways [ZSZ03], and others [KK03, MNR02, RLS+03,
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SMK+01]) were designed to offer efficient search mechanisms (often logarithmic in the

number of peers) while using as little bandwidth as possible. To achieve these perfor-

mances, peers must collaborate and therefore, some level of trust that peers will behave

properly is required.

There are circumstances that call for less structure and more freedom on the part of the par-

ticipating nodes. In these cases, unstructured P2P, and more specifically Gnutella protocol-

based networks, are appropriate, but their performances are not appealing. Indeed, differ-

ent studies have shown that the Gnutella network changes constantly [Rip01b, VBKJ02],

the average connection remaining open for a very short time. In [VBKJ02], the authors

indicate that in one of their experiments (using Gnutella v0.4 [Cli]), the median duration

of the 20,945 connections established over a 24 hour session was 0.17 seconds, while the

average was 31 seconds. This churn effect has a major impact on the performances of the

system. First, more effort is required to preserve the network. Second, it increases the

probability of failed searches, as results may not be properly routed back to the requesting

node.

Many approaches have been proposed to improve the performances of unstructured P2P

networks. There are solutions that focus on the stability of the network. For instance,

the Gnutella protocol itself was modified to limit the impact of churn. The idea is to

promote peers that stay connected for a long period to the status of ultrapeers (Gnutella

v0.6 [KM02]). The core of the network is preserved by the ultrapeers while other peers

(leaf nodes) remain at the periphery.

Other solutions are trying to improve search performances. Some approaches [CRB+03,

YGM02] propose the use of indexes to increase scalability of the network and reduce

search time. Others, such as [CFB04] and [SMZ03], will use a semantics-based connec-

tion selection process rather than the FIFO approach used by Gnutella to create semantic

communities, consequently improving search performances. Other techniques focus on

the reduction of network bandwidth consumption, such as the use of random walks in-

stead of flooding [LRS02].

In this paper, we focus solely on the problem of heavy churn at the Gnutella protocol level.

However, any reduction of churn will have a direct impact on the quality of searches, as it

results in a more stable network, whatever the semantic connection selection mechanism

used. Consequently, the solution we propose is complementary to other efforts to improve

search mechanisms. Specifically, we present simple selection rules for connections based

on TCP- and Gnutella-level statistics. The objective of these selection rules is to prune

bad connections (i.e., connections that are not expected to last) as early as possible to fa-

vor good connections, and consequently provide a more stable network. We assess the

quality of these rules using experimental data. These data were collected by instrumenting

a robust Gnutella client using version 0.6 of the protocol. In the next section, we provide a

brief overview of Gnutella and elaborate on the notion of good connections. Section 3 de-

scribes the experimental approach used to collect data. Descriptive statistics are provided

in Section 4, which also presents connection selection rules and assess their quality. We

then conclude the paper with a discussion on the results obtained in Section 5.
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2 Good Connections in the Gnutella Protocol

The Gnutella protocol allows peers (a.k.a. servents for server and client) to exchange

files without any central server acting as a catalogue or a dispatcher. A peer opens a user-

specified number of TCP connections with other peers. All communications in the network

occur through these connections. Hence, the Gnutella network is laid over the Internet.

In version 0.6 of the protocol, servents may be leaf nodes or ultrapeers. Leaf nodes may

only connect to ultrapeers. The number of such connections is user-determined. Ultrapeers

connect with other ultrapeers and allow leaf nodes to establish connections with them.

Again, the number of ultrapeer and leaf node connections allowed is specified by the user.

Nodes constantly make sure that the current number of active connections correspond to

the maximum number of permitted connections. This is how the peers stay connected to

each other. As experimental results show (see [VBKJ02] and Sect. 4), the median duration

of connections is low, thus yielding heavy churn. Consequently, a peer spends a large

portion of its active life reconnecting to the network.

The Gnutella protocol is very simple in that queries (message type QUERY) and keep-alive

(PING message type) messages are flooded in the network through the TCP connections

already established. The flooding process is controlled via a “time to live” (TTL) field

which is decremented at every intermediate peer. Answers to query (REPLY message type)

and keep-alive (PONG message type) messages are routed back to the originating peer; i.e.,

the answer follows the reverse sequence of TCP connections used for the query/keep-alive

message to reach its destination.

The ultrapeers form the core of the network and therefore must provide the most sta-

ble and reliable network possible. Clearly, establishing long lasting connections should

provide better stability and more reliability. Indeed, as replies are routed back through the

same TCP connections, should a connection be broken, all replies routed through that con-

nection are lost. It follows that the stability of the network and the efficiency of searches

is highly dependent on the duration of connections. Consider PING messages, which are

sent to keep track of the network composition. Should the average duration of connec-

tions be increased, the frequency at which PING are sent could be reduced. Furthermore,

the number of lost replies (replies that cannot be routed back to their origin because of

broken connections on the return path) will be reduced if connections remain open longer.

Therefore, a good connection is a connection that remains open as long as possible. As

this definition of good refers to some dichotomy, we simply fix a threshold to classify

connections as good (duration ≥ threshold) or bad (duration < threshold).

The problem is that we cannot tag a connection as good or bad until it is broken or until

it lasts long enough to surpass the threshold. However, it may be possible to estimate

quickly whether a connection will be good or not. The question then is to identify the

criteria that could be used to rapidly produce that estimate. And if such criteria exist, we

must determine if they are dependent on the user specified parameters. The next section

describes the experimental approach used to collect data on the Gnutella protocol that will

serve to identify selection criteria and assess the quality of selection rules.
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3 Data Collection

We wanted to collect data about Gnutella in the least intrusive manner. Consequently, we

used a publicly available servent (namely LimeWire [Roh01]) and instrumented it. We

did not change the operations of the servent. We simply added data collection routines

that enabled us to save detailed statistics about the servent, its network usage, all connec-

tions established, all messages sent/received. As such, our servent was seen as a regular

LimeWire servant on the network and behaved as such1.

The modified servent collected the following data each time it was executed:

• Statistics on all connections established: establishment time, duration, termination

code.

• Statistics on all messages received/sent: type, size, hopcount, TTL, date received.

• A list of all queries performed on the network while the servent was active.

• Statistics on the servent: bandwidth, horizon (number of reachable servents, files),

connections attempts, received messages, routed messages, sent messages.

In order to collect a significant amount of data, we ran our modified servent a number of

times and followed the experimental protocol proposed in [VBKJ02]. The experiments

are performed in runs, one run lasting 24 hours. In each run, two servents are started in

parallel, both servents being in the same mode either in leaf node mode or ultrapeer mode.

One servent, the benchmark peer, uses base parameters (the same for all runs) while the

other servent, the test peer, uses different user-specified parameters (see Tab. 1)2. A run

is decomposed in 24 executions of the servents; an execution lasts 45 minutes and two

executions are separated by a pause of 15 minutes.

4 Data Analysis and Results

Data was collected in the period from July 21, 2003 to August 25, 2003 using the above ex-

perimental approach. The total number of connections in each run varied between 15,274

and 21,107. For the twelve runs in ultrapeer mode, statistics for a total of 552,409 connec-

tion attempts were collected. Data were anonymized, removing any direct connection to

the actual IP addresses, but preserving partial IP class information.

Out of these connection attempts, only 98,107 were actually established. Fig. 1 presents

the cumulative distribution of the connection duration for these 98,107 connections; the

median duration is 2.2 sec. and the average is 409.3 sec, which is an order of magnitude

longer than previous measures for version 0.4 of the protocol. We also measured the time

1For obvious reasons, we did not share any content on the network. We only observed queries in transit

through our servent.
2Data from Run 4 are unavailable and therefore this combination of parameters will not be considered in this

study.
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Table 1: User-specified parameters
Leaf mode runs Ultrapeer mode runs

Connections Connections

to Run to from

Run ultrapeers Run ultrapeers leaf nodes

1 1 1 10 30

2 2 2 22 30

3 3 3 25 30

4a 4 4 28 30

5 5 5 30 30

6 7 6a 32 30

7 10 7 34 30

8 15 8 36 30

9 39 30

10 42 30

11 54 30

12 32 60
aValues for benchmark peer
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Figure 2: Proportion of good connections vs.
runs for test and benchmark peers

required to establish these connections; the median time to create a connection is 0.0 sec.

and the average is 0.250 sec.

In light of these statistics, we had to decide what constituted a good connection. Clearly,

this choice is arbitrary. However, we considered that a good connection had to remain

active for at least 30 seconds. Using this threshold value, we have 37.1% of connections

that may be classified as good in our sample. Fig. 2 provides the proportions of good

connections in each run for both the test and benchmark peers. This shows that there is a

“run effect” (the spikes in Runs 2 and 11) in the sense that the proportions are not stable

across runs, but are fairly similar for the benchmark peer and the test peer within a single

run. We compared the proportions of good connections of the benchmark and test peers

on a run by run basis. At the 1% level, the proportions are significantly different for Runs

1, 11 and 12 only, justifying the use of a benchmark peer as a control.

Our goal is to identify simple rules that can detect good connections as fast as possible.

With a view towards real applications, these rules should be simple, fast to compute, easy

to implement, and local (i.e., they can be performed locally by the servent).

Exploratory analysis using the aggregated benchmark peer data indicated that a bad con-
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Table 2: Cross-tabulation of duration time
and creation time (connections remaining after
1 sec.; benchmark peers)

creation (creation time)

0 (< 1 ms) 1 (≥ 1 ms)

Good connection 27713 8635

(83.4%) (32.7%)

Bad connection 5500 17770

(16.6%) (67.3%)

Table 3: Cross-tabulation of duration time and
activity (connections remaining after 1 sec.;
benchmark peers)

activity (# of messages)

0 (= 0) 1 (> 0)

Good connection 25829 10519

(55.3%) (81.5%)

Bad connection 20878 2392

(44.7%) (18.5%)

nection possesses in general two simple characteristics:

1. A longer time to establish the connection (creation time).

2. No activity through the connection early on, that is, no messages of any type are

received in the first few moments after the establishment of the connection.

Tab. 2 and 3 clearly demonstrate those facts. Tab. 2 presents the cross-tabulation of the

duration and a dichotomized version of the variable creation time. This variable, named

creation, takes the value 0 if the creation time is smaller than 1 millisecond (ms) and the

value 1 if it is greater than or equal to 1 ms. Note that ms was the unit of measure so it was

not possible to go beyond that. On one hand, we see that 83.4% of the connections with a

creation time less than 1 ms turned out to be good connections. On the other hand, 67.3%

of the connections with a creation time greater than or equal to 1 ms turned out to be bad

connections. It is important to note that in order to make it comparable with Tab. 3, the

classification of each connection was done 1 second after its establishment. Consequently,

the (bad) connections that did not last 1 second are not included in Tab. 2. For Tab. 3,

a binary variable named activity was created to reflect to the fact that no message at all

transited through the connection during the first second after its establishment (0) or that

at least one message of any type transited (1). We see that 81.5% of the connections having

any activity after 1 second turned out to be good connections compared to only 55.3% for

the connections not having any activity. It is clear from these two tables that both variables

discriminate between good and bad connections but that creation has more discriminating

power.

Tab. 4 shows that both variables could also be used together. It presents the same cross-

tabulation as Tab. 3 but only for those connections for which the creation time is greater

than or equal to 1 ms (creation=1). We see that 70.1% of the connections for which

creation=1 and for which no messages at all transited during the first second turned out

to be bad connections. Moreover, 54.1% of the connections for which creation=1 but

for which at least one message transited during the first second turned out to be good

connections. This combination of criteria could be used to recover some good connections

and increase the sensitivity of the rule. Even if the above tables show the results when we

classify a connection after 1 second, it is clear that different time windows can be used.

Based on the facts above, two simple rules were built. For both rules, the classification

of a connection occurs w (≥ 0) seconds after it is established so both rules are in fact a

family of rules that depend on the window length w.
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Table 4: Cross-tabulation of duration time and activity for connections with creation time ≥ 1 ms
(creation=1; connections remaining after 1 sec.; benchmark peers)

activity (# of messages)

0 (= 0) 1 (> 0)

Good connection 6998 1637

(29.9%) (54.1%)

Bad connection 16382 1388

(70.1%) (45.9%)
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• Rule Aw: Automatically classify a connection as bad if it terminated before w sec-

onds. If the connection is still alive, classify it as good if its creation time is smaller

than 1 ms and as bad if it is greater than or equal to 1 ms.

• Rule Bw: Automatically classify a connection as bad if it terminated before w sec-

onds. If the connection is still alive, classify it as bad if its creation time is greater

than or equal to 1 ms and no messages at all have transited through it so far. Other-

wise, the connection is classified as good.

It should be clear that applying Rule A1 will not classify the connections in the same

way as applying A2 since some connections will be lost in the interval [1,2] and those are

automatically correctly classified as bad connections. Moreover, Rule A0 is identical to

rule B0.

Again using the aggregated benchmark peer data, Fig. 3 presents the proportions of good

classifications for both rules as a function of w. We see that waiting a little before making

a decision greatly improves the performance of the rules. The good classification rate is

under 60% with w = 0 and jumps above 85% for both rules when w = 1 (85.6% for

Rule A1 and 85.8% for Rule B1). At w = 2 seconds, we have good classification rates of

88.4% and 89.7% for rules A2 and B2 respectively. After that, the relative gain of waiting

more before making a decision about a connection is smaller.

In order to determine the quality of both rules, we will examine the sensitivity and speci-

ficity of the rules, where sensitivity is defined in our case as the proportion of good con-

nections that are well classified (it measures how well the rule detects good connections),

while specificity is the proportion of bad connections that are well classified. The values
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Table 5: Weighted distance between sensitity/specificity and maximum value (connections remain-
ing after w sec.; benchmark peers))

w (in sec.)

0 1 2 3 4 5 10 20

α = 1
3

Aw 0.434 0.237 0.213a 0.228 0.250 0.274 0.394 0.530

Bw 0.434 0.266 0.264 0.307 0.358 0.405 0.565 0.704

α = 1
2

Aw 0.394 0.237 0.219 0.231 0.247 0.266 0.362 0.474

Bw 0.394 0.250 0.243 0.276 0.317 0.356 0.490 0.610

α = 2
3

Aw 0.350 0.237 0.226 0.233 0.244 0.257 0.326 0.411

Bw 0.350 0.232 0.221 0.241 0.270 0.298 0.403 0.498
aValues in bold are the smallest for the corresponding rule

are calculated only for connections still alive after w seconds. Fig. 4 presents the sensitiv-

ity and specificity of the rules as a function of w. The sensitivity of Rule Aw is constant

because the set of good connections is always the same for every window length. The sen-

sitivity of both rules is 76.2% at w = 0. This means that 76.2% of the good connections

are well classified. The sensitivity of Rule Bw increases to 80.8% and 83.4% at times

w = 1 and 2 respectively.

For both sensitivity and specificity, the best value is 1 corresponding to perfect classifi-

cation. To qualify a rule for a given w, we calculate the weighted distance from speci-

ficity/sensitivity to the maximum value (= 1) as
√

α · (sens(Xw) − 1)2 + (1 − α) · (spec(Xw) − 1)2,

where sens(Xw) is the sensitivity of rule Xw, X ∈ {A, B}, spec(Xw) is the specificity

of rule Xw, and α is the relative weight given to sensitivity. Tab. 5 shows this measure for

different values of α.

As we favor good classifications of good connections over good classification of bad con-

nections, we prefer using α = 2

3
. In this case, we see that for w = 1 or 2, Rule Bw is

the most interesting. Recall that one of our goal is to classify a connection as quickly as

possible. In Tab. 5, the weighted distance values for B1 and B2 are fairly close to each

other for all values of α. Note however that the small gain in sensitivity and specificity is

obtained at the cost of a longer wait (in fact, double the wait in this case).

The performances reported above were obtained with the benchmark data. The next step

is to investigate if those performances are dependent on the user-specified parameters. Re-

call that in each run, data are available for a benchmark peer that always uses the same

user-specified parameters and for a test peer that uses different parameters. Rule B1 was

selected for this analysis, as it provides a reasonable compromise between quality of clas-

sification and wait. The rule B1 was applied separately for each peer and for each of

the 11 runs available. Fig. 5 presents the 22 proportions of good classification obtained.

For reference, the proportion of good classification (0.858) obtained with the aggregated

benchmark data is also shown on the graph. Apart from Run 11, the proportions seem

pretty stable. We compared the proportions of good classification of the benchmark and

test peers on a run by run basis. At the 1% level, the proportions are significantly different

for Runs 2 and 11 only. This indicates that the performance of the rule does not seem to

depend very much on the user-specified parameters.
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The sensitivities are depicted in Fig. 6 along with the one obtained with the aggregated

benchmark data (0.808). Once again, the sensitivity seems quite stable with the exception

of Run 11. Results are similar for specificities, as shown in Fig. 7, where 0.704 is the value

obtained for the aggregated benchmark data. Again, values are different only in Run 11.

5 Conclusions

The analysis performed clearly shows that a servent could apply a simple rule (such as

Rule B1) on all connections and only keep those classified as good, which could there-

fore increase the stability of the network. Consequently, the frequency at which PING

messages are sent could be reduced, hence having a direct impact on bandwidth usage.

Furthermore, the increased stability should reduce the number of wrongly aborted replies,

as more replies should reach the originator of the request.

This conclusion is further supported by results obtained in a previous study [TBK06],

where the authors demonstrated that for the same data set, the message traffic of the

Gnutella protocol is self-similar3. Hence, a short time interval should provide sufficient

information to predict the behavior over a long period. This is especially true when con-

3Self-similar traffic is defined as traffic pattern that is invariant against changes in scale or size [LTWW94,

Sta98].
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sidering the activity variable, as no activity early on leads to little or no activity later.

The implementation of rule Bw is fairly simple. Every time a connection is attempted, we

can record the creation time. Then, once the connection is established, we launch a timer

thread that will expire after w seconds. If no messages are received through the connection

after that delay and the creation time was longer or equal to 1 ms, the connection is closed.

We observed that a large number of connection attempts have a very long connection time

which roughly corresponds to the TCP layer time out. Consequently, it may be argued that

connections that take a long time to establish are on less stable routes, and therefore are

more likely to produce time-outs. It also follows that any traffic on these connections will

also be difficult to maintain, once established, as it will follow the same route to reach its

destination. Hence, by closing those connections with a long connection time and no traffic

early on, we basically prune connections that will always show difficulties. Indirectly, this

may lead to some form of clustering in the network, where closer nodes stay connected.

In this case, closeness is related to round-trip time rather than actual distance.

In this paper, we presented a simple approach to detect good connections in the Gnutella

network, based on empirical evidence. We claimed that by only keeping such good con-

nections, network stability and search efficiency would be improved. We also speculated

that long connection times lead to bad connections, as long connection times are symp-

tomatic of bad routes. We did not, however, provide any empirical results that would

directly support these claims and speculations. Clearly, more work is required in that

respect and should be addressed in future studies.
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Abstract: This paper describes health informatics as a field of research and some
of the challenges that are faced when designing a complex event processing
middleware gathering input from multiple legacy sources in a hospital
environment. The goal of the system is to reduce the need for synchronous
communication between medical stakeholders by creating a situational awareness
and thereby cause fewer interruptions.

1 Introduction

This paper presents some health informatics specific challenges which pose interesting
research questions for creating a software architecture for supporting medical staff in
their daily work. The work presented in this paper is part of the COSTT project, which
has as its main objectives:

• First objective: To enable flexible, ‘Just-in-time’ coordination of work in a
highly collaborative and dynamic work environment

• Second objective: To achieve this by creating a shared work space that gives all
the actors involved in the collaboration real-time insight into the work process,
e.g. its progress and possible deviations from the expected course.

• Third objective: To derive this insight automatically from samples of data in
brief.
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The project is set in a hospital environment, more specifically, the perioperative domain
(right before, during and right after surgery). In brief, in COSTT, we investigate how
relevant digital events can be retrieved from the different sources available and presented
to different actors as a meaningful visualization of the perioperative process, and as such
creating situational awareness. This situational awareness should lead to a reduced need
for synchronous communication. Prior to describing the architecture, we first give a
definition of health informatics (HI) and four typical communication strategies.

2 Health Informatics Background

The MEDLINE definition of HI is as follows: “The field of information science
concerned with the analysis and dissemination of medical data through the application
of computers to various aspects of health care and medicine”. This is a relatively broad
description, though [HH+96] are a bit more specific: “Medical informatics is the
discipline concerned with the systematic processing of data, information and knowledge
in medicine and health care. The aims of medical informatics are twofold: (i) to provide
solutions for problems related to data, information and knowledge processing; and (ii)
to study the general principles of processing data, information and knowledge in
medicine and health care. The ultimate goal should always be to improve the quality of
health care, and of research and education in medicine and the health sciences.”.

One can argue that point (i) is true for just about any domain within informatics, whereas
(ii) focuses on the medical part. However, the authors are also pointing out that
modelling is an important topic in HI, and emphasize that the abstraction needs to leave
out the details while retaining only relevant information. So to actually provide a
solution (ref (i)) in a multidisciplinary field as HI is a more challenging task that in a
field which is less multidisciplinary.

Hasman also mentions systematic processing of data as a characteristic, as well as
“humans form part of the information systems”, which means the information systems
are not useful without human interaction. One of the main findings of [Gr09] supporting
this feature is: “EPR1

Coiera [Co03] loosely defines HI as “health informatics is the logic of healthcare”,
followed by a more formal “health informatics is the study of information and
communication systems in healthcare”, and continues:

use will always require human input to re-contextualize
knowledge”.

“HI is particularly focused on:

Understanding the fundamental nature of these information and communication systems,
and describing the principles which shape them

1 EPR means Electronic Patient Record
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Developing interventions which can improve upon existing information and
communication systems

Developing methods and principles which allow such interventions to be designed

Evaluating the impact of these interventions on the way individuals or organisations
work, or on the outcome of the work.”

Through the three-loop model, Coiera visualises the systematic processing of data,
modelling, abstraction, human in the loop, etc which have been pointed out above.

Coiera also points out the distinction between information systems and communication
systems. Information systems are designed to manage activities, whereas communication
systems include people, messages, mediating technologies and organisational structures.
This distinction is less explicit in other definitions of HI, even though data and human in
the loop are mentioned.

In HI, due to the non-deterministic nature, it is very hard (according to some impossible)
to capture patterns and base knowledge on that. In cases where it not feasible to create a
knowledge base, supporting the communication around the problem can still be very
helpful in resolving the problem.

Information systems nowadays are becoming more and more integrated with
communication systems, so it might be hard to see the difference in some systems.
Though, from a systems design perspective, one should always keep in mind that there
indeed is a distinction between the two, no matter how entangled the end-product might
become. In addition, they should be designed in a problem-based approach and not a
technology-based approach.

A wrongly designed and implemented system can lead to information that is falsely
taken as true and can in the worst case lead to death of a patient.

2.1 Communication Possibilities

Health care work can be supported by technology in many ways, though it is through
communication one can cooperate. Coeira [Co03] clearly describes the context of
communication system use, spread over time and space. The four different possibilities
(1 same time, same place, 2 same time, different place, 3 different time, same place, 4
different time, different place) all pose their benefits and drawbacks (see an abstraction
below) and are based on the context of communication and can be supported by different
technologies.

1. The most semantically rich form of communication is face-to-face, where both
stakeholders are at the same place at the same time, being able to see each other
and notice subtle changes in body language, intonation, etc.
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2. Less rich is communication at the same time, but from different locations, also
called synchronous communication. It is an interruptive way of communication,
and certain features that form the total picture of communication are not
transferred. Just as with modelling, a simplification of the real world means that
features get lost. In a phone call, one can hear but not see each other, with a
video conference, one can also see the peer, though for example due to latency
and image quality, certain subtleties can get lost in the transfer.

3. Asynchronous communication is spread over time, but at the same place. As the
stakeholders are not present at the same time, one needs to rely on message
passing and conversations are a series of messages.

4. Finally we have store-and-forward systems for the different time and different
place situations.

In the next section, we describe a system which can reduce the need for synchronous
communication in the perioperative domain.

2 Event Processing Technology

The main characteristic of implementations of an event-based or event-driven
architecture is that it has the ability to detect events and react intelligently to them. An
event is a change in state that merits attention from systems [TYP+09]. In an event-
driven architecture, we can identify 4 main concepts, Event producers, Event consumers,
Messaging backbones and Event processors.

[TYP+09] Introduces an analogy, ”the central nervous system” in order to explain the
characteristics of the architecture:

• Nerve cells fire signals to the brain
• The brain interprets the signals and reacts
• The reaction can be to gather more input in order to be able to interpret the

signal
– Use sight/optical nerve
– Process input and compare to the mental data store
– Conclude (and initiate new reactions)

As for the events that are generated, these can be divided into the following basic
patterns[Lu01]: Simple events (e.g. machine is turned on/off), Event stream processing
(e.g. location information) and Complex events (multiple events under multiple logical
conditions such as a stock ticker). However, none of these patterns is able to deduce why
an event has occurred, only that it has occurred.
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3 Overcoming the Challenges

In the sections above, we have given a number of definitions of health informatics and
given an overview of the different communication strategies. Summarised, the
challenges that we need to address consist of: multidisciplinary, non-deterministic
behaviour, human in the loop/humans form part of the information systems, implicit
information, non-captured information, modelling, improving quality of healthcare,
developing interventions which can improve upon existing information and
communication systems. Also, rather than names, roles are being used. It does in general
not matter who does the job, as long as the person is qualified. This presumes that direct
addressing of individuals based on names is not an effective way to go.

All this indicates that healthcare is a complex domain both in terms of work procedures
and communication between stakeholders, and that creating a supporting system needs to
address these facets. In addition there is stringent legislation in place in order to ensure
that medical/patient information is kept secure. Other than that, the domain also has very
many legacy systems that are not built to cooperate with other systems. Event-based
architectures can help overcome the latter problem, but if an application based on such
an architecture is successful depends on more than technology alone.

As depicted in the objectives of the COSTT project mentioned in the introduction, we do
not propose to build a system that makes decisions for people, but rather a system that
helps stakeholders make to qualified decisions based on extra information which
previously was not available in an asynchronous manner.

In the perioperative domain, interruptions in the form of (often) phone calls are part of
daily life. Medical stakeholders are adjusted to coping with these interruptions, though
studies show (e.g. [Al05]) that many of these interruptions would have been unnecessary
if the initiating part would have been aware of the situation of the other stakeholder.
Examples are that the question did not require an immediate answer, and asynchronous
communication would have sufficed, or the question was about something that could
have been known in advance based on situational awareness, for example “is the patient
on his/her way to the operating theatre?”.

The perioperative process is a dynamic process in which unforeseen events require a
constant and flexible adaptation of planned work. In order to properly conduct and
coordinate their work, actors involved in this process must be continuously aware of the
current state of affairs and deviations from the plans. Many information sources are
currently in place to support the achievement of this awareness, e.g. conversations with
colleagues, paper-based charts, the electronic patient record, the operation planning
system and status indicators of equipment in use. The problem with these sources
however, is that they are not easily accessible for all authorized and relevant actors and
the events available through these sources provide a fragmented view on clinical reality.
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To overcome the fragmented view, one needs to combine information form multiple
sources. The information is divided into real-time digital data stemming from sensors
and a context model with among others patterns based on observations in the domain,
access to calendar and planning systems, etc and the domain model tying all this
together.

The challenge lies not only in the technical capabilities of combining multiple event
sources into a meaningful set representing a real life event, but also in acquiring
sufficient domain knowledge to understand the meaning of the atomic events and
supporting systems in addition to typical patterns. As mentioned before, the non-
deterministic nature of healthcare makes the domain very hard to model, as all kinds of
deviations to a “typical” workflow can occur and are even considered normal.

In the COSTT project, different challenges are address by different researchers with
relevant backgrounds. Focusing on but one of the challenges alone will not lead to a
complete and usable system in the end. The focus of the first author lies in the situation
refinement. In short, this is the logic behind the aggregation and contextualisation of
atomic events into more semantically rich composite events that represent a “real life
event”. The concept is described in [Wi09], [WT10] and shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Draft Event Middleware
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3.1 The Notion of Quality

Inspired by the SQI (Signal Quality Index) of a Bis monitor, where the system not only
views a bispectral index indicating the brain activity of the patient2

In a similar way, when combining digital events from different sources with different
qualities that all impact the value of the aggregated composite event (and also taking into
consideration the spatial and temporal variations of the events) the composite,
contextualized event will have a varying quality. The contextualized event depicts a
“real life event”, though based on the variations in the quality of the underlying atomic
events and even the context model and other secondary information sources, the
“trustworthiness” can be upgraded or downgraded as new information fitting the pattern
is detected. Then, “the human in the loop”, one of the HI factors, can decide whether to
act upon the information or not. And as the stakeholder is aware of the situation around
him/her, synchronous communication is no longer needed in order to find out that is
going on. Though, when the quality parameter is inadequate for the situation, one can
still resort to that type of communication to verify the situation.

, but also shows the
signal quality index indicating the reliability of the first parameter on a percentage scale
(0 means not reliable at all, 100 is perfect reading). The value of this quality parameter is
as much of a triggering factor for anesthesiologists as the actual reading. Depending on
the combination of the two parameters, one may decide to take action.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

The hospital is high risk environment, and the derived events representation of the
environment and especially the quality of the representation can contribute to improving
patient safety. Quality is critical, if you can't trust the quality of the derived events,
potentially patient can be endangered, other systems are in general less critical.

Another aspect of quality is getting the right (amount of) information at the right time,
and when one needs the information is a quality context parameter. However, caution
should be taken when distributing information. Social media in the private atmosphere
(meaning a non-business setting) is non-critical. “Leaking” of information can be
unpleasant, though in a hospital such leaks can be illegal as it can contain patient
information.

The above pertains to a healthcare professional community; however, the type of
situation refinement can also be introduced in other communities. It can help answer
questions such as: Where are the people, what are they doing? When can I expect an
action to be ready? When does the next task start? Is someone nearby whom can assist
with a specific task?

2 On a 0-100 scale a bispectral index of 0 indicates that the patient is brain-dead, 40-60 means narcosis and 100
means the patient is fully awake
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Also in a social setting it might be nice to know if one can interrupt the receiver. In most
messenger systems, it is possible to indicate a status, however, experience shows that the
actual status in general does not represent the real status of the person. Many messages
do not require direct attention.

One of the differences between a social and a hospital setting is that one in general
addresses a pre-set group or an individual in a social setting, whereas the role of a person
is much more important in a hospital setting. Targeting a role could in a sense be
compared to a user profile rather than an individual. This concept could be used for
targeted marketing based on the “needs” of the receiver.

When semantic models are created to commence situation refinement, and for example
can use artificial intelligence/case based reasoning is implemented in order to detect
patterns based on historical data, or gather additional information from pseudo-static
sources such as calendar or planning systems (in general: systems external to the system
being used).

In order to create a contextualised event, one needs to analyse which events occurring in
the domain are of relevance and how (with which additional information) these can be
semantically enriched in order to provide more meaning. Detecting patterns in order to
better be able to merge events from multiple sources, reasoning for missed events,
reliability of inferences, etc. And not to forget, the notion of quality; let people reason
upon the outcome of an inferenced result, and not a computer system.

Remember that nature cannot be fully described by rules. It is simply too complex and
diverse. Rules are simplifications, and simplifications can become a risk when the right
context is unknown. Therefore, situational awareness also includes metadata surrounding
the actual message, and as mentioned, should include a sense of quality of this
information.
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Abstract: In this paper, we focus on providing new tools to help doctors in their
diagnosis. We study the feasibility of using a distributed approach over Wireless Sen-
sor Networks (WSN). We define a Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) as a set
of wireless sensors which equipped a patient. Each sensor senses a health parameter,
for example, temperature or heart pulse. Our aim is to understand how a distributed
approach can be a fair alternative to the common centralized paradigm. We study a
distributed approach based on the token paradigm. Then, we compare this approach to
the centralized one, throw simulations and experimentations over real sensors.

1 Introduction

In recent years, we assist to the growth of wireless sensor networks (WSN) fields of ap-

plication. Wireless sensors provide a new way to perform some common or unusual tasks.

Typically, wireless sensors can be deployed in wild areas to monitor some environmental

changes, like temperature changes or luminance changes. They can also be plugged on

animals to study how they evolve in their natural habitat. A well-studied field is patient

monitoring. In such a context three main scenarios are underlined. The first one consists in

monitoring patient over an emergency site (in-situ monitoring), the second corresponds to

an in-hospital monitoring scenario, and finally, the latter consists in monitor individuals at

their home (in-home monitoring). Our work takes part of the National ISIS Project which

aim is to provide new tools to help doctors in their diagnostics, especially in an Intensive

Care Unit (ICU). This project is composed of three main axes, a) the design of new algo-

rithms including some artificial intelligence, b) data mining processing for health monitor-

ing c) and the use of novel technologies for patient monitoring. We worked on providing

novel technologies for patient monitoring and we focussed on a distributed approach to

suggest some diseases over a wireless sensor network. In patient monitoring, the individ-

ual is commonly equipped with a great number of elements which allow to monitor several

health parameters. We collaborated with doctors and nurses from the Zobda-Quitman hos-

pital of Martinique. One of the problems underlined by the medical staff refers to the

hardly practical side of the current equipments. WSN overcome this issue and provide

a wireless and usable equipment. For instance, the patient would be able to easily pass
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medical examination outside his room with continuous monitoring. Furthermore, most of

the currently used equipments are based on proprietary software environments. Contrary

to those equipments, WSN can run personalized algorithms which can then be fit to some

specific requirements. Requirements can concern the patient, for example if he has some

specificity, or the care, for instance if new rules or methods should be applied in the di-

agnostic process. Moreover such a system would also consider mobility and medical staff

would be able to ask for patient data via a mobile equipment.

We propose a formal definition of a disease and a distributed approach for help in medical

diagnosis with WSN. The idea is to dedicate some master motes to the detection and to

regularly update the set of the master motes. Our solution is based on the token paradigm.

This paper is organized as follows, in section 2 we discuss some related work in the field

of medical monitoring or distributed events detection. In section 3, we draw our context

and introduce some definitions. Section 4 and 5 detail our contribution composed of the

centralized approach as well as the token based one. Section 6, details the simulations and

experimentations we performed and outlines the obtained results. In the last section, we

conclude and draw some perspectives.

2 Related work

One of the earliest approach for patient monitoring with WSN relies on a centralized

paradigm. Indeed, the sensors are solely deployed to sense health parameters values and

to forward these values to a dedicated base station (BS). Then, the base station is in charge

of the analysis of the received data. Even if data filtering mechanisms are performed un-

der the sensors, the computation power of the nodes is not well used. Afterwards, many

works focus on the detection of abnormal situations in a distributed manner [GGM+07,

PKR+05, YC08]. Most of these works are not dedicated to medical monitoring but we

notice that they can be applied in such a context. In [GGM+07], the sensors which have

detected an abnormal situation organize themselves dynamically, building a spanning tree

over the existing network. This spanning tree allows the sensors to optimize the trans-

mission of their measurements to the base station. In the specific medical field, complete

architectures are generally studied. In [BV07] the authors propose algorithms to detect

or prevent someone’s long periods of inactivity at home. AlarmNet (Assisted-Living And

Residential Monitoring Network) [WVD+06] is an architecture for medical sensor net-

works which allows to monitor patient at home. In AlarmNet some alarms are raised in

emergency situations (for example if the patient falls down). MiTag [GPS+08] and Wi-

isard [KCB+06] focus on monitoring people over an emergency site. Here, one of the

challenges is to treat a large number of casualties and to ensure that each patient can be

efficiently monitored. Several mechanisms are deployed to ensure that the data sensed by

a WBAN are effectively forwarded to the equipments of the medical staff (personal digital

assistant or laptop computer), so that the patient can be treated. An interesting point is that

a mote can reconfigure itself. An example is the modification of the data transmission rate

according to some specific context.
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In-hospital monitoring generally provides a controlled environment with a fixed infras-

tructure. The goal is to monitor a patient anywhere during his hospital period. Codeblue

[SCL+05] is a complete infrastructure for in-situ and in-hospital monitoring. It provides a

publish/subscribe architecture which allows doctors or nurses to register to any particular

event (new data from a given patient or an health parameter which has reached a given

threshold) using a mobile wireless equipment. CodeBlue also provides a RF-based loca-

tion tracking to locate patients in the hospital. In all these frameworks and algorithms,

most of the computations are not done on local sites but the sensed data are sent to a base

station where all data are analysed.

3 Wireless body area network: diagnosis problem formulation

3.1 Motivation

In medicine, a disease is commonly detected if a set of symptoms is verified. These symp-

toms can be verified thanks to blood analysis results or by observing the patient behavior

(vomiting, headache or for example). In other cases, this symptoms rely on the fact that

some health parameters (heart rate, electrocardiogram, temperature or blood sugar) have

reach some improper values. Let’s take the example of the gastroenteritis. A patient has the

gastroenteritis if the following symptoms are verified: a) diarrhoea, b) fever, c) headaches,

d) vomiting, e) loss of appetite, f) abdominal cramps. In this case only one symptom

(fever) can be sense by a transducer. We focus on such symptoms and intend to suggest

some diseases. Even if the example we presented is quite simple our model is designed to

handle more complex disease definitions. The health parameters values are traditionally

sensed by transducers which equipped the patient and which are linked to a specialized

engine. First works that have been performed on the use of WSN in medical care, rely on

such a centralized approach. A patient is equipped by a set of motes (a sensor linked to

transducers) and each mote measures some health parameters. Typically, all sensed values

are sent to a base station which perform all computations, analysis and detections. This

centralized paradigm leads to some drawbacks. First, routing mechanisms have to be im-

plemented in order to ensure that all the information sensed by the sensors is transmitted to

BS. Second, the BS failure implies that no detection is possible anymore. In a fine-grained

multi-hop network, highly prone to congestion it remains difficult to ensure a real-time

detection needed in an intensive care unit. In the context of in-hospital monitoring, we

can suppose that each wireless body area network transmits the data to a wired network

responsible for forwarding it to the base station. Nevertheless, as our work is not only

dedicated to a medical context, we take in account this issue.

We propose a distributed approach which eliminates the risk of bottleneck. The aim is

then to allow the motes to act together in order to establish a common diagnosis. In this

solution any mote can be responsible for detecting a disease. We designed a distributed
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algorithm for patient monitoring and have conducted several experimentations to evaluate

its reliability and its efficiency.

3.2 Definition

The overall context is the following, each patient is equipped with a wireless body area

network composed of several wireless sensors. We consider that each sensor is only linked

to one transducer. We denote S = {s0, ...., sn−1}, the set of motes on a patient. Each mote

si senses the health parameter vi. Thus, V = (v0, ....,vn−1) represents the set of sensed

health parameters for the patient.

DEFINITION 1 We define a disease as a vector dj describing which Bj health param-

eters have to be supervised to detect the disease, an integer kj which represents the min-
imum number of thresholds to be reached in order to decide whether a patient has the

disease and a set Cj which gives the critical range for each sensor.

The integer kj is the critical threshold of the disease dj . The vectors Bj and Cj are such

that:a) dj = (bj0, ..., b
j
n−1), b

j
i = 1 if vi has to be supervised to detect the disease, and

bji = 0 otherwise, b) Cj = (cj0, ..., c
j
n−1), c

j
i is a range.

The set of the diseases which can be detected by the motes is denoteD = (d0, ....,dp−1).

Let us consider that a patient is equipped with three wireless sensors such that, S =
{s0, s1, s2} and V = (v0, v1, v2). We take a disease d0 which occurs if the health param-

eter v2 is greater than 37 and if the health parameter v1 is between 20 and 28. The disease

d0 is only concerned by the health parameters sensed by s1 and s2. Thus, d0 = (0, 1, 1)
and B0 = 2. The set of critical thresholds is Cj = (]37,+∞[, [20, 28]).

DEFINITION 2 The value sensed by a mote si is a critical value for the disease dj if

and only if it belongs to the critical threshold cji .

We denote θji(t) a boolean value which indicates if si has sensed a critical value for dj
at the time t. The number of reached thresholds for dj at the time t is Θj(t). Moreover,

βi(t) is equal to 1 if the mote si has sensed a critical value for at least one disease at the

the time t. βi(t) is equal to 0 otherwise.

Proposition 1 A disease dj is detected at the time t if and only if, kj motes over Bj have

sensed a critical value for dj , at the time t. That means, a disease dj is detected at the
time t if and only if: Θj(t) ≥ kj .

DEFINITION 3 An on-time detection (OT detection) is a detection performed within the

slot where the disease appears. In other words, if a disease appears at a time t and is
detected at the time t by the motes, so the detection is said on-time detection. Otherwise
we say that the detection is non on-time (this detection requires more than one slot).
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4 Design of the centralized algorithm

A centralized approach consists in forwarding the raw data to a base station. The base

station is usually a wired equipment in charge of the analysis of the received data. The

computations are made over the base station and this latter is able to determine if some

diseases occur. We detail our centralized algorithm where time is divided into slots. At

each slot, motes sense new values and forward them to the base station. Once a message

is sent, the mote turns off its radio unit until the next slot. The base station verifies if a

disease occurs and raises an alarm if necessary.

We give the example of a network of five motes which equip a patient in order to diagnose

the sepsis disease (d0). The sepsis disease is a whole body inflammatory caused by an

infection. We have S = {s0, s1, s2, s3, s4} and V = (v0, v1, v2, v3, v4). v0 is the body

temperature, v1 is the heart rate, v2, the blood pressure, v3, the white blood cell count and

v4 the blood sugar. We assume that a patient has the sepsis disease if two of the following

symptoms are verified: a)temperature ∈ t00 = ] −∞, 36[ ∪ ]38, 3,+∞[, b) heart rate ∈ t01
= ]90,+∞[, c) blood sugar ∈ t04 = ]7, 7,+∞[ d)white blood cell count ε t03 = ]−∞, 4000[
∪ ]12000,+∞[. Thus, d0 = {1, 1, 0, 1, 1}, B0 = 4 and k0 = 2.

An execution of the centralized algorithm is illustrated by Figure ??. Notice that in our

implementation motes remain inactive (sleep mode) until they have to send their data to

the BS. In the first slot (Figure ??(a)), only one mote has sensed a critical value for the

sepsis. This is represented by a the 1 value over the arrow. Then, no alarm is raised. The

value of Θ0 is reset at each slot and in slot 2 (Figure ??(b), two motes have sensed a critical

value (Θ0 ≥ 2). So, the base station raises an alarm.

Sepsis detected Data forward to BS
(base station)

s0

s4

BS
Temperature

Heart rate
Blood sugar

White blood cell count

(a) : Slot 1 (b) : Slot 2

1

1
Sepsis not detected
1 threshold reached

s2

Blood pressure

Active mote2

s1 s3

s0

s4

BS
s22

s1 s3

0

0 0

0

0

0
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Figure 1: An execution of the centralized algorithm
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5 Design of the distributed algorithm

This section presents the token algorithm that we designed for diagnosis computation over

wireless sensor networks. This approach introduces two kinds of motes: the master motes

and the non-master motes. A master mote is in charge of detecting one or more diseases,

while a non-master mote only transmits its data to the master ones. A token is defined for

each disease, and then, the mote which owns the token will be able to diagnose the given

disease. We introduce the set E, which is a set of tokens in the network and the set S′ of

masters motes. These two sets are defined as follows: E = {e0, ...., ep−1}, where ej cor-

responds to dj and S′ = {si/si ∈ S, ∃ ek, si owns ek}. Each token is assigned to a mote

at the beginning of the algorithm. We call F the tokens exchange frequency. A procedure

is run every F slots to perform the token exchange. Each mote has a score which indicates

the probability of being master according to the last time and the number of times it has

been master. Since any mote may become a master, then we store locally on each mote the

definition of all possible diseases. This lightens the token exchange procedure since the

masters motes have not to transmit the whole disease definitions to the new elected motes.

The masters motes always remain in an active mode, while the non-masters motes go in

a sleeping mode once they have sent their information. As previously, the time is divided

into slots. At the beginning of each slot the motes sense new values (throw the ReadMea-

sure() procedure). Once they have sensed their values, the non-master motes (cf algorithm

??) verify if this value is critical for each disease they involve in. A mote k wakes up

to send to the masters a vector containing the values of the θkj , ∀j if this is the first slot

(t = 0) or if it has sensed a critical value for at least one disease (βk(t) = 1). Afterwards

the mote k remains in a sleeping mode until the next slot. A mote k′ such that, βk′(t) = 0
keeps itself in a sleeping mode.

A master motes h begin a slot similarly than the non-master motes. It senses a new value

and compute θhj for each disease it is responsible for (cf algorithm ??). A master also

maintains the counter Θj , so that it can determine at each slot t which disease occurs. So,

once a master mote has updated the counters corresponding to the diseases it can detect, it

raises an alarm if at least one disease is detected. The alarm message sent by a master mote

indicates all the diseases which may occur. During its active mode a master mote waits for

messages from non-master motes. Master motes use the procedure ListenForMessages()

to deal with incoming messages. When it receives a message, a master mote sh updates

its counter Θj , ∀j such that sh owns ej . Then, it verifies if there a disease and raises an

alarm if needed.
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Algorithm 1 Non-masters side

1: for each slot t do

2: βk(t) = 0
3: m=ReadMeasure()

4: for each dj ∈ D, bjk == 1 do

5: if bjk == 1 then

6: if m ∈ cjk then

7: θkj (t) = 1
8: βk(t) = 1
9: else

10: θkj (t) = 0
11: end if

12: end if

13: end for

14:

15: if (βk(t) = 1) or (t = 0)) then

16: WakeUp()

17: BroadcastToMasters()

18: SleepDown()

19: end if

20: end for

Algorithm 2 Masters side

1: for each slot t do

2: βh(t) = 0
3: m=ReadMeasure()

4: for each dj ∈ D, sh owns ej do

5: if bjh == 1 then

6: if m ∈ cjh then

7: θhj (t) = 1
8: βh(t) = 1
9: Θj(t) ← Θj(t) + 1

10: else

11: θhj (t) = 0
12: Θj(t) ← Θj(t)− 1
13: end if

14: end if

15: end for

16: if ∃ j such that Θj(t)≥ kj then

17: RaiseAlarm()

18: end if

19: ListenForMessages()

20: end for

Notice that each mote waits a random time before sending its data to the masters. Some

message can still be lost but, as we see before, the time is organize into slots. So, if a dis-

ease is not detected into a slot, it can be detected into a slot after. As a disease appears more

than 1, our algorithm is able to detect it even if the detection is non on-time. Typically if

a slot spreads over 1 second, its clear that, a symptom does not reveal only during a second.

To illustrate our algorithm, the sepsis example is detailed in the following. We consider

the network of five motes gives in Figure ??. The mote s2 owns the sepsis (d0) token

although it is not involved in d0. Indeed, the health parameter sensed by s2 is not required

in any symptom of d0. The two master motes s0 and s2 remain in an active mote. For

better understanding, we only consider the detection of the sepsis in our example.

In the first slot (cf Figure ??(a)), all the motes which participate in the sepsis send their

information. None of them has sensed a critical value. Thus, Θ0 is equal to 0. In the slot

2 (cf Figure ??(b)), s1 has sensed a critical value for d0. It sends a message to the master

motes and only s2 handles the message. The value of Θ0 is equal to 1. The mote s3 senses

a critical value for the sepsis, at the next slot (cf Figure ??(c)) and the value sensed by s1 is

no more critical. The value of Θ0 remains the same. Finally, in the slot 4(cf Figure ??(d)),

the sepsis is detected since s0, s3 and s4 have sensed a critical value and Θ0(4) ≥ k0.
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Figure 2: An execution of the token algorithm

6 Simulation and results

We intend to propose a distributed approach for medical diagnosis using wireless sensor

which is a relevant alternative for existing approaches. All the simulations and experimen-

tations we performed were designed to determine our distributed approach is robust and

reliable compare to the centralized one. We also studied the energy consumption for the

two approaches.

6.1 Tossim simulations

The token algorithm has been implemented using the TOSSIM [LLW+03] toolbox which

is an emulator for wireless sensor network using TinyOS [LMP+04]. TinyOS is an event-

based operating system written in a C-like language call nesC. We have conducted two

kinds of experimentations with TOSSIM. We first consider a network composed of 50

motes. The parameters are as follows: S = {s0, s1, ..., s49}, V = {v0, v1, ..., v49},

D = {d0}, ∀i, b0i = 1, B0 = 50 , k0 = 35, F = 10. We run the simulations over

250 slots and the slot size (Z) is equal to one second. The disease d0 appears 250 times,

then there is a disease to detect at each slot. Each experimentation is run over 100 ties.
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Token exchange frequency

→ Detection rate and on-time detection rate. The first experimentation consists in evalu-

ating the impact of the token exchange frequency F on the detection rate. The exchange

frequency varies from 1 to 50. If F is equal to 10, the master motes leave their tokens

every 10 slots. Figure ?? shows the detection rate for each value of F . A bar in the his-

togram indicates the detection rate.

We notice that when the F value is set to a high frequency (1s) the detection rate is very

low and d0 is detected only 2% of the time. The detection rate increases with the value of

F and reaches 98% while F = 50. We noticed also that failed detections mainly occur

during the slot when the tokens are exchanged. Indeed, the exchange procedure uses a

large time part of the slot duration. This observation explains why the detection rate de-

creases when F increases.

Figure 3: Detections rate depending on F value

We have also evaluated the on-time detections rate. Figure ?? shows the obtained results.

The on-time detection rates are indicated by a horizontal bar in the figure. The OT detec-

tion rate is always greater than 80% while F ≥ 6. As previously, we notice that all the

detection which are non on-time are due to the token exchange mechanism. So, the OT

detection rate increase with the token exchange frequency.
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Number of motes

→ Detection rate and on-time detection rate. In the second experimentation, we compare

the token algorithm performance with the centralized algorithm performance. We keep

the parameters given above. The critical threshold of d0 is initially set up to 10% of motes

number, that is 5. Then, we updated the value of k0, from 25 to 50 motes. Figure ?? shows

the detection rates performed for each value of k0 as well as the on-time detection rates.

Figure 4: Detections rate depending on k0 value

The token algorithm achieves a detection rate 20% lower than the centralized one. Even if

it allows to diagnose the disease in 80% of cases, the failed detections have to be prevented.

We intend to enhance the exchange procedure in order to allow the motes to diagnose the

disease even in a slot when the exchange occurs. Nevertheless almost all detections which

are performed are on-time for both approaches. This gives promising results.
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6.2 MicaZ experimentations

We have also implemented our approach over real motes. We use micaZ motes from

Crossbow. The motes were place over a rectangle of 80 cm x 20 cm. We studied the

energy consumed to achieve the two algorithms (centralized and token). As the experi-

mentations run over two hours the energy lost we observe is very low. Nevertheless we

can notice that the token algorithm uses more energy to detect a disease. Table ?? gives

the accurate voltage lost values for each motes. Obviously the motes which most often

become masters show a bigger voltage lost than others.

The token algorithm necessitates much more energy by mote, with an average of 13,25

joules . Indeed, it uses on average 6 times greater than the centralized approach which

necessitates 2 joules by motes . This is our first results and we intend to perform another

experimentations to improve the energy management in the token algorithm.

Table 1: Energy level by mote

Algorithm s0 s1 s2 s3 s4 Energy dissipation

Token -0,1 V -0,06 V -0,07 V -0,07 V -0,07 V 53 J

Centralized -0,01V -0,02V -0,01V -0,01V -0,02V 8 J

7 Conclusion and future work

We investigated a completely distributed approach for help in medical diagnosis using

wireless sensor networks. We have shown that, even if this method consumes more energy

than a centralized approach it can constitute a great alternative. As far as we know, this is

the first time that decentralized solutions are presented to compute diseases in a medical

environment, unlike used centralized systems. We have used the definition of a disease

which corresponds to a set of defined thresholds in our context. Regarding to the number

of reached thresholds at a defined time we can determine if a disease may occur or not. In

this work we investigated the use of sensor networks in a real word life. We have shown

that the use of distributed algorithms may solve many practical problems with a certain

efficiency. This study could be generalized for many other areas (fire forest detections,

swimming pool assistance, ...). Some issues will be investigated in the next future, in

particular the energy consumption. We think that the energy consumption can be reduce

thanks to special mechanisms. For instance we will work on a new way to set up the token

circulation because most of the energy is consume during this step.
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Abstract: In fact, cancer is produced for genetic reasons. So, gene feature
selection techniques are very important for biological processes which help to find
subsets of informative genes. However, the quality of recognition is still not
sufficient and leads to low accuracy rates. Hence, this research proposes
integrating a feature selection method (IFS). There two phases of IFS: 1)
determining feature length by Gain Ratio (GR) and 2) estimating each rank list
using a wrapper approach based on K-nearest neighbor classification (KNN),
Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Random Forest (RF). Experimental results
based on two gene expression datasets, it is found that the proposed method not
only has higher accuracy rate than tradition methods, but also reduce many
irrelevant features. In addition, most models based on IFS method are more
beneficial when working with two or multi-classes.

1 Introduction

Gene expression data is an expression level of gene when DNA (Deoxyribonucleic acid)
encoded into protein. At present, expression level of gene is measured by using
microarray techniques. This technique is applied to hybridization of nucleic acid for
validating gene expression data [HO08]. Actually, several genes are not related to others,
this in turn leads to high time consumption in the decision process.
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A basic technique of gene feature selection at the moment is to search for genes that have
recognition power via filter and wrapper approaches which are the main techniques for
feature selection. The first method is to connect individual discriminate power of genes
without involving an induction algorithm such as Chi-square (�2), Information gain (Info),
Gain Ratio (GR) and correlation based feature selection (Cfs). The next method is to
associate with induction algorithms (such as Forward Stepwise Feature Selection (FSFS)
or Backward Stepwise Feature Selection (BSFS)) [PA07] which determine the power of a
pick out subset of genes. In the case of time consumption, the wrapper approach takes
more time than the filter approach. On the other hand, the filter method has an accuracy
rate less than the wrapper method. Nevertheless, finding a subset of informative genes is
beneficial for biology processes that need high accuracy. Hence, the wrapper approach is
suitable for supporting these processes. Technique transformation based such as Principle
Component Analysis (PCA), Single Value Decomposition (SVD) and Independent
Component Analysis (ICA) are not desirable for gene feature selection because they
translate less then the original features, cannot move any attribute, and unrelated features
[PL04].

As mentioned above, the curse of dimension problems based on gene expression data not
only leads to very time consuming but also high miss classification rates. In the traditional
feature selection model, filter approach is used first and after that it is sent to the wrapper
approach. However, a key problem of this method is that it produces low accuracy rates.
Choosing an appropriate algorithm for the wrapper approach with gene expression dataset
depends on results from the experiment. Hence, this research proposes IFS methods for
gene feature selection that perform 1) determining feature length by a filter approach and
2) evaluating each rank list using a wrapper approach. In this way, the accuracy rate of the
proposed integrated method is compared with traditional feature selection methods. The
result of the experiment depicts IFS methods not only decreases subsets of genes but also
increases accuracy.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 represents a summary of the
literature reviews. The proposed IFS method and detail is presented in Section 3. Then,
the experiments and comparisons with traditional methodologies are shown in Section 4.
Finally, concluding remarks is presented in Section 5.

2 Gene Selection and Classification

The background of gene feature selection is based on statistic methods such as t-statistics
and difference of means. However, the key definition of t-statistics is two samples that
must be an equal variant. Significant Analysis of Microarray (SAM) is proposed by
[MU04]. SAM can complete over a scope of restriction that recognizes genes. Individual
gene has SAM scores which based on combination of gene expression that connects with
standard deviation of evaluation iteration.
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Now, filter approach is the most popular technique based on relationship among
attributes. It is also wildly used in feature selection operations. For instance, a gene is
merged into a group using relation value of gene that is more than the threshold. After
that, it creates top ranked genes from each group. On the other hand, best genes are
shown using relation values that are lower than the threshold. Then, Fuzzy Clustering is
used to group them for classification [JA03]. A few techniques for gene feature selection
are composed of two steps. Firstly, all genes are selected using Cfs technique. Secondly,
output of the previous step is chosen by a binary particle swarm optimization algorithm
(BPSO). The operation of this technique is the same as the wrapper approach [CH08].
However, some methods are based on distance measurement such as Mahalanobis and
Euclidean. Forward Variable Selection Method (FSM) proposed by [HI08] is based on
Mahalanobis distance and F-value to find subgroups of genes. This technique compares
Simples and S2N techniques.

Combining filter and wrapper approaches are based on Gene Boosting Technique
proposed by [JI08]. Firstly, a subgroup of gene is chosen from the top rank using a filter
technique. Secondly, subsets of gene via the wrapper approach are based on power of
the induction algorithm. The end of the process completes when conditions are met. In
contrast, the accuracy rate is not better than the training set. The format of genes on
microarray data is small in size and has many dimensionalities. So, the impact of gene
feature selection on imbalanced microarray [KA09] is proposed, based on five feature
selection methods: Cfs, Chi Square, Info, ReliefF, and Symmetrical Uncertainty
integrated four supervised learning: C30-NN, SVM, RF-100, and PART on 11 public
microarray data sets. The experiment shows that the SVM approach had higher
performance than other techniques. Nevertheless, SVM has low efficiency, if subsets of
genes are less than 10. A hybrid model is proposed [RR06] which used subset of genes
one by one to separate gene subsets. This model is based on Naïve Bayes, Instance-based
Learner (IB1), and Decision Tree (C4.5). But correlation between each gene is ignored.
This is the main problem of this model. Comparison of hybrid feature selection models
on gene expression datasets is proposed by [PS10]. First of all it selects a subset of gene
using Cfs, GR, and Info. Next it transfers output from the previous step into a wrapper
approach based on SVM and two heuristic searches which are Greedy Search (GS) and
Genetic Algorithm (GA). However, the hybrid model produces a few subsets of gene
which leads to decreased accuracy rates.

Classification of Microarrays to Nearest Centroid (CalNC) is proposed by [RD05]. This
technique is based on Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and t-statistics value.
Subsequently, suitable score is added in CalNC [QS09]. This way, the distance between
sample and centroid is evaluated using suitable score that calculates from Mahalanobis
distance function.

Genetic algorithms are well-known and very beneficial in classification domains.
GASVM uses one-objective and the appropriate root to work with genes of 1,000 or less.
The concept of Multi-objective strategy comes from a genetic algorithm used to find
subgroups of gene. Thus, multi-objective optimization (MOO) concentrates on
correlation between assorted objective and a class called MOGASVM [MM09].
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One of the major issues in classification is that when dealing with multi-class problems it
usually decreases efficiency of classification algorithms. So, [KAA09] proposed a
stochastic method called Optimal Feature Weighting algorithm (OFW). This method is
based on integrating SVM and CART algorithms. Then a filter and a wrapper approach
are used to evaluate public microarray datasets. On the other hand, Pareto-front Analysis
can help ranking and measuring of genes [PM09] which calculate restricted classwise
between-class and the sum of squares. In addition, it represents more efficiency when
working with multi-class of genes on four cancer datasets.

Filter and wrapper approaches gain the most achievement for feature selection but, two
examples below show that sometimes they make inferior decisions when picking out
feature power.

Example 1. This example uses “Colon Tumor” gene expression dataset that has 61
instances and 2001 attributes. Traditional feature selection steps are as follows: 1) A
gene is ranked using GR algorithm 2) the result is sent to a wrapper approach by KNN,
SVM and RF 3) output validation using 5-folds cross validation measurement. Original
feature selection method can remove 1,865 dimensions and represents as shown in
Figure 1. Nevertheless, this method develops correct classification of KNN, SVM, and
RF, 77.42%, 75.81%, and 77.08%, respectively (Fig. 1(a)).

Example 2. In the same way, Fig.1 (b) represents accuracy rate of KNN, SVM, and RF,
87.5%, 91.67%, and 77.08% as follows. The influence of traditional feature selection
takes away 2,241 attributes from 96 instances and 4027 attributes of “Lymphoma” gene
expression dataset.
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Figure 1. The result of classification based on traditional feature selectioin (a) Colon Tumor
dataset (b) Lymphoma dataset

3 Integrating Feature Selection Methods (IFS)

At present there are many feature selection techniques in the data mining domain for
selecting feature. However, improving performance of feature selection is very essential.
In this part, the research proposed IFS methods (Fig. 2) base on combining GR and KNN,
SVM, and RF (GRKNN, GRSVM, and GRRF). Then, all models are applied to be
selected as a few dimensions based on two public gene expression datasets. The
components of proposed IFS method, composed of Phases 1 and 2, are described below:
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Phase 1: Filter Approach

Gene expression data determines feature length using the Gain Ratio (GR) method based
on forward selection searches. In that case, each subset of rank attribute (one to ten
attributes) is created.

GR technique improves the problem of information Gain (Info) algorithm. The structure
of this method is created by using to-down design. GR was developed by Quinlan in 1986
and based on evaluation of information theory [RG90]. Typically, probability of vi
answers the (P(vi)) probabilities. So, the information substances (i) of the real answers are
given in (1) [PA05]. Info based on Entropy measurement reduces because of the separate
method. Entropy at a given node t is given in (2):
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@ Info is shown in (3); the parent node, p, is split into k partition; nj is the number of
records in partition i. Nevertheless, bias splits can happen with large partitions.
For instance, Student ID attribute is not appropriate for predicting because it
contains particular values for individual data. Therefore, it leads to large amounts of
results because the number of data is connected with partitions (one by one), which
is very difficult to believe predictions.

@ SplitINFO is presented in (4) to resolve bias in Info. In (5), Info is adapted by using
the entropy of the partitioning (SplitINFO). Thus, attribute contain high Entropy is
adjusted.
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Steps in Phase 1
Step 1 Let dataset D with features x1, x2,…,xn .

Step 2 Calculate INFO° value of attribute x using equation (3)

Step 3 An attribute x is said to be connected with class (C) if GR value of x is > 0.
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Step 4 Ranked all attribute value by descending sort; x1, x2,…,xn.

Step 5 Define interval index of rank attribute, i, is added into each one to ten attributes.
So, feature subset Dj with features xi1, xi2,…,xi10 ; j = 1,…,n.

Phase 2: Wrapper Approach

Next, each subset of rank attribute is evaluated using a wrapper approach such as KNN,
SVM, and RF. In this way, discriminating attributes are selected by integrating filter and
wrapper approaches together.

Steps in Phase 2
Step 6 Feature subset Dj = (xi1, xi2,…,xi10) is evaluated using wrapper approach. In
particular, heuristic method is used to perform feature selection searches based on each
feature subset Dj.
Step 7 Induction algorithm is used to estimate feature subset Dj using cross validation. In
practices, induction algorithms are similar to the black box process; users do not need to
known procedure details but must be familiar with the interface.
Step 8 Each remained feature subset Dj can be computed repeatedly using definition 6.

For example, the suitable attribute, the suitable attribute plus the next suitable attribute,
etc. The final steps, groups of suitable attribute are calculated. For the SVM classifier, this
research selects Radial Basis Function (RBF) because it has higher performance than
other kernel functions [5]. Moreover, measurement methods focus on precision, recall, F-
measure and accuracy rate. Fig. 2 shows the experiment design of the research.
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Figure 2. Experiment design for comparison of IFS methods for gene feature selection

TABLE I. DETAIL OF GENE EXPRESSION DATASET

Dataset Instances Attributes Class Values

Colon Tumor 62 2001 Positive and Negative

Lymphoma 96 4027
GCL, ACL, DLBCL,
GCB, NIL, ABB, RAT,
TCL, FL, RBB, and CLL
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4 Experiments

In this section, the experiment results depicts that all of IFS methods provide higher value
than traditional feature selection methods. First of all, testing based on two class dataset
with IFS method and traditional technique. Secondly, verify based multi-class dataset
with proposed method. Finally, IFS method and conventional methods are measured
using Precision, Recall, F-Measure, and Accuracy rate.

1) Experiment on Colon Tumor Dataset

The details of two public gene expression datasets are shown in Table I. The experimental
results on Colon Tumor gene expression dataset are shown in Table II. Using traditional
feature selections (GRKNN, GRSVM, and GRRF) there were 135 attributes chosen. The
IFS method shows significant results; it is better than old feature selections. As we can
see from Table II that it can select much less number of attributes, i.e., 12, 42, and 9,
based on proposed model GRKNN, GRSVM, and GRRF, respectively.

2) Experiment on Lymphoma Dataset

Similarly, experiment on traditional dimension reduction with Lymphoma dataset is
shown in Table II. In same way, several dimensions are selected, which were 1785 from
4027 attributes. On the contrary, few attributes are chosen using IFS method such as 202,
1622, and 682 based on proposed model GRKNN, GRSVM, and GRRF, respectively.

3) Evaluation measurement between IFS and conventional methods

The efficiency comparing between IFS and conventional methods are based on precision,
recall, F-measure, and accuracy rate. IFS method indicates that the performance of this
technique is suitable for feature selection. In contrast, the GRKNN model of IFS method
has low improvement of performance when selecting a subset of gene. Nevertheless,
GRRF model based on traditional feature selection techniques is the best when changed
into an IFS method. Moreover, all of model based on the IFS method can reduce feature
and still generate better accuracy rates than traditional techniques, shown in Fig.3, Fig. 4
and Table III

TABLE II. COMPARISON SUBSET OF GENE BETWEEN IFS AND TRADITIONAL METHODS

Traditional Methods IFS Methods

Datasets

G
R
K
N
N

G
R
SV

M

G
R
R
F

G
R
K
N
N

G
R
SV

M

G
R
R
F

Colon 135 135 135 12 42 9

Lymphoma 1785 1785 1785 202 1622 682
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Figure 3. Comparing accuracy rate of traditional techniques and IFS methods on Lymphoma

TABLE III. COMPARISON OF ACCURACY RATE BETWEEN TRADITIONAL AND IFSMETHODS

Traditional Methods (%) IFS Methods (%)

Datasets

G
R
K
N
N

G
R
SV

M

G
R
R
F

G
R
K
N
N

G
R
SV

M

G
R
R
F

Colon 77.42 75.81 77.08 87.1 87.1 88.71

Lymphoma 87.5 91.67 77.08 86.46 93.75 85.42

Average 82.46 83.74 77.08 86.78 90.43 87.07

TABLE IV. COMPARING PRECISION (P), RECALL (R), AND F-MEASURE (F)

Traditional Models (%) IFS Methods (%)

Datasets

E
ffi
ci
en
cy

G
R
K
N
N

G
R
SV

M

G
R
R
F

G
R
K
N
N

G
R
SV

M

G
R
R
F

P 77.4 75.6 77.5 87.1 87 88.6

R 77.4 75.8 77.1 87.1 87.1 88.7Colon
Tumor

F 77.4 75.7 74.3 87.1 86.9 88.6

P 87.7 87.2 77.5 84.9 91 84.5

R 87.5 91.7 77.1 86.5 93.8 85.4Lymphoma

F 86.6 88.9 74.3 85.5 92.3 84.1
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Figure 4. Comparing accuracy rate of traditional techniques and IFS methods on Colon Tumor

Many features are found when using a proposed GRSVM model compared to others. In
the the meantime, a few features are chosen when using proposed GRKNN. In Table II,
proposed GRSVM model shows higher average accuracy than others but proposed
GRRF model shows the best improvement and efficiency when compared to traditional
GRRF models. Precision, recall, and F-measure are presented in Table IV. This also
reveals that proposed GRSVM model has better performance while proposed GRRF
model is enhanced more than other models. Most of the IFS methods can improve
accuracy rate for both two class and multi-class, this means it is more flexible when
working with a lot of datasets.

5 Conclusion

This research proposed an IFS method that integrate filter and wrapper approaches
together. The crucial difference between traditional feature selection and IFS methods are
working process. IFS methods determine feature length based on the GR algorithm and
forward selection searches. Meanwhile, individual subset of rank feature (zero to ten
attributes) is created and then evaluated using a wrapper approach. Proposed model based
on IFS methods such as GRKNN, GRSVM, and GRRF is better than the existing methods
because they decrease dimension and recognize cancer related feature, also increases
accuracy rates. Thus, IFS method is useful and appropriate for implementing a software
package model. From the experiments, proposed GRSVM model has higher efficiency
over the other models. These IFS methods can eliminate dimensions of Colon Tumor data
from 2001 to 11, 41, and 8, respectively and Lymphoma data from 4026 to 201, 1621, and
681, respectively. Furthermore, IFS methods conduct higher average of accuracy rate in
which GRKNN, GRSVM, and GRRF: 86.78%, 90.43%, and 87.07% as follows. The
trend toward IFS methods generates high accuracy rates over traditional methods. For
example, proposed GRSVM and GRRF models. On the other hand, the proposed
GRKNN model has an average accuracy rate of 86.78% which is lower than the other IFS
methods. In this way, GRKNN model contained 11 and 201 attributes in the Leukemia
and Colon Tumor datasets.

In the future, clustering techniques based on proposed method should be developed
because most of them produce low accuracy when working with many dimensions; this
may deliver higher exactness.
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Abstract: The Innovation Development of Deutsche Telekom Laboratories has
developed a web portal for enterprise expert communities. It combines expert
matching and communication functions to initiate and support domain specific
online discussions. This paper describes the move from basic features of this
corporate portal to a Web 2.0 instance using the results of a field trial and a
usability evaluation. Following a new short term scope and integrating an
innovative location mashup, the web portal was overhauled in a completely new
design. The achievements also lead into comprising an architectural review and
operational experiences. The conclusion contains an outlook regarding both, new
innovative features and system architecture.

Keywords: Enterprise 2.0, Web 2.0, community, semantic analysis, expertise matching,
localisation, design & usability.

1 Spree – Introduction and Motivation

The Spree background. Spree – the knowledge exchange network is a web application
which supports its registered participants to establish a corporate community. They are
able to “meet” new colleagues depending on their expert profile, get the possibility to
chat with them and thus extend their contacts. Spree combines linguistic analysis, expert
matching, notification, chat, blog and rating functions to initiate and archive online
discussions. The enterprise version has been developed as an innovation development
project of Deutsche Telekom Laboratories since 2009. In 2010, the focus was extended
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to support dedicated external events like the Lindau Nobel Laureate Meetings1 [Ei10]
with a modern Web 2.0 look and feel, considering results from trials and surveys.

The Spree basic workflow circles. A member of the Spree community combines two
roles in one person without any hierarchy. The questioner can start discussions by asking
a “New question” at any time. The expert can join and follow questions addressed to him
as well as any open public discussion selected from “All questions”.

The rating of expertise, done by the questioner after finishing a discussion, can be used
for both, to improve the future question assignment to experts and, to achieve a
community push aspect by providing a public high score. Experts can adapt their
personal profiles at any time to control the assignment of new questions (Figure 1).

Figure 1: The basic Spree workflow cycles and roles

The expertise category tree – taxonomy. The heart of Spree to model the domain-
specific theme is the category tree, also called the taxonomy. The discussion topics as
well as the description of someone’s expertise can be linked to arbitrary categories
(nodes) of the taxonomy (multi-classification) [ELS+09]. New questions will be
classified against this taxonomy to identify the best experts to be notified for joining in
[WUH+08]. Each category contains a ranked list of terms (words and word groups)
characterising best the part of domain in the common language of experts and
questioners. The term lists are constructed automatically by analysing training
documents.

1 URL: http://www.lindau-nobel.org/ and http://www.spree-lindau.de/
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2 Spree Application Evaluation

After successful implementation and testing of the corporate version – the magenta
glimmer (Figure 3) – there was a phase including multiple application evolution steps:

1. Before starting the trial, performance and stress tests were made using a network
simulator.

2. The real usage of the system with about 125 voluntary experts from the domain of
“Recommendation” was tested within a user field trial.

3. Overall handling was logged, anonymous usage statistics were tracked.

4. After conducting the trial, an important part was the user questionnaire for all
participants to collect enhanced user response.

5. The final application evaluation was made by usability experts independently of
the field trial. The application was revised from a new perspective.

2.1 Users’ Conduction of the Field Trial

The eight weeks field trial phase was concluded by an extensive user evaluation. The
questionnaire was structured into six criterion areas: general idea (5), quality, expertise,
matching (7), usage & communication (8), usability & experience (7), usage & functions
(14), and future functions (7). Numbers in brackets indicate the number of questions.

Being able to directly talk to experts is an
advantage over having to search for
documents describing a problem.

Totally agree
Agree
Disagree
Totally disagree

There are other business processes or
steps in my work where I think the Spree
expert search and/or chat tool could be

suitable.

Totally agree
Agree
Disagree
Totally disagree

I think that Spree would be a helpful tool for
cooperation in (my) projects.

Totally agree
Agree
Disagree
Totally disagree

I think that Spree would be a helpful tool for
cooperation in my team.

Totally agree
Agree
Disagree
Totally disagree

Figure 2a-d: Selected field trial results of the Recommendation domain
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The general Spree ideas were understood and shared. Being a plain browser application
without any installation process, a high degree of acceptance was achieved. The Spree
core idea to simply establish contacts among experts received a very high score. The
integration of Spree into daily processes was seen more critically (Figure 2).

2.2 Usability Expert Evaluation

Usability experts did a global functional review over the complete feature set of the
application. Therefore, the following issues are only an excerpt of the overall findings.
Many details were found for a future refinement of the web application moving to a Web
2.0 version. Some more issues are for further discussion. The complete study covers 51
pages, 58 figures or screens, and 47 usability issue reports [JaHi10]. The following list
summarizes exemplarily selected findings of different types and does not prioritize any
kind of features or items to be redesigned. The usability expert evaluation report was an
important input for the redesign.

• Roles: The communication roles – owner of a blog or question vs. expert – imply
different possibilities for the user. These capabilities are not immediately visible
with the result of uncertain users.

• Contents: Users will have difficulties in different contexts with orientation and
locating specific content (C) questions and blogs in complex tables with missing
object declarations. The orientation within tabs with many parallel search objects
needs to have an improved representation management e.g., content in hidden areas.

• Categorization: The core feature of automated categorization of questions and the
connection to user profiles is not immediately visible. This affects both, the data
entry dialog as well as the way to publish an existing dialog to the public.

• Workflow: On the one hand, Spree supports guidance through a creation of
questions by a wizard (W) on the other hand it does not allow user intended
interaction like handling content without a question or the pre-engagements of
selected experts.

• Appearance: The user interface is heavily compact and text-based (T). Missing
highlighting of different information areas leads to unidentifiable core functions.

• Icons: The indication of communication contents is not immediately visible. The
supporting icons (I) are a matter of learning and partially not unique. This goes
along with missing transparency of status of questions or blogs and how to change
them.
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Figure 3: The look and feel of the Enterprise 2.0 application following Deutsche Telekom CI/CD

In general, most described issues could be solved by training or levelled Spree expert
modes and do not affect users with ongoing and extensive knowledge of the system.
However, the intention of the study was also to include a user view with less Spree
knowledge and little training to allow ad-hoc use of Spree.

3 Redesign and Location Awareness Integration

The main redesign motivation was the change of the Spree’s scope away from a limited
corporate internal portal. The new plans with Spree were mainly driven and influenced
by the following side conditions.

• Spree was selected to be the communication and expert portal for the Lindau Nobel
Laureate Meetings 2010 to support networking of 650 students from 80 countries.

• The integration of new community features like twitter or a location-based service.

• The foundation of a start-up with an increasing non Deutsche Telekom perspective:
“SPREE Gesellschaft für Informations- und Wissensmanagement mbH”2.

2 URL (setup in progress): http://spree-gmbh.de/
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The implications affected the overall redesign, the selection of feature development and
the prioritization of implementation issues.

3.1 Rescoping of the Web Application: from Spree Enterprise to Spree Community

With a short term usage scope during a limited time frame at a dedicated event the ease
of use gained the highest priority. So a new scope appears to support the non experienced
user and to simplify functionality. Therefore, the feature set of the Spree was reduced,
and the wording was unified. A complete feature set with blogs, which are of high
importance for long term usage, was removed for the specific short term
SPREE@Lindau usage.

An important part of rescoping was the transformation of Spree from a corporate internal
platform towards a new Web 2.0 company – with new fashionable look & feel leading
into a selection process of better recognizable screens, new design, frame sizes, colours
and web styles. Supported by a professional designer, an evaluation of common known
format styles in the year 2010 [Gi10] was done by looking at well known web sites like
facebook3 and reducing the screen size requirements and thus modernise the web
application. For better recognition of the screens, areas were fixed and the floating and
screen size adoption capabilities of Spree were reduced. Both decisions were discussed
intensively but e.g., the intuitive user argument for the new user was outweighed over
the better usage with more text on one screen for experienced Spree users.

Figure 4: Basic frame redesign concept and specification of Spree

As there are Nobel Laureate Meetings participants worldwide, it was considered a good
idea to provide an innovative location feature – so the questioner could see where the

3 URL: http://www.facebook.com/
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online discussions participants currently are and where they come from, before and
during the event. As there was limited access to the meeting’s infrastructure with WiFi
and fixed network access, the knowledge of the infrastructure could be pulled into the
localization module to locate users and questions and prepare statistics.

The mentioned main requirements led into a new partitioning of the Spree screen which
is shown in Figure 4. The new simplified view for the Spree user consists of the user
profile area “WHOAMI”, the core relevant questions on the left “WHAT”, the contacts
on the right “WHO” and the locations area “WHERE”.

3.2 Usability Enhancements

For the future usage of Spree – in the Enterprise 2.0 area or in an event specific context –
it is of great importance to show the added value and the information users can get from
or within the Spree application. The usability optimization itself cannot grant ease of
use. Many issues are out of scope of the usability considerations. Intuitive use without
reading an online help or manual, helpful content, appropriate categorization according
the portal requirements, actuality of news and active user management are among them.

Figure 5: Spree 2010 version – an example of the Web 2.0 application

The final release for the Spree version included a location mashup, a simplified news
area with highlighted core features to be performed – the “New question” and the “All
questions” buttons. As shown in Figure 5 the personal profile moved to top left, the
contacts to top right and the personal location to bottom right.

Not shown on this screen are additional meeting information like the Spree login with
localisation enabling, the SPREE@Lindau information, event twitter channel as news
ticker, a participant’s competition and information about the provided infrastructure.
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3.3 Differences between Spree Enterprise and Community version

Table 1 and the following points should provide an overview of the differences of the
considered enterprise version from Figure 3 and the community version from Figure 5.

Spree Enterprise has

• multiple features to support blog functionalities. Articles can be created based on an
existing chat, then published and archived for later usage and search.

• many shortcuts and icons, which lets the experienced user easily access often used
functionalities.

• features to allow ranking and rating of articles and show statistics of user and blog
rankings – including activity and usage.

• online help and tutorial, whereas the Spree Community has a printable introduction
in the login area.

• as login a unique user ID, whereas Spree Community allows the subscription with a
better recognizable email-address that is also used for notification.

Spree Community

• allows map view of other users if they gave their permission..

• is fixed in width for the right, left and center panel, whereas Spree Enterprise has a
fixed size left and right panel, but a resizable and highly adaptive center panel.

• highlights major features – asking new questions and searching through existing
questions and the user profile moved to top left with additional help information
when hovering over the question links.

• login page includes additional information about Spree and Deutsche Telekom
Laboratories, an event twitter ticker and some Lindau information links – and last
but not least a huge and visible registration button.

Criterion Spree Enterprise Spree Community

Time focus Long term Short term

Design focus CI/CD compliance Freshness

Network focus Intranet Internet

Authentication focus Corporate single sign on Dedicated/twitter account

Feature selection focus Company culture Ease of use

Critical success factor Worker’s council’s o.k. Community acceptance

Table 1: Focus comparison of Spree Enterprise and Spree Community version
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4 System Architecture Evaluation

4.1 Architectural and Development Analysis

Figure 6: Spree front end and back end – the architectural view with interfaces

The layered Spree architectures centrepiece is the Java EE based web application. The
graphical user interface (GUI) is also deployed on this structure and implemented with
JSF and Richfaces as supporting component library and therefore completely separated
from the application business logic behind. The messaging server, the authentication
module as well as the required mail server are separated from each other. They can be
accessed via common protocols – LDAP for authentication, SMTP for email and XMPP
for messaging. The database is accessed through a hibernate persistence layer and
contains both the user and message information. The categorization information is stored
in a local web application directory and is accessible via WebDAV. Hosting on virtual
machines is supported. For the security layer HTTP over SSL is used.

4.2 Component and Operational Experience

The implementation extension with changes in the design, simplification of features and
introduction of the location mashup brought the following practical findings. As the
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original implementation was done until the end of 2009 it is still state of the art.
Regarding maintenance we see possible crucial improvements for future approaches both
in architecture as well as in the development environment and evaluation of used
components – e.g. language and browser dependencies.

Software development environment, targeting the Java-based environment, consisting
of Eclipse v3.3, Subversion v1.5, Maven v2.0, Continuum, Cobertura, Surefire and Trac
was successfully proved.

Layered Java EE4, formerly known as J2EE, architecture, is a good thing – not really
new – but remarkable.

Open source components like LDAP, Openfire, MySQL and hibernate, Tomcat and
Apache with standard protocols reduce vulnerability.

Openfire5 did not work with an OpenJava JDK. Therefore SUN JDK had to be setup
separately. This issue has to be followed, as the future strategy of Oracle with Java is a
matter of discussion.

Java Server Faces (JSF)6 is a Java-based Web application framework intended to
simplify development integration of web-based user interfaces. The usage of JSF
framework brought a good differentiation between design and implementation to allow
independent work at the same time. JSF was cumbersome in the sense of bug fixing and
not the easiest framework to learn. Unfortunately, sometimes firewalls interpret calls of
JSF-pages as DoS attack.

RichFaces (RF)7 was used together with JSF, it is an open source Ajax enabled
component library for JSF. It allows easy integration of Ajax capabilities into enterprise
application development. The additional layer for Javascript functionality reduces the
control of the developer of the final response towards the browsers http-request and
increases complexity for bug fixing and debugging.

Weka8 is a collection of machine learning algorithms for data mining tasks and contains
tools for data pre-processing, classification, regression, clustering, association rules and
visualization. Within our translation from English to German we pointed out the strength
of this component in English with necessary improvements for the German grammar.

The usage of such frameworks is comfortable, but is a task of its own to follow all
versions – implementing JSF changes to JSF2 and RF migration from 3 to 4 is not a
small job. Because of the need to support IE6 for the corporate version, it was not
possible to update to the newest RF version, but the new IE8 brought also some findings
together with the RF framework. From a more abstract view the support of developer

4 URL: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Java_Platform,_Enterprise_Edition
5 URL: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Openfire
6 URL: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JavaServer_Faces
7 URL: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RichFaces
8 URL: http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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communities for all parts and versions of framework and environment is becoming
increasingly important during life cycle of the application.

5 Spree – Summary and Vision

For the future, Spree will address both, the long term focus on Enterprise
2.0 and the ad-hoc focus to support Web 2.0 communities. Therefore both
skins, relying on a common backend, will experience further improvements
by means of the methods described in chapter 2.

More complex GUIs can be introduced to the users, either by moderation during the
starting phase or by providing skill-based individual GUI settings. It is best practise to
introduce a dedicated “Spree.Help” user within Spree instance to be addressed by other
users with their Spree related questions, independently from the covered domain.

5.1 Location Awareness

Figure 7: Spree – user information including map-based localisation using IP information

As shown above, location was selected as a new feature for Spree. In the first phase only
personal localization during the login phase with a request from the browser was
performed. If accepted, the other users are allowed to check another online user’s
position. This feature gives the Spree communication a new taste – you cannot only see
the user profile, but also the user’s location. The locations are shown map mashup like
with the user’s position highlighted as concentric green circles.The user’s position is
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obtained with Javascript capabilities either from the installed Google Gears component
(installable with all IE browsers, preinstalled in Google Chrome) or with the location
API implemented in Firefox 3.5+. The localization is based on IP-localization and
visible client WiFi access points or known fixed addresses.

The feature was worked out at an early stage and was seen just as starting point. To
mention just a few conceivable future features – statistic of the answer and question
origin or real event organizing for expert meets experts based on distance calculation, to
consider the location as context parameter which also influences expert selection.

5.2 Mobile Spree Application

New upcoming frameworks and tools for emulation and development help nowadays to
prepare mobile front ends with high usability faster and faster [DLR09]. Thus the mobile
client is the natural extension for an expert community so that questions can be raised or
answered from mobile devices. Increasing emphasis of location as a context element
may overrule privacy considerations in the near future and can be seen as the stringent
direction for an expert community [Ma10].

Mobile platform dependencies like Apple iPhone, Google Android, or Windows Mobile
7 are, although fashionable, a drawback. Therefore, a mobile browser client can feed all
Spree requirements without any installation, applying the new HTML59 features.
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Abstract: With the growing availability of semantic datasets, the processing of
such datasets becomes the focus of interest. In this paper, we introduce a new
architecture that supports the aggregation of different types of semantic data and
provides components for deriving recommendations and predicting relevant
relationships between dataset entities. The developed system supports different
types of data sources (e.g. databases, semantic networks) and enables the efficient
processing of large semantic datasets with several different semantic relationship
types. We discuss the presented architecture and describe an implemented
application for the entertainment domain. Our evaluation shows that the
architecture provides a powerful and flexible basis for building personalized
semantic recommender systems.

1 Motivation

The amount of available semantic data grows rapidly. Semantic data sources (such as
DBpedia1 or Freebase2) provide huge collections of structured data. These semantic
datasets store knowledge as a network of nodes and edges. The nodes represent entities
(e.g. persons or items) and the (labeled, weighted) edges the relationships between these
entities. The representation of data as semantic networks avoids problems of text based
data collections, such as spelling mistakes, homonyms, synonyms or ambiguous terms.
Semantic networks are language independent, and easily extendable by new entities and
relationships.

Knowledge stored in semantic datasets can be deployed in many application scenarios. A
very active research area is the use of semantic data for information retrieval and
recommender systems. The challenges for the design of recommender applications based
on semantic datasets are:

1 http://dbpedia.org
2 http://www.freebase.com
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The efficient handling of large semantic datasets: Semantic datasets usually consist of
a large number of nodes and edges. Nodes as well as edges might be annotated with
meta-data defining weights or type information. The semantic data must be stored in a
format enabling an efficient data access. The data format should consider the
requirements of relevant recommender algorithms and potentially extension for new
applications.

Support for different edge types (semantics): In general, semantic networks contain
several different semantic edge types. A system for handling semantic networks must be
able to cope with different semantic relationship types and support rules for combining
edges of different types within a path.

Support for various network models: For an efficient processing of large networks,
the systems should support different network models to reduce the complexity of large
semantic graphs. These models restrict the network to the most relevant components
("latent concepts") and reduce the noise existing in real-world data sets. A universal
framework for processing semantic data should support several different types of
models, so that dependent from the respective scenario the best matching models are
selected.

High quality prediction and explanations: The framework for handling semantic
datasets should provide different recommender algorithms allowing a scenario and
context sensitive selection of the most appropriate algorithms. The deployment of
adequate recommender algorithms ensures reliable high quality recommendations. For
improving the acceptance of recommendations the system should provide explanations.
Explanations help the user to understand why an entity has been recommended and to
which extent the computed entities match the user's preferences.

Open for new data sources and algorithms: Semantic datasets become relevant in a
growing number of domains. Thus, a framework for the processing of semantic data
must be open for new datasets. Moreover, the framework should support the integration
of new dataset models and recommender algorithms. This ensures that new application
domains can be managed by the system.

In this paper, we introduce our framework ("Semantic Engine") that provides the basis
for the processing of large semantic data collections and that integrates various methods
for computing recommendations.
The remaining of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an overview to
current recommender algorithms and methods for processing semantic data. Section 3
introduces our framework and explains the components and implemented methods in
detail. Subsequently we present an implemented recommender system based on our
framework. Finally a conclusion and an outlook to future work are given.
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2 Related Work: Existing Systems

Current systems for processing semantic data focus on recommender systems in social
networks. Typical use cases are link prediction in social networks (user-user-relations)
and product recommender (user-item relations). The datasets are handled as a large
network representing users and entities as nodes and the relationship between the entities
as weighted edges. The most frequently applied approaches for computing recommenda-
tions in semantic networks are content based filtering and collaborative filtering.

2.1 Content based Filtering

Content based filtering algorithms compute the relevance of entities based on features
("content") of entities [La95, AWL+07]. The most important terms are extracted from the
textual description of entities and used for calculating the similarity between the entities.
For computing recommendations for a given entity the most similar entities (e.g. based
on a weighted term overlap) are determined.

The problem of content based filtering techniques is that additional effort is needed for
handling multi-lingual content and for taking into account homonyms, synonyms, and
anaphors. Commonly used approaches calculating the term weights based on term-
frequency statistics do not compute reliable prediction results for incorrectly coded texts
and documents containing spelling mistakes or ambiguous terms.

2.2 Collaborative Filtering

Collaborative filtering algorithms compute the relevance of entities based on the
similarity of users and items [SKD+06, HKB+99]. The underlying assumption is that
users who agreed in the past tend to agree again in the future. Thus, collaborative
filtering suggests items liked by users with similar interests or items similar to items
liked in the past. The features of the recommended items are not taken into account.
Collaborative filtering avoids problems of multi-lingual texts and ambiguous words. The
disadvantage of collaborative filtering is that predictions can only be computed for
entities having several edges to other nodes. That is why collaborative filtering provides
less precise results for new users (also known as the "cold start problem") and for
datasets containing only a small number of edges compared to the number of entities
("sparsity problem"). Moreover, most collaborative filtering systems can only handle one
type of relationship (usually "is related" or "liked"). Thus, additional effort is needed for
handling dataset containing several different relationship types.
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2.3 Problems with existing Approaches

Current recommender approaches are usually tailored for one scenario. The parameter
settings are often chosen by an expert to meet the specific requirements of that scenario
[AZ05]. Furthermore most recommender systems base on bipartite datasets and cannot
handle large semantic networks with differently labeled edges. Existing hybrid recom-
menders often statically combine a content-based and a collaborative approach based on
expert defined rules. Thus, for every new application the recommender framework must
be manually adapted.

2.4 Summary and Conclusion

Most of existing frameworks for processing semantic data do not fulfill the requirements
according to openness and flexibility. Many systems are designed for a single scenario
but lack extensibility and the support of several semantic relationship types. In the
following section we introduce our Semantic Engine framework that provides a
comprehensive collection of components for processing large semantic data collections
and for building smart recommender applications.

3 Approach and SystemArchitecture

In this section we introduce the developed system architecture and discuss the
implemented components and algorithms in detail. Our framework is designed to work
with large semantic datasets internally managed as semantic networks, consisting of
nodes (representing entities e.g. users, interests, artists, etc.) and labeled, weighted
edges. For handling large real-world networks the framework supports datasets with
multiple semantic relationship types and uses a data representation optimized for sparse
networks.

The developed architecture consists of four main components, shown in Figure 1.

Integration of data
sources

databases

semantic
networks

Ontologies
(rdf, owl)

Normalization
Weighting

Latent
decomposition

Clustering

Recommender models

GUI
result visualisation
explanations

Visualisation
Presentation

Select best matching
models

Aggregate the results

Recommendations
Aggregation

Figure 1: The semantic engine components.
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The leftmost component connects the recommender with different types of data sources.
Data can be imported from ontologies or triple stores (e.g. Virtuoso3). Moreover
different method are supported for importing data from "traditional" sources (e.g. from
relational databases) or structured text files.
The imported data are preprocessed to extract knowledge needed for computing
recommendations and to speedup the calculation. The framework provides methods for
data normalization, defining weights of nodes and edges and for clustering. Additionally,
components for noise reduction and the extraction the most relevant information are
provided (e.g. based on latent matrix decomposition).
The third component defines rules and models for computing recommendations. The
framework supports memory based recommenders as well as model based
recommenders. A meta-recommender selects the most appropriate models and
aggregates the results computed by different recommenders based on the respective
scenario.
The rightmost component in Figure 1 shows the component that provides functions for
visualizing the results. The component generates explanations for computed recom-
mendations and provides an interface to external services.

The next paragraphs explain the components and implemented algorithms of our
framework in detail. We focus on the recommender framework and the machine learning
algorithms for optimizing the parameter settings.

3.1 Representing semantic Datasets as Graphs

In our framework the semantic data are stored as a graph. Figure 2 shows an example for
a music dataset containing the entity types "Artist and Band", "Genre", "Album",
"Track" and "User". The edges define the semantic relationships between the entity sets.
E.g., the relationship set "AlbumRelease" defines which albums have been released by
an artist or a band; the relationship "loved Artists" provides information which user
"liked" which artists.

Artist and Band

User

Genre

Album

Track

AlbumRelease
LovedArtist

GenreRelation

AlbumTracks

MusicalCareer

Figure 2: A graph representing a semantic dataset for the music domain.

3 http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com
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3.2 Normalizations and relative Weights

For computing recommendations based on a graph, it is necessary to assign appropriate
weights for each edge. The weights must consider the semantic meaning ("label") and
the relevance of the edges. Usually, edge weights are scaled to values between 0 and 1.
The developed framework supports additive and multiplicative normalization, such as
subtracting the overall minimal weight or dividing by the overall maximum edge weight.

In semantic datasets containing several different semantic relationships a weighting
model for each edge type must be defined. The developed framework supports expert
defined edge weights as well as machine learning algorithms, deriving the optimal
weights based on a training dataset.

3.3 Learning a Network and a Prediction Model

We define a model for combining the edge weights of a path between two nodes. The
model must consider the case of parallel edges and the case of an edge sequence.
Figure 3 shows three approaches for defining an edge algebra. In most applications, for
simplicity we apply the model of weighted paths.

Shortest
Path

Resistance
distance

Weighted
Path

a+ba+ba*b

min(a,b)(a*b)/(a+b)a+b

Shortest
Path

Resistance
distance

Weighted
Path

a+ba+ba*b

min(a,b)(a*b)/(a+b)a+b
b

a

ba

Figure 3: Different edge algebras

Another important step for computing recommendations is to specify a prediction model
that defines which properties an entity must fulfill to be relevant for a query. The most
commonly used recommender model is the semantic similarity of an entity with the
input entities. This model follows the idea that entities connected with short paths
(having a high weight) to the input entities and entities for that several parallel paths
exist are most relevant to the input entities. Alternative recommender models are triangle
closing or number of common neighbors [LHK10].

3.4 Memory based Recommender

For computing recommendations, the framework supports memory based and model
based recommender algorithms. Memory based recommender calculate paths in the
original dataset. Starting from a set of given input entities (e.g. entities in the user
profile), the potentially relevant paths through the semantic network are examined. The
entities reachable from the input entities are ordered according to a semantic similarity
rating. This rating is calculated based on the edge weights of the respective paths. For
parallel edges/paths the ratings are summed up; for a sequence of edges the weights are
multiplied and weighted by a discount factor (dependent on the path length).
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Figure 4: Search related entities in a semantic network (memory based recommender)

Figure 4 shows paths through a bipartite (artist-album) network. Starting from the artist
"Madonna" semantically related entities are computed.

The advantage of memory based recommenders is that updates in the semantic network
immediately effect the computed recommendations. Moreover, the paths from an input
entity to a "recommended" entity can be presented to the user as a simple explanation
[SNM08]. The disadvantage of memory based recommenders is that they provide not as
precise results as model based recommenders on sparse networks. Another disadvantage
is, that the computation of long paths is resource-intensive.

3.5 Model based Recommender

Real world datasets are often sparse, noisy and very large. Thus, building models based
on these dataset enables an effective complexity reduction by restricting the spanned
search space to the most relevant dimensions. Our framework deploys algorithms for
computing low-rank approximations of complex datasets [SKK+02, KL09] and for
clustering similar entities [JMF99]. The clustering component supports the integration of
additional expert knowledge to improve the computed network model. Figure 5
visualizes two methods for building a network model.

Figure 5: The figure schematically visualizes the complexity reduction for a graph, represented as
a sparse matrix. Supported methods for building network models are the dimensionality reduction

based on a matrix-decomposition and on clustering.
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The computation of related items in a semantic network containing clustered entities is
shown in Figure 6. In general, path based search algorithms can be applied. Due to the
reduced network complexity longer paths through the network can be computed
efficiently requiring only a reduced amount of recourses. The disadvantage of model
based recommenders is that additional effort is needed when the dataset changes.
Another disadvantages is, that network models are often difficult to understand. Thus, it
is not easy to provide human readable explanations with model-based recommenders.
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Figure 6: The figure visualizes the search for related entities in a semantic network containing a
clustered entity set.

3.6 Meta Recommender

A framework for processing semantic data should be able to integrate several different
recommender algorithms and models [Po06]. Our framework provides a meta-
recommender that selects the most appropriate recommender algorithms based on the
respective scenario and the query. Results from the chosen recommenders are aggregated
in a unified result list. The meta-recommender strategy can ensure the "diversity" of the
recommended entities (meaning the entities have been calculated based on different
models) or on the consensus of different recommender models (e.g. computed based on
the aggregation strategies CombSUM or CombMIN [Lee97]).

3.7 Summary and Evaluation

In the previous section we introduced the main components of our framework for
processing of semantic data and for computing recommendations in detail. Additional
components for optimizing parameters, evaluating the quality of the recommender and
for providing recommendation results as a web service exist.

The evaluation of our approach on various semantic dataset has shown that the
framework is able to process many different types of semantic datasets and can provide
high quality recommendation results. A recommender application for the entertainment
domain is presented in the next section.
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4 AMusic Recommender based on encyclopedic Data

The Project SERUM4 connects unstructured news with large semantic entertainment
datasets. The key functionality is a recommender that suggests relevant entities (artists,
albums, tracks) and news articles for potentially relevant artists. The basis for the
recommender is an encyclopedic data set, retrieved from Freebase5. The semantic data
set used in the project SERUM is shown in Figure 2. A screenshot of the implemented
web application shows Figure 7.

The recommendations are computed based on the framework explained in Section 3. The
user interface is implemented as a web application. The current application computes
recommendations for explicit preferences entered by the user. The support of implicit
feedback is planned for the near future.

Figure 7: A screenshot of the start page from the SERUM web application.

The first experiences with the SERUM web application show that based on the
encyclopedic dataset and the developed framework highly relevant recommendation are
computed. Due to the provided explanations the users understand, why entities have
been recommended and to which extent they are semantically related to the user
preferences. The size of the used encyclopedic datasets (≈2.0 Mio nodes and ≈1.6 Mio
edges) allows computing recommendation even for only regionally known artist.

Unfortunately, the encyclopedic dataset does not provide ratings or information about
the popularity of artists or albums. Thus, we plan to enrich the dataset with rating data.
This will allow us to ensure that a recommended artist is not only semantically related,
but also matches the user's individual preference.

4 an acronym for "Semantische Empfehlungen basierend auf großen, unstrukturierten Datenmengen":
http://www.dai-labor.de/irml/serum/. SERUM is a joint project between the TU Berlin and the Neofonie
GmbH.
5 http:// www.freebase.com
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5 Conclusion and Outlook to future Work

The implemented framework allows the efficient processing of large semantic datasets
(due to the different supported recommender models) and the creation of adaptive
recommender systems. The available components support several different recommender
algorithms and graph models. This enables the context aware selection of the most
appropriate recommender algorithms. In contrast to many existing frameworks we
support different semantic edges types within a semantic dataset and provide a meta-
recommender that allows us to combine recommender results computed based on
different recommender models.
The application SERUM showed that based on of our framework high quality
recommender systems can be implemented. In future work we will focus on improving
the support of unstructured data. Therefore, an additional component for Named Entity
Recognition and Name Entity Disambiguation will be integrated in our framework.
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Abstract: Recommender Systems are software tools and techniques providing
suggestions for items to be of use to a user. Recommender systems have proven to be
a valuable means for online users to cope with the virtual information overload and
have become one of the most powerful and popular tools in electronic commerce.
Correspondingly, various techniques for recommendation generation have been
proposed during the last decade. In this paper we present a new benchmark
framework. It allows researchers or practitioners to quickly try out and compare
different recommendation methods on new data sets. Extending the framework is easy
thanks to a simple and well-defined Application Programming Interface (API). It
contains a plug-in mechanism allowing others to develop their own algorithms and
incorporate them in the framework. An interactive graphical user interface is provided
for setting new benchmarks, integrate new plug-ins with the framework, setting up
configurations and exploring benchmark results.

Keywords: E-commerce, Information Retrieval, Recommender Systems, Machine
Learning Software, Data Visualization.

1 Introduction

Recommender systems aim to guide users in a personalized way to interesting objects in
a large space of possible options. In their simplest form, personalized recommendations
are offered as ranked lists of items. For example, the online book retailer Amazon
presents a list of recommended books to help the user decide which book to purchase.
The core of each recommender system is a recommendation algorithm that tries to
predict what the most suitable items are, based on the user’s preferences and constraints.
Practitioner who wishes to employ a recommendation system must choose between a set
of candidate algorithms based on various criteria such as accuracy and robustness.
According to the "no free lunch" theorem [WM97], [HP02], no single recommendation
algorithm is superior on all domains. This raises the main dilemma, how to choose the
right algorithm for the domain at hand. Moreover, each algorithm can be usually tuned
using various controlling parameters. Finding the optimal setting is a tedious task. As
stated by [FFSt07], "Successfully developing and maintaining recommender knowledge
bases requires intelligent testing environments that can guarantee recommendations'
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correctness.". Still, there is no comprehensive workbench for recommender systems
available for researchers and practitioners alike. However, there is an increasing trend in
comparing and examining different recommendation systems. [H02] Propose a
framework which explores the user satisfaction from the recommender system, including
ease of use by users, presentation and other HCI (Human Computer Interaction) factors,
and chooses an algorithm for the recommender systems based on user satisfaction.
However, a real application that should test the proposed framework was not developed
yet. [CP10] Seek to compare recommender systems by learning the cognitive acceptance
of recommendations from users' point of view and how to make a user to trust in the
recommender system.

The proposed benchmark framework aims to address the challenges of comparing
recommender algorithms, allowing researchers and practitioners to compare and evaluate
recommenders' performances over a variety of datasets, using a wide selection of
statistical and quality measures. The framework provides a maximum of flexibility when
trying recommendation algorithms on new domains. By providing a diverse set of
methods that are available through a common interface, the proposed framework makes
it easy to compare different solution strategies based on the same evaluation method and
to identify the one that is most appropriate for the problem at hand. It is implemented in
Java and runs on almost any computing platform.

The benchmark framework may serve two goals:
1. A decision support tool for selecting the best suitable recommender engine for a

certain problem and data. Thus, the framework provides a recommendation-
system administrator with the tools for evaluating multiple recommenders with
different datasets, metrics, and benchmark-policies to assist with her decision;

2. An infrastructure to perform research related to recommender systems.

In addition to a rich set of powerful recommendation algorithms, the framework includes
basic statistics and visualization tools all available through an easy to use graphical user
interface. To achieve this goal we incorporated several standard Recommender Systems
(RS) techniques into the benchmark, so that researchers and practitioners can use it with
their own datasets for evaluation. From an experimental point of view, the proposed
framework allows other users to develop new algorithms, install new datasets as plug-ins
and explore the benchmark results thanks to its built-in plug-in mechanism.

The framework was designed to support the following features: (1) Support of a variety
of RS techniques (e.g., collaborative filtering (CF), content based methods (CB), Social,
etc.), (2) Support of a variety of evaluation measures, (3) Support of off-line and on-line
evaluations protocols, (4) Including built-in statistical procedures and reporting tools, (5)
Easy to plug new algorithms, datasets and measures using API, and (6) User-friendly.

In this paper we present a Recommenders Benchmark Framework that will be used as a
decision support tool for selecting the best suitable recommender engine for a certain
problem and data, and as an infrastructure to perform research related to recommender
systems. In section 2 we present a detailed instruction for using the benchmark
framework. In section 3 we briefly discuss about the implemented algorithms in the
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framework. Section 4 and 5 introduces the metrics and dataset characteristics that we
examine in the framework. Section 6 presents the system architecture. Finally, in section
7 we present the different applications of the benchmark.

2 Exploring the Data

The main graphical user interface (before installations of any plug-ins:
recommenders/datasets) is shown in Figure 1. All actions are initiated from this screen.
Here, one can install new recommenders and datasets, run new benchmarks, explore
dataset characteristics and examine various metrics and evaluators, according to the
execution matrix that is defined for a specific scenario.

Figure 1: Main Screen Overlook

In the "Plugin" tab, the user can choose the plug-in (dataset/recommender) library for
installation, and change the configuration of the chosen plug-in.

When installing a new recommender, the user should click on the button next to the
"Plugin library", browse and select the recommender plug-in file (*.jar), click open and
select the correct file, and finally install the plug-in. A successful installation of a
recommender algorithm of SVD (See further explanation regarding the algorithm in
chapter 3 – Recommendation Algorithms), e.g. named "my_SVD", is shown in Figure 2.
One may notice that the new recommender was added on the left side under
"Recommenders".
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Figure 2: Successful Installation of a New Recommender

When installing a new dataset, the user should type a name for his dataset next to the
"Dataset Name" label. Then, choose the relevant dataset type (DB, FILESYSTEM or
REMOTE). In this case, the raw data for the "Movielens" dataset is stored in a file, so
the type "FILESYSTEM" is selected. Then, the user should browse, locate the dataset
plug-in file (*.jar) and press open.

If the installation process has finished successfully, the list of recommenders that the
selected file contains will appear at the bottom of the screen. Since "Movielens" dataset
contains three plug-ins and its type is FILESYSTEM, we need to associate the raw data
file with each plug-in. Click and the button next to each plug-in, locate the file and press
open (Figure 3).

If bootstrapping is needed, check the bootstrap box and finally press update (Figure 4).
The user will notice that the "Movielens" dataset was added to the dataset group on the
left side of the screen (Figure 5).
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Figure 3: Associating Files with Raw Data

Figure 4: Bootstrapping

Now, the user can create a new benchmark using the "Benchmark" tab. The user should
check which recommenders will run on which datasets. Also, he should check the
metrics he would like to measure and the evaluators (the benchmark framework can deal
with different kinds of evaluators such as RRSS, Leave one out, K-fold and Percentage)
he would like to use (Figure 6).
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Figure 5: Successful Installation of a New Dataset

Figure 6: Benchmark Configuration

After executing the selected algorithms, the user can explore the benchmark results (for
example: MAE, MSE, and RMSE. See further explanation regarding the measures in
chapter 4 - Evaluation Metrics) using several views (Figure 7) to deduce conclusions and
manipulate the dataset characteristics and get analysis of the datasets. For instance, the
results of the SVD algorithm are better than the results of the Ensemble – Configuration
algorithm, because the different measures of the errors (MAE, MSE, RMSE) are smaller
in SVD.
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Figure 7: Benchmark Results

3 Recommendation Algorithms

As we mentioned before, the benchmark framework enables to evaluate multiple
recommenders with different datasets, metrics and benchmark policies. Thus, the
benchmark framework contains a diverse set of recommendation algorithms. In the
following subsections we briefly present the algorithms that are provided within the
framework. The users can also add their own algorithms.

Nearest Neighbours Collaborative Filtering

Collaborative Filtering (CF) [S00] is considered to be the most successful recommender
system to date, and is used in many E-Commerce sites. The basic idea is to predict the
user’s opinion about the different items and recommend the “best” items. The prediction
is based on the user’s previous likings and the opinions of other like-minded users. It
does not require the creation of explicit profiles, as opposed to techniques that need
essential information about the user (like the demographic based [P99] approaches). In
addition, CF techniques do not require any domain knowledge and avoid the need for
extensive data collection, as opposed to the content based [PB07] and knowledge based
[R06] approaches. Since CF systems use a learning algorithm, they are also adaptive i.e.
the more data (ratings) the system uses, the more accurate the recommendation are.
These characteristics give the CF technique the capability to be implemented in many
domains without the need to change the algorithm or the data representation. For
example, a movie CF based recommendation system, will also work for book
recommendation system.
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Community Based

Community Based [G09], [KSS97] is a novel approach which works under the
assumption that a specific user has similar preferences as the community that the user
belongs to. The intuition behind this approach is that a person will strive to be friends
with people who resemble him the most. Thus, users will tend to receive advices from
people they trust (i.e. from their friends). Those friends can be defined explicitly by the
users or inferred from social networks they are registered to. Researches have shown
great accuracy improvement when combining social ties to traditional CF algorithms.

Context Based

Context based recommender systems [AT08] take into consideration additional
information about the context of the consumption of an item. For example, in case of a
music CD, the time of day or the mood of the user may be used to improve the
recommendation. Moreover, different search engines (e.g. Google) return different
results during the week vs. the weekend for the same submitted query. This is because
they assume that the intents of people vary according to their current situation. For
example: A search for a restaurant during the day may be an indication for a business
lunch, and the same search at night, may have a more romantic aspect.

Collaborative Filtering using Singular Value Decomposition

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is a matrix factorization technique. SVD takes a
high dimensional dataset and reduces it to a lower dimensional space. Recent studies
[S02] had shown that most of the time, SVD proposes a better result than the traditional
CF. However, the main disadvantage of SVD is its computationally very expensive
matrix factorization steps. Thus, SVD based recommender algorithm is not suitable for
large-scale datasets.

Ensemble

Ensemble methods [P06] have been receiving special attention, mainly due to reported
significant performance improvements over single models. The main idea is to use a
combination of many models (and not necessarily the best ones) to create an improved
composite model.

4 Evaluation Metrics

Our framework supports various evaluation metrics. The user should select the measure
that suits the application on hand. Many applications attempt to recommend items to
users that they may use. In this case we would like to measure if the system successfully
predicts which items the user will choose or consume.
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For this purpose we implement well-known measures [H04] such as:
1. Precision – The proportion of items in the recommended list which are

considered to be relevant to the user (i.e. it represents the probability that a
selected item is relevant).

2. Recall – defined as the ratio of relevant items presented by the system to total
number of relevant items available in the product catalogue.

In certain cases, we wish to predict the rating a user would give to an item (e.g. 1-star
through 5-stars in the movie domains). For this purpose we need to measure the accuracy
of the system’s predicted ratings.

The most popular measures [H04] in this category are:
1. MAE (Mean Absolute Error) which measures the average absolute deviation

between a predicted rating (Pi) and the user’s true rating (Ri), over all the
known ratings (N).

2. RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) - A variation of MAE that puts more
emphasis on large errors by squaring it.

In addition to accuracy metrics we implemented also quality-of-service measures such as
CPU and Memory usage.

5 Dataset Characteristics

We believe that the dataset characteristics can have an influence on the decision of
choosing a recommendation algorithm. Thus, before comparing the candidate algorithms
we should define what properties should the dataset have in order to best model the tasks
for which the recommender is being evaluated.

The proposed framework supports various characteristics, such as:
1. Number of users and items - Some data sets have more items than users, though

most data sets have many more users than items.
2. Sparsity - Real E-Commerce sites offer thousands of items (e.g.: books or

movies). Users on the other hand rate or purchase only a small number of items
(less than 1%). Thus, it may be impossible to find a sufficient number of
neighbours in order to produce good recommendations.

6 System Architecture

The benchmark framework architecture (Figure 8) follows the multi-tier paradigm. In
addition, to allow maximum flexibility, recommendation algorithms and dataset are
implemented as plug-ins to the framework. This plug-ins can be added and removed to
and from the framework in runtime which allows development and integration with no
dependency of the framework itself. Another key feature is the complete decoupling of
the recommendation algorithms plug-ins and the dataset plug-ins implementation. An
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algorithm can use the dataset as input as long as the data contained in this dataset is
appropriate to the algorithm (for example, community-based recommendation algorithm
needs community data).
The framework contains four core components:

1. The recommendations framework – contains the APIs’ for recommender
algorithms and data-sets.

2. The benchmark framework – contains the APIs’ for benchmarking. In addition
contains the notions of Evaluators and Metrics that are integral part of the
benchmark.

3. The plug-in manager – contains the APIs’ for wrapping recommenders and
data-sets as plug-ins.

4. Recommenders and data-sets plug-ins – the plug-ins are developed separately
from the framework and are following the plug-in APIs’. They are plugged-in
to the system using the plug-in manager. Recommender and dataset plug-ins are
completely decoupled. The benchmark framework allows using a recommender
with a dataset according to the used recommendation method and the content-
type of the data in the dataset. For example: collaborative filtering
recommenders can be benchmarked only with datasets that contain rating data.

Figure 8: System Architecture

7 Applications

The benchmark framework was developed for recommender systems and its purpose is
to take multiple recommending algorithms and different datasets, and benchmark them
using specific evaluators, metrics and data characteristics. The benchmark framework
allows other programmers to develop new recommenders and datasets according to a
well defined API. Datasets and recommenders are concepts that are completely
decoupled; that means that a recommender can be tested with different datasets and vice
versa. It enables the users of the benchmark to test different algorithms on one (or
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several) datasets and select the most suitable recommender algorithm for their needs.
Also, the benchmark is used as an integral part of a research that is main objective is
improving the prediction accuracy of CF-based recommendations systems by applying
different ensemble methods in order to construct a set of combined predictors.

8 Summary

The benchmark framework that we developed presents a novel approach towards
recommender systems and has some principal advantages. The most important, it is
recommendation system oriented. Existing predictive analytics software such as R
Project, Weka and RapidMiner do not support popular recommendation algorithms,
unlike the benchmark framework, that in addition to its comparison features, contains
algorithms that were developed specifically for the recommendation domain. Another
important advantage is that using the benchmark's plug-in mechanism, allows others to
develop new recommenders and datasets, plug them into the framework, run benchmark
and explore the results. Furthermore, it is a web application which means it can be run
and accessed anywhere, without any need to download anything or other any further
requirements.

9 Future Work

In the future, we predict that the benchmark framework will be used as a uniformed
platform for testing recommender algorithms. We are currently working on additional
measures, dataset characteristics, algorithms and datasets that will be added to the
benchmark.
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Abstract: Expert finding systems employ social networks analysis and natural
language processing to identify candidate experts in organization or enterprise
datasets based on a user’s profile, her documents, and her interaction with other
users. Expert discovery in public social networks such as Facebook faces the
challenges of matching users to a wide range of expertise areas, because of the
diverse human interests. In this paper we analyze the social graph and the user’s
interactions in the form of posts and group memberships to model user interests
and fields of expertise. The proposed model reflects expertise and interests of users
based on experimental analysis of the explicit and implicit social data in Online
Social Networks (OSNs). It employs social networks analysis, text mining, text
classification, and semantic text similarity techniques to analyze and discover the
latent semantic social graph model that can express user’s expertise. The proposed
model also considers the semantic similarity between user’s posts and his groups,
Influence of friendship on group’s membership, and Influence of friendship on
user’s posts. Experiments on the Facebook data show significant validity of the
proposed model.

1 Introduction

When looking for professional knowledge, we usually turn to people we know they are
experts in a specific topic to ask for reliable and quick information or recommendations
[BC03]. With the advent of OSNs a range of expert finding systems are emerging to help
in locating experts [KN08]. Expert finding systems try to utilize OSNs structure and data
to reach the candidate users in an efficient way. The structure of OSNs provides
interpersonal communication among users leading to a large repository of personal data.
Schneier in [Bs10] provides taxonomy of six categories based on the initiator source of
data, the destination of data, and access control of data. From our point of view part of
personal data in social networks is explicit data and the other part is implicit data.
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Explicit data can be extracted directly from user’s profile, such as geographic location
and school attended Not all users provide these attributes, thereby reducing the
usefulness of such social services [AB10]. Classical expert finding systems utilize user
profile information and associations in explicit social graph to map a query to a
candidate expert. The explicit social graph can also be used to propagate the likelihood
from possible experts to other candidates. We think such model is not enough to reflect
the real interests of the user in an environment such as Facebook, because neither the
profiles data can really express current user interests, since it is not necessarily contains a
correct, a complete and up to date information. Nor the influence of friendship is suitable
to assume that all the friends in explicit social graph share the same interests, since
friendship in Facebook is a binary relation.

Implicit data is latent in the social behavior of user must be derived and retrieved using a
social discovery mechanism. Social discovery mechanism needs to analyze and utilize
the explicit social graph as well as the implicit social graph of the user. Explicit social
graph formed of user’s friendship and group’s membership that explicitly mentioned in
the users profile. On the other hand, implicit social graph or activity graph can be
predicted from user’s behavior and interaction patterns, activity graph is the network that
is formed by users who actually interact using one or many of the methods provided by
the social network site [BA09]. From user’s behavior and interaction patterns in
Facebook, we have the observation that users interact about topics. To discover those
topics we need to classify the user’s textual production in Facebook to predefined
ontology organized in a hierarchical structure of topics.

In this paper we aim to detect the implicit social graph in an efficient way to enhance the
performance of expert finding systems. We analyze the explicit and implicit social graph
to model user interests and fields of expertise. We used Facebook as a case study of
OSNs. Based on the groups that Facebook user is member in, and the textual posts that
he published in the last three months, we assumed that groups and posts can express the
interests and expertise of the users in different levels, user’s groups and posts have been
classified to a predefined topics based on a general ontology derived from dmoz1 open
directory project. The intersection of the group’s topics and post’s topics has been
examined to infer a valid model to represent the user expertise.

We tried to answer the following key research questions:

1. Can the group’s membership reflect user’s expertise and interests?
2. Can the user’s posts be used to express his expertise?
3. How is the content of user’ posts semantically related to the content of user’s

groups?
4. What is the suggested model to represent the latent semantic social graph?
5. What is the influence of friendship on group’s membership and posts?

We found that group membership of a user can reflect his interests and expertise, but it
maps user’s groups to relatively wide range of topics. Results weakly proved the

1 http://www.dmoz.org
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assumption that posts of a user can reflect his interests and expertise, because it maps
user’s post to wide diverse number of topics. Empirical experiment showed that
intersection of group’s topics and post’s topics can dramatically reduce the number of
candidate experts in our semantic implicit social graph. Friendship influence on user’s
behavior in terms of group membership and posts he published is low.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We defined the problem in section 2. We
discussed some related work in section 3. In section 4 we described the architecture and
dataset used in the evaluation. We introduced our approach and evaluation in section 5.
Finally, we conclude and highlight some future work.

2 Problem Definition

Expert finding system designers rely on the analysis of the explicit social graph in OSNs
to match the candidate expert to a specific query. User profile contains static data such as
interests, group’s membership, and friendship of the user. Facebook explicit social graph
can be represented as a graph in which there is set of users   *      + . Each user   
is represented by a node. Each user has friends represented by matrix   ,      -   
. Each friendship relation       is represented by an edge in the graph. Facebook has set
of groups   *      +, the user’s membership in groups is expressed by the
matrix  ,    -   . Where     denotes user u is a member in group g,  is
associated with each node, as demonstrated in Fig 1(a). Fu et al. in [YR07] proposed
expert propagation process, which utilizes user profile information and associations in
explicit social graph to discover and propagate the expertise from possible experts to
other candidates. We think such model is not enough to reflect the real interests of the
user, because neither the profile data can really express user interests, because it is not
necessarily contains a correct, a complete and up to date information. Nor the influence
of friendship is suitable to assume that I and my friends share the same interests, since      is a binary value in Facebook. This kind of assumption leads to inefficient or
inaccurate expert recommendation in expert finding systems.

From user’s behavior and interaction patterns in Facebook, our assumption is that users
interact about topics, either through their posts or through the groups they are members
in. This kind of interaction forms a community centered around topics, this community
can be represented by implicit social graph as illustrated in Fig 1(b). We can notice that
user’s explicit social graph can has more than one latent implicit social graphs, in the
example showed in Fig 1(b) one implicit social graph centered around Topic A, and the
other centered around Topic B. In this research we aim to detect the implicit social graph
in an efficient way to enhance the performance of expert finding systems.
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3 Related Work

In this section we introduce some related work on expert finding in OSNs. Many efforts
have been devoted to expert finding in different contexts. User profile has been widely
investigated to classify users to different expertise topics based on the static information
mentioned in their profiles [DK03]. Furthermore, most of research in this field focused
on discovering the candidate expert in organization or enterprise dataset. The Spree2

expert finding system provides online tool to enable users in organization to search for
experts in a certain area, user’s queries can be matched with expert’s profile which was
automatically generated from user’s related documents [FC07]. However, the proposed
system did not deal with user generated data in OSNs.

ExpertRank algorithm was introduced in [JJ09] to investigate the expertise users
displayed in online communities by integrating discussion thread contents and social
network extracted from user interaction. In one hand, it used the thread content
information to find the most relevant experts to a specific query. On the other hand, it
employed the expert network to improve expert finding performance. Although dataset
used is very large, it did not represent real online community, and it did not propose a
mechanism to build an integrated user’s profile that reflects user’s expertise.

LDA model proposed in [JS08] studied expert finding in Yahoo Answer3, the content of
user’s documents was analyzed to discover the latent topic of interest. The influence of

2 http://www.askspree.de
3 http://answers.yahoo.com
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social interaction have not been utilized which make it not real online community
analysis.

Different ontology engineering approaches and comprehensive knowledge base explored
in [MD09] to extract interests and relations between interests. Wikipedia used to find
interest definition, latent semantic analysis to find similarities between interests, in
another approach Wikipedia category graph used to extract relationships between
interests. Different approaches showed good efficiency in building a hierarchy over user
interests. But still user’s interests extracted from his profile.

Our work is different from all the above in that it used Facebook as the largest real
online community, it utilized both the explicit and implicit social graph, it used the user’s
creatures in the form of post and groups to categorize users into different expertise, more
details are introduces in sections 5.1 and 5.2, it introduced a semantic model discussed in
detailed in section 5.3 to reduce the number of candidate expertise to answer a specific
query.

4 Architecture and Data Set

Recent developments in OSNs such as Facebook Graph API have led to a large
incremental in social services [NE10]. Facebook Graph API4 allows you to easily access
all public information about an object in Facebook. Developers can create smarter
applications that leverage the social networking aspects of its users. In this paper we
utilized Facebook Graph API as application platform to extract the data set and build a
prototype. The prototype is a Facebook application integrating Spree expert finding
framework with Facebook. Facebook users can interact with Spree using their own
credentials.

Five different Facebook user accounts have been used to extract the data set, each user
account with an average of 200 friends, average number of groups a user member in was
13, most of them described in English, in average 30 posts was retrieved for each one of
the 1000 friends regardless of the text language of the post. Many challenges and
limitations was faced during data extraction, such as restrictive Facebook data access
policy, limited number of posts content can be retrieved using Graph API, multi lingual
nature of the retrieved textual content which make it unable to be classified by Spree
classifier, and missed profiles of users who restricted access to their personal data. As the
size of our data set is relatively small, we cannot generalize the result we have, because
we do not know till now if the sample five users and their 1000 friends we used are
representative sample or not.

4 http://developers.facebook.com/docs/
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5 Our Approach and Evaluation

Classical expert finding systems utilize ontologies to classify textual content in user’s
profiles to predefined topics by matching documents into some ontology entries.
Ontology based text classification used widely in social semantic data discovery to
categories documents into topics [TS08]. In our research we employed the Spree expert
finding system developed at DAI-Labor5 to match queries to experts.

Spree uses a hierarchal ontology tree of topics where each node has a sub-topic or area of
knowledge and the fields of expertise represented by user’s profiles is a sub-tree of this
ontology. By default Spree uses a Naive Bayes text classifier. For each node, this
classifier estimates the likelihood that the corresponding n-gram distribution generated
the n-gram sequence observed in the input text. The m most likely nodes are then
considered valid classifications where m is a system parameter. Classifications are
always complete in the sense that if a category is assigned to a given text also all parent
categories are considered valid classifications. Classifications, therefore, always appear
as sub-tree of the taxonomy [GA09].

The user query can be mapped to a sub-tree, matching query to the corresponding expert
becomes a graph matching problem [FC07]. In our prototype SpreeBook we integrated
Spree with Facebook through Facebook Graph API. Then we modified Spree classifier
to be able to classify the posts and the group’s description of Facebook users into topics.
Next we match candidate experts to topics. The fundamental idea of the matching
algorithm is to represent experts and user questions as serialized vectors of nodes v(T) ∈
S(T) where S(T) ⊂ RN is the ontology space. The values of v(T) are set to 0 or 1. Once
all registered experts and an incoming question have been mapped to sub-trees, the
similarity between an expert and the question can be calculated as a weighted dot
product [GA09].

5.1 Matching experts based on user’s groups membership

SpreeBook used to classify the description of user’s groups to set of topics    *        + The user membership matrix  used to match a query  to a
corresponding user’ group topic    then to the candidate user   , where   ∈  . We
extracted the groups of the friends of the five Facebook accounts mentioned previously
of almost 13000 groups. Therefore, we classified the description of the groups of every
individual user using SpreeBook.

In order to evaluate our approach we raised the first research question “Can the group’s
membership reflects user’s expertise and interests?”. To answer this question we used

5 http://dai-labor.de
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the tabulate6 function to find the frequency table of the number of topics each user
classified to. The frequency table used to plot Fig 2(a). Where x axis represents the
number of the group’s topics, Y axis represents the fraction of users classified to each
unique topic. As noticed in Fig 2(a) around 80 percent of users in the sample data set
have less than 13 topics and around 10 percent of users have topics between 13 and 37,
while the rest 10 percent of users have wide diverse topics. Fig 2(b) shows that the total
number of the groups of each user and his number of classified topics increases almost
linearly. Another thing to notice is that most of users tend to have relatively small
number of groups, generally less than 50 groups, which can be classified to a little
number of topics around 10 topics. Based on these observations we can say that group’s
membership of a user can reflect his interests and expertise, but still it maps user’s
groups to relatively wide range of topics. A semantic model to reduce the number of
matched topics is introduced in section 5.3.

(a) Fraction of users in each group classification
topic (b) Number of groups and number of its classification

topics for each user
Figure 2: The Reflectivity of User’s Expertise Based on His Group’sMembership

5.2 Matching experts based on user’s posts

If we trace the online activities of a large set of friends, we are likely to find that much of
the information we receive is not useful or interesting because humans are diverse
creatures. In other words, we lose precision7. Implicit social graph focuses on analyzing
features of user’s interaction, such as posts, messages, comments, pictures, and opinion
expression methods to discover interaction patterns. We will consider the posts feature in
this stage of our research for simplicity. In Facebook each user has creatures as a set of
posts   *      + We classified user’s posts to set of topics    *        + 
6 http://www.mathworks.com/help/toolbox/stats/tabulate.html
7 http://soe.stanford.edu/research/ate/asktheexpert.html
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The user’s posts set  used to match a query  to a corresponding user’ post topic    
then to the candidate user   , where   ∈  . This raised up our second research question
“Can the posts of the user be useful to express his expertise?”.

In order to answer this question and evaluate our approach, the posts of the friends of
our five Facebook accounts have been extracted and classified using SpreeBook of
almost 30000 posts, then we calculated the frequency table of the number of topics each
user classified to, based on his posts. Fig 3(a) shows that around 80 percent of users have
topics of interest between 1 and 25, the rest users have wider diverse topics. As Fig 3(b)
shows that the total number of the post of each user and his number of classified topics
act almost the same as his group’s classifications in terms of linearity. While the less
posts less classification phenomena is noticeable. This can weakly prove the assumption
that posts of a user can reflect his interests and expertise, because it maps user’s post to
wide diverse number of topics as twice of the group’s topics. Thereby, we need to reduce
the number of topics. In section 5.3 we discuss the details of our proposed model to
reduce the number of matched topics.

Further manual analysis of the data set shows that this diversity of post’s topics related to
the quality of extracted data, since we use the News Feed Channel8 in Facebook. News
Feed Channel has several sources of contents, some of them are automatically generated,
which leads to a diverse topics of posts. To enhance the quality of extracted data a smart
data crawler to extract and analyze tempo-spatial hotspots in virtual worlds was proposed
in [AE10]. Even though, this crawler works for virtual worlds, the same concept can be
applied in the case of Facebook, if we considered the user’s wall as a spatial hotspot.

(a) Fraction of users in each post classification topic (b) Number of post and number of its classification
topics for each user

Figure 3: The Reflectivity of User’s Expertise Based on His Posts

8 http://developers.facebook.com/docs/channels
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5.3 Semantic relatedness between user’s groups and posts

To map a user in Facebook to topics of expertise in efficient way, we need to reduce the
number of topics matched by SpreeBook classifier. Even groups based classification
performed the posts classification by almost twice, the number of matched topics still
big. We need a model to reduce the number of matched topics. We used Cosine
similarity measurement to discover the intersection classifications between groups and
post as in the following formula:

   (     )  ∑      |  ||  |    ,   ∈  . (1)

We conducted an experiment to find the intersection between user’s interests based on
groups and his interests based on posts. The results of the experiment shown in Fig 4
explain that around 70 percent of users have no similarity between posts and groups, and
most of the rest 30 percent of users have weak similarity between posts and groups.
Therefore, we can say statistically user’s posts and groups are not necessarily similar.
Further analysis of our data set have been made to explain this phenomena, by manual
reviewing of user’s posts and groups, we found that most of the user’s posts are short
sentences and do not contain enough key words which makes the classifier to retrieve a
wide diverse of topics. On the contrary of that, group’s description is professional and
long enough for the classifier to work efficiently.

We can infer that, users with similar posts and groups topics are experts in those topics.
Fig 4 shows that there are few fraction of users with similarity between posts and groups
higher than 0.5. Empirical experiment showed that 0.5 cosine similarity is a suitable
threshold that can dramatically reduce the number of candidate experts in our semantic
implicit social graph, because it reduce the number of matched topics for each user.
Which make each user has a small range of expertise topics.
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Figure 4: Similarity between group’s topics and post’s topics for each user in explicit social graph

Expertise in our implicit social graph based on the categorization of the user’s groups
can be expressed by the matrix    ,     -   . Where      denotes expertise of
user u in groups topic gt. On the other side expertise based on user’s posts categorization
represented by this matrix    ,     -   . Where      denotes expertise of user u
in posts topic pt. Expertise matrix in implicit social graph expressed by        .
This leads to the illation that implicit social graph can be detected from the intersection
topics between groups and posts, which is the answer of our fourth research question.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presented an approach for expert finding in Facebook based on the
classification of the user’s groups and posts. In this research paper we analyzed the
explicit social graph and the user’s interactions in the form of posts and group’s
membership to discover the implicit social graph (latent semantic social graph).
SpreeBook classifier based on general predefined ontology topics used to match experts
to topics. Matching experts based on group’s membership or posts of the user showed
that group’s membership or posts of a user can reflect his interests and expertise but still
it maps user’s groups or posts to relatively wide range of topics. Examining Semantic
relatedness between user’s groups and posts leads to the illation that implicit social graph
can be detected from the intersection topics between groups and posts.

Five Facebook accounts were used to extract the data set. Therefore, our data set is
relatively small. Future work is planned to make the prototype available online to be able
to extract more data. Utilizing user’s comments as well as posts can enhance mapping
accuracy. Building a multilingual ontology based classifier can override the problem of
multilingualism in Facebook posts, since SpreeBook is based on dmoz project, which is
a monolingual based ontology. Future research need to be conducted to formalized a
model for expertise propagation in Facebook utilizing the explicit and implicit social
graphs.
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Abstract: This paper introduces a method to cluster graphs of semantically related
terms from texts using PageRank calculations for use in the field of text mining,
e.g. to automatically discover different topics in a text corpus. It is evaluated by
providing empirical results of tests by applying this method on real text corpora. It
is shown that this application of the PageRank formula realizes suitable clustering
such that the mean similarity between the terms in the clusters reaches a high level.
A special state transition in the mean term similarity is discussed when analysing
texts with stopwords.

1 Introduction and Motivation

In the field of text mining clustering has gained growing importance over the last years
e.g. for the automatic detection and tracking of topics. Many authors
[Al02][Kl02][Wa06] have contributed to this specific research area, for instance with
novel methods to identify new and relevant terms in text streams. A topic in this sense
can be regarded as a set of terms that significantly co-occur in a text corpus or in single
texts, whereby the latter can also cover many topics (main topics and subtopics)
themselves. In this paper, a clustering method is introduced to identify different topics in
single texts with the help of PageRank (PR) calculations. PageRank is an algorithm
developed by Brin and Page [Pa98] that measures the importance of a web page based
on the importance of its incoming links. Popular web search engines like Google return
search results according to the PageRank of indexed web pages. The PageRank includes
factors to cover the behavior of a random web surfer. A user follows a random link on a
web page with a probability of around 0.90 (damping factor  in formula 1) and visits
another page not linked by this page with a probability of around 0.10. The PageRank of
a page corresponds to the number of page visits of users. The more users visit a page the
more important it is. For the PageRank calculation the web pages are represented by
nodes and the links between them are represented by directed edges, forming a directed
graph. Besides other possibilities the PageRank    of a page  can be iteratively
calculated by applying the following formula:                      (1)
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The Set  represents the pages linking to page  and     is the out-degree of page  . In
the last years, many solutions for distributed PageRank computations have been
published [Zh05][Sa03][Is09] in order to address the shortcoming that originally the
whole network graph needs to be considered. In [So10] extended methods for distributed
PageRank calculation including network parameters based on random walks are
discussed and empirically evaluated.

Herein, the PageRank formula (1) is applied on graphs of semantically related terms of
texts in order to identify strongly connected terms in them. It is shown, that if these
terms are iteratively removed from such a graph, it is separated into clusters
(components) containing semantically similar terms. Moreover, these clusters represent
the diverse topics covered within the text.

Therefore, the paper is organized as follows: the next section explains the methodology
used whereby basics on text mining and methods of statistical co-occurrence analysis are
given. Then the clustering algorithm as the main contribution of this paper is presented
and the expected results are discussed. Section three focuses on the conducted
experiments applying this algorithm while discussing the various input parameters used
and elaborating on the results such as the number of clusters, cluster sizes (number of
terms in a cluster) and term similarities within the clusters during the iterations of the
algorithm. Section four concludes the paper and provides a look at options to employ
this algorithm in applications for topic detection and tracking.

2 Description of Methodology

2.1 Text Mining

Text mining comprises a set of methods to analyse mostly unstructured text data by
linguistic and statistical means in order to detect semantic structures within them. Text
clustering for instance is a typical task in text mining [He06]. Its aim is to take a set of
elements like terms or documents and detect subsets (clusters) that contain similar
elements but which are dissimilar to elements of other subsets. A first step to determine
similar terms in a text is usually the detection of semantic relations between terms by
applying methods for statistical co-occurrence analysis.

The occurrence of two terms in a text section next to each other is called co-occurrence
or syntagmatic relation [He06]. Co-occurrences that appear above chance are called
significant co-occurrences. The most prominent kinds of co-occurrences are term pairs
that occur as immediate neighbours and term pairs that occur together in a sentence. The
following considerations will focus on the latter ones. There are several well-established
measures to calculate the statistical significance of such term pairs by assigning them a
significance value. If this value is above a preset threshold the co-occurrence can be
regarded as significant and a semantic relation between the involved terms can often be
derived from it. Rather simple co-occurrence measures are for instance the frequency
count of co-occurring terms and the similar Dice and Jaccard coefficients [Bu06].
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More advanced formulas rely on the expectation that two terms are statistical
independent which is a usually inadequate hypothesis. They then calculate the deviation
from their observation of real corpus data to their expectation. A significant deviation
leads therefore to a high co-occurrence value. Co-occurrence measures based on this
hypothesis are for instance the mutual information measure [Bu06], the poisson
collocation measure [Qu02] and the log-likelihood ratio [Du94]. Stimulus-response
experiments show that co-occurrences found to be significant by these measures
correlate well with term associations by humans. The co-occurrences of a text can be
considered a graph of semantically related terms (with the terms as the nodes and the
significance values as the edges) that has the small-world property, meaning, it
comprises of definable groups of strongly connected nodes, whereby a member of such a
group can also be a member of other groups of that kind. Such co-occurrence graphs are
the basic input for the algorithm described herein.

The set of significant co-occurrences of a term can be represented as a vector that can be
regarded as its semantic context. For clustering purposes it is further necessary to
determine the semantic similarity between all pairs of terms in a cluster. The comparison
of these co-occurrence vectors is therefore a sensible possibility to gain the similarity for
all pairs of terms. This approach is based on the assumption that similar terms have
similar contexts. To calculate this term-term-similarity, measures that operate on vectors
such as the Euclidian distance, the dot product (for normalized vectors) or the cosine
similarity can be applied. The latter is defined in formula 2 and is used in the following
considerations to obtain the similarity between term a and term b by comparing their co-
occurrence vectors       and       :                                                                                      
The vector       contains all significant co-occurrences           of term a. The same
applies to term b. These values have to be calculated for all term pairs in order to obtain
a matrix that contains similarity values for each term pair in the text. As this formula
takes the contexts of terms into account, the calculated similarity value is more
meaningful than just the co-occurrence value which of course cannot be calculated for
each term pair. Particularly, terms could have a high similarity to each other even if they
do not co-occur in the text. The resulting term-term-matrix contains the term-term-
similarities in the range of 0 and 1 for all term combinations in the text, whereby values
near 0 indicate a low and values near 1 a high similarity. With the help of these values it
is also possible to determine the mean term-term-similarity inside a cluster of terms.

2.2 The Algorithm

In this section, the basic algorithm to cluster co-occurrence graphs based on PageRank
calculations is presented. It is a hierarchical clustering algorithm that tries to separate
components of co-occurrence graphs and can therefore be regarded as a divisive
clustering algorithm.
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It is possible to implement this algorithm using random walkers in distributed systems.

1. Remove stopwords and apply stemming algorithm on all terms in the text. (Optional)
2. Calculate the significant co-occurrences for all terms in the text and save them in an

adjacency matrix in order to gain the initial co-occurrence graph.
3. Calculate the term-term-matrix containing the term-term-similarities for all term

combinations in the text based on formula 2.
4. Determine all separate components in the (remaining) co-occurrence graph and print

the terms contained in them.
5. If there are components with more than 1 term in them continue, otherwise terminate the

algorithm.
6. Calculate PageRanks for all terms in the co-occurrence graph using formula 1.
7. For all terms i in the co-occurrence graph check if the PageRank of term i is greater

than the PageRank of their neighbours. If yes, mark term i for removal.
8. Remove all marked terms from the co-occurrence graph.
9. Go to step 4.

The expected results of this algorithm mainly depend on the input parameters given. It
can be assumed that very common terms like stopwords will receive a high PageRank.
Therefore, it is very likely that these terms will be ruled out of the co-occurrence graph
first. Based on this assumption, the initial co-occurrence graph is unlikely to be
separated into clusters during the first iterations of the algorithm, because those terms are
related to a large number of other terms in the given text. Therefore, the mean term-
term-similarity inside the first gained cluster(s) should not be high and the number of
terms in these clusters will be quite high. When the number of clusters increases the
number of terms in the clusters should decrease and their mean term-term-similarity
should increase. In case that the initial co-occurrence graph does not contain stopwords it
is likely that it is already separated in clusters. In this basic algorithm, clusters will be
separated until there are only clusters containing one term left. Therefore, the mean
term-term-similarity will be near 1 when the number of terms in the clusters decreases.

In [Pa07] an approach for word sense disambiguation has been presented that also relies
on PageRank calculations and is based on the HyperLex [Ve04] algorithm. The method
presented in there is similar to the algorithm in this paper in the sense, that terms with a
high PageRank, called hubs, are identified. This is performed in one step of the
algorithm to acquire the main meanings of a term from a text corpus. In this paper
however these hubs are identified for removal in every iteration of the algorithm to
separate components in the co-occurrence graph.

3 Experiments

3.1 Setup

In this section, empiric evaluations of the introduced algorithm will be presented. The
main goal of the experiments was to prove the hypothesis that the PageRanks of nodes in
co-occurrence graphs can be used to separate clusters of semantically similar terms.
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Besides this aim, the experiments will show for some example text documents in which
iteration of the algorithm clusters will be separated from the co-occurrence graph and
how the number of clusters and their average number of terms changes during the
execution of the algorithm. Also, the convergence time of the mean term-term-similarity
is analysed.

In the first and second experiments five texts with 260 to 450 unique words from a
German newspaper corpus [LeCo] have been used for the analysis of the introduced
algorithm. The following data have been collected for all the texts during each iteration
of the algorithm:

 the mean term-term-similarity and its standard deviation in the found clusters,
 the number of clusters with more than one term,
 the mean number of terms in all clusters and
 the number of clusters with a high mean term-term-similarity.

No stopwords have been removed and no stemming has been applied in the first
experiment. In the second experiment however all stopwords have been removed from
the texts and stemming has been applied. The third experiment discusses the influence of
text length on the mean term-term-similarity.

3.2 Simulation Results

First experiment without stopword removal and without stemming:

Figure 1 shows the mean term-term-similarity and its standard deviation in the calculated
clusters per iteration for all of the texts. At the start of the algorithm the mean term-term-
similarity is at around 0.6 for all documents and increases to almost 1 when the
algorithm terminates. Between the 10th and 20th iteration a significant increase in term-
term-similarity can be recognized that correlates with the increased number of clusters
during these iterations as depicted in figure 2. Also the standard deviation of the mean
term-term-similarity in all clusters increases first when the number of clusters rises and
confirms this significant state transition in the mean term-term-similarity. Moreover, it

Figure 1: Mean term-term-similarity in clusters and its standard deviation
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can be seen (as expected) that the mean term-term-similarity stays constant during the
first iterations, as the number of clusters stays the same because stopwords with a high
PageRank need to be removed first. In figure 2 the mean number of terms in all clusters
is shown for each iteration. This number slowly decreases in the first iterations because
of the same reason and significantly drops when the number of clusters increases.

Figure 2: Number of clusters and mean number of terms in all clusters

Figure 3 shows the number of clusters with a high mean term-term-similarity (>0.85) for
each iteration. The depicted courses of the curves are very similar to the courses of the
curves for the number of all clusters in figure 2. This observation is very interesting
because it shows that each term removal from the co-occurrence graph that separates
clusters is also likely to instantly produce clusters with a high mean term-term-similarity.

Figure 3: Number of Clusters with a high mean term-term-similarity (>0.85)

Second experiment with stopword removal and applied stemming:

In the second experiment a pre-processing with stopword removal and stemming has
been applied on all of the five texts of the first experiment. Therefore, fewer terms with a
low semantic relevance and the same meaning in different word forms had to be
analysed in the co-occurrence graph. The main result of this experiment is that the mean
term-term-similarity in the calculated clusters starts at about 0.6 and gradually rises to
almost 1 right from the start of the algorithm. Around 20 iterations were needed to reach
this value. This is shown in figure 4. The standard deviation of the mean term-term-
similarity decreases at the same time. In comparison to the first experiment also the
number of clusters gradually rises right from the start of the algorithm (figure 5) because
of the applied stopword removal that mainly influences the initial number of clusters.
Moreover, this number was greater than 1 for all of the five used texts at the start of the
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algorithm, meaning that the initial co-occurrence graph was already separated into
clusters. The stopword removal therefore also influences the convergence time of the
mean term-term-similarity as well.

Figure 4: Mean term-term-similarity in clusters and its standard deviation

The mean number of terms in all clusters drops rapidly in the first five iterations for all
texts due to the increasing number of clusters. This can also be observed in figure 5.

Figure 5: Number of clusters and mean number of terms in all clusters

Figure 6 shows the number of clusters with a high mean term-term-similarity (>0.85) for
each iteration. It can be seen that this number is greater or equal to 1 for some of the
texts because the initial co-occurrence graph is already separated due to the applied
stopword removal. However, this number is always lower than the number of all clusters
(figure 5) at the start of the algorithm.

Figure 6: Number of Clusters with a high mean term-term-similarity (>0.85)
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Third experiment to test the influence of text length on the state transition point in
mean term-term-similarity:

The aim of the third experiment was to determine the number of iterations needed to
reach the state transition point in mean term-term-similarity that has been found in the
first experiment when varying the text length. Another five texts of different length (500
to 5000 unique words) have been used for this experiment, whereby stopwords have
been maintained and no stemming has been applied. In figure 5 it can be seen, that the
occurrence of this state transition point in fact depends on the text length, mainly
because larger texts also contain more stopwords but also other common terms that are
assigned a high PageRank and that will be ruled out first before the graph falls apart.

Figure 7: Point of state transition depending on text length

3.3 Discussion

The results above demonstrate that clustering based on PageRank computations can be
used to detect topically homogeneous sets of terms within text documents. In particular,
the following results could be gained from the experiments:

1. Clustering of co-occurrence graphs based on PageRank calculations is possible.
2. Clusters of high mean term-term-similarity could be gained by this method.
3. A special state transition in mean term-term-similarity is observed when dealing

with graphs containing stopwords. The mean term-term-similarity increases
significantly when these common terms have been ruled out.

Yet there are still plenty of further options to refine the algorithm:

1. The clustering could be accelerated if terms would not mark themselves for
removal in each iteration but would “determine” the term with the highest
PageRank in their neighbourhood to be removed.

2. A global PageRank threshold for the terms to be removed is also an option.
3. The PageRank calculation could also yield more meaningful results when the

co-occurrence significances would be taken into account. These values could be
interpreted in the same way as the bandwidth parameters in [So10] and could
therefore influence the PageRank values significantly.
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4. The quality of the resulting clusters could be enhanced if these significances
would be asymmetric in the sense that a term A does not necessarily have to
have the same relation to a term B, as term B has to term A.

5. It is also sensible to define a threshold to stop the further separation of a cluster
in order to get a usable group of topically related terms. This threshold should
primarily depend on the mean term-term-similarity in a cluster. However, the
experiments in this section do not consider such a threshold because the main
focus of this paper is set on the PageRank’s clustering property in general but it
will be a task for future research.

Therefore, it can be seen that there is enough room for further research to enhance the
introduced algorithm.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, an algorithm to cluster co-occurrence graphs using PageRank computations
has been presented. It could be shown that this approach can be used to detect topically
homogeneous clusters of terms by ruling out terms in these graphs that have a higher
PagaRank than their co-occurring terms. This method can also be used to filter out very
common terms from the co-occurrence graph. After these terms are ruled out a
significant increase in the mean term-term-similarity is observable due to the increased
number of separated graph components. Besides the mentioned options to enhance the
algorithm an interesting research question could be if it is possible to use this method to
identify characteristic and discriminating terms of texts in order to automatically build
queries for searching similar documents in large corpora or even the World Wide Web?
The benefit of using the PageRank algorithm to identify these terms is that there is no
need to consult a reference corpus to determine a term’s significance in a text. In the area
of topic detection and tracking the presented method could have some impact on how to
automatically identify different topics in single texts with minimal effort.
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Abstract: In many cases, human-selected text passwords are either too easy to guess or
too difficult to memorize. Graphical passwords reduce the memory burden of users by
replacing the task of recalling the password to that of recognizing the password. In this
paper, we present a graphical password scheme based on the images of sports celebra-
tes. Experimental evaluation shows that the retention time of the proposed SportsFaces
is greater than alphanumeric password systems.

1 Introduction

Entity Authentication refers to the set of techniques where users have to prove the claim

of their identity to the identifier. Users can be authenticated in one of the following three

ways: i) what they know (e.g., password) ii) what they have (e.g., smart card) and iii) what

they are (e.g., biometrics). Most commonly used authentication schemes are password

based schemes [HL00, YRY05, HS09, LLW10] due to their cost-effectiveness and need

for minimal infrastructure. The other two techniques are costly and require sophisticated

infrastructure especially biometric-based schemes [ZD10, Dau04, TP02].

Among password based schemes, alphanumeric passwords are most common but they ha-

ve their problems too. Weak passwords are easily guessable (security issues) e.g. using

dictionary attacks while strong passwords are generally difficult to memorize for a user

(usability issues). Although different strategies are used to overcome these shortcomings

e.g. users are asked to select alphanumeric password of some specific length, use combi-

nation of small and capital letters and choose some unpredictable special characters, etc.

But despite of these tactics, the problems of security and usability are still there. Users ge-

nerally ignore the recommendations to create secure password. Another major limitation

is human memory and especially its two functions: information storage and information

retrieval. These two functions vary widely from person to person and are affected by the

choice of strings for passwords. Thus, alternative to text-based passwords, are the graphi-

cal passwords which are cost-effective and potential solutions to these problems.

Graphical passwords are relatively easier to retrieve as compared to text-based passwords

because they involve “recognition rather than recall” [Nie94]. This recognition minimi-

zes the memory load by making graphical objects visible. The fact that humans are quite

efficient in recognizing and recalling visual objects, has been supported by many psycho-
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logical studies [BK75, Sta73]. The intended purpose of graphical password is to reduce

the memory load of user and still achieve the possible highest security. Thus graphical

password schemes provide a way of making more secure and recognizable passwords.

1.1 Related Work

Jermyn et al. presented a graphical password authentication scheme named Draw A-Secret

(DAS) [JMM+99]. In order to create a password, user has to draw a secret on a grid that

serves as his or her password. Then during login time, user has to redraw the same secret

for authentication. The problem with this scheme is that the users have to completely rely

on their memory to recall the secret that they had created at registration time. Gao et al.

proposed YAGP (Yet Another Graphical Password) [GGC+08] which is based on DAS

scheme and eliminates the above-mentioned constraint of DAS. In addition, it offers more

resistance against shoulder surfing attack and uses a larger password space. The major

limitation of YAGP is that its similarity threshold is fixed and precise redraw of secret is

difficult.

Blonder’s patent [Blo96] is considered as the first cued recall based scheme. In this sche-

me, the user has to click on the predefined regions of the predetermined image to create a

password. To authenticate successfully, user has to click on the previously selected region

in the same sequence. One drawback is that the user still needs to remember the sequence

of clicks which requires memory recall. Wiedenbeck et al. proposed PassPoints system

[WWB+05a, WWB+05b] which is an improvement over Blonder’s scheme. In PassPoints

system, any image (instead of predefined image) can be used to create password with clear

boundaries instead of predefined click region. The authors also used tolerance distance for

click points in order to avoid the difficulty for users to click exactly at the same pixel. One

problem with PassPoints system is that the image selection could be a tricky task. This is

so because the image has to be rich enough to allow selection of many click points with

negligible “hot spots” (i.e. the points with highest probability of being selected). Images

with fewer click points lead to security issues.

Dirik et al. developed a model [DMB07] to identify the suitability of an image for Pass-

Points system by predicting the hotspots in the image. The system was evaluated by over

hundred users and the results showed that the model could predict 70-80% accurately. Chi-

asson et al. presented a cued click points technique [CvOB08] in which users had to click

one point on each image for a sequence of images. This scheme is more usable than Pass-

Points as it is easier to remember one point per image instead of sequence of points for a

single image. Moreover, there is no need to remember the order of the selected password

points.
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2 Proposed Scheme

We proposed a new graphical password scheme named SportsFaces. In the proposed sche-

me, the password is based on images related to sportsmen. We have selected sports players

because most of the users have some interest in one or the other sport. In addition, the idea

can be easily extended to include non-sports categories such as movie stars, singers, etc.

In our prototype, we used two categories: Cricket and Football. Our database consists of

all the images of players and countries (flags) who have participated in the most recent

major event in that sport, i.e., FIFA World Cup 2010 and ICC 20-20 World Cup 2010 for

Football and Cricket, respectively. The Football players’ images were collected from FI-

FA website [FIF] while Cricket players’ images were taken from Cricinfo website [Cri].

There were 32 countries who participated in FIFA World Cup 2010 and the squad for each

country consisted of 23 players. Similarly, ICC 20-20 World Cup 2010 had 12 teams and

15 players for each team. Therefore, our image database consisted of 916 images.

2.1 Registration Phase

In order to create a password, the user has to select nine images: three countries and three

players for each country. At registration time, the user first selects a password category,

i.e., i) Cricket Players or ii) Football Players.

When the user selects a category, flags of the countries belonging to the corresponding

category appear on the screen (see Fig. 1). The user selects one of the displayed flags

which results in appearance of the corresponding players’ screen (see Fig. 2).

Abbildung 1: Flags for Cricket category

Next, the user selects three players from the list of displayed images. The above-mentioned

process is repeated thrice resulting in selection of three countries and nine players. The

identities of these twelve images make a password string. All the images in the password

are displayed on the last screen of registration process (see Fig. 3) so that the user can look

at his or her password carefully and absorb it.
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Abbildung 2: Displayed players when Pakistan is selected from countries’ screen

2.2 Login Phase

The login phase is quite similar to the registration phase except that there is no screen

displaying the complete password at the end. The user enters his or her user id, selects the

category, countries and players correctly in order to login successfully.

Users are not required to remember the sequence of the selected images. For successful

authentication, the user only has to select the same country and players that he or she

has selected during password creation. In the proposed system, the password string is not

stored in the plain form in the database; instead a cryptographic hash of the password string

is calculated and stored in the system. In addition, the images are shuffled every time they

appear on screen in order to avoid shoulder surfing attack.

3 Experimental Evaluation

3.1 Participants

We conducted our lab study with 13 participants out of which 9 were male and 4 were

female. All the participants were undergraduate students with their ages ranging from 18

to 24 years. All of the participants were regular computer users.

3.2 Procedure

We asked the users to work with two systems: our graphical password system and our

implementation of a typical alphanumeric system. Lab study is conducted over three pha-
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Abbildung 3: Last screen of registration phase, displaying twelve images which constitute user’s
selected password

ses namely password creation, password learning and password retention phase. Retention

phase is sub-divided in three stages where retention is tested on the same day, after three

days and after seven days of password creation.

3.2.1 Password Creation

Our lab study started with a demonstration to guide the users about the working of the pro-

posed system. The demonstration lasted for about 10 minutes. For alphanumeric password

system, the users were directed to select any “novel” password of eight characters having

at least one uppercase letter, one lowercase letter and one digit. Then each user was asked

to create his or her password for both alphanumeric password system and SportsFaces.

To create graphical password, each user has to select 3 flags and 9 players as detailed in

section 2.1. To create alphanumeric password, each user has to enter a password of exactly

eight characters including at least one uppercase letter, one lowercase letter and one digit.

In addition, the user has to retype his or her password for confirmation and matching.

3.2.2 Password Learning

After password creation phase, learning phase started. Learning phase is conducted for our

graphical password system only because users are quite familiar with typical alphanumeric

systems and they don’t need any practice for that system. We divided our learning phase

into two activities namely cued sign in and trial sign in. In cued sign in, a cue is given

(in the form of a text message) to the user if he or she selects any wrong image during

password selection. In trial sign in activity, the user is asked to enter password until he

or she achieves five correct submissions. During this activity, if a user forgets his or her

password, he or she can see the password using show password link and try again to sign
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in. The user can also use show password after submitting an incorrect input. At the end of

learning phase, the users fill a questionnaire where they are asked to compare their comfort

level when using SportsFaces and alphanumeric password systems.

3.2.3 Password Retention

The retention phase is similar to learning phase except the users are asked to do only one

sign in here.

4 Results

4.1 Password Creation Phase

In the creation phase, users created their graphical and alphanumeric passwords. For each

participant, we measured total number of attempts and amount of time required to create

a valid password. Results show that, on the average, the users took longer to create a

valid graphical password as compared to an alphanumeric one. The average time to create

graphical and alphanumeric password was 3 minutes and 24 seconds and 2 minutes and

14 seconds, respectively. On the other hand, all 13 users created their graphical password

in first attempt as compared to just 4 for alphanumeric one as shown in Table 1.

Tabelle 1: Number of users creating valid passwords in 1st, 2nd or 3rd attempts for SportsFaces and
alphanumeric systems

Total Attempts to No. of Users No. of Users for

Create Password for SportsFaces Alphanumeric System

1 13 4

2 x 7

3 x 2

4.2 Password Learning Phase

The learning phase was conducted for practicing graphical password. As mentioned ear-

lier, learning phase was not conducted for alphanumeric system. This phase was divided

into two sub-activities: cued sign in and trial sign in. To pass cued sign in, users were

required to input correct password once. During lab tests, all the users were able to suc-

cessfully sign in during cued sign in activity with an average sign in time of 1 minute and

18 seconds. The criterion to successfully complete the trial sign in was 5 correct password

inputs. Eight out of 13 users completed trial sign in without any mistake, 4 users made one

mistake and 1 user gave four incorrect submissions. The average trial sign in time (for 5

correct inputs) was 4 minutes and 6 seconds.
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4.3 Password Retention Phase

Retention of passwords is measured at three times: at the end of learning phase, after 3 days

and after one week. Criterion for completion of retention phase is one correct password

submission. Table 2 shows the results of retention phase.

Tabelle 2: Results of retention phase

Retention Trial System No. of Users Average Time

Giving Correct Password (min:sec)

1 SportsFaces 11 01:39

Alphanumeric System 13 00:29

2 SportsFaces 12 01:00

Alphanumeric System 9 01:26

3 SportsFaces 11 01:07

Alphanumeric System 8 01:04

4.4 Discussion on Results

The overall results are encouraging for SportsFaces graphical password system. All parti-

cipants created their graphical password without doing any mistake as opposed to alpha-

numeric password. Although it took longer to create graphical password but this could be

due to unfamiliarity of users with the graphical password system. During the first reten-

tion trial, alphanumeric system outperformed SportFaces getting a retention rate of 100%

as compared to 85% for Sportsfaces. On the other hand, SportsFaces outperformed al-

phamnumeric system during retention trials 2 and 3. SportsFaces attained success rates of

92% and 85% as compared to 69% and 62% for alphanumeric password system in retenti-

on trial 2 and 3, respectively. From the results, we can make the following two conclusions:

• Memorability of alphanumeric passwords is better for short time (as shown in re-

tention trial carried on the same day) but as the times passes, graphical passwords

become more memorable than alphanumeric passwords (as shown in retention trials

carried after 3 and 7 days, respectively).

• Memorability of alphanumeric passwords decreases continuously with the passage

of time (100%, 69% and 62% for R1, R2 and R3, respectively) but the same is not

necessarily true for graphical passwords (85%, 92% and 85% for R1, R2 and R3,

respectively).
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5 Security Analysis

5.1 Exhaustive Search and Guessing Attacks

In the proposed scheme, the users have two choices for category selection, i.e., Football

and Cricket. After a category is selected, the users have to select 3 out of 32 flags for

Football (resp. 3 out of 12 for Cricket); and for each flag, they have to select 3 out of

23 players for Football (resp. 3 out of 15 for Cricket). Therefore, an exhaustive search

attack would require 223 possible attempts to find the password. On the other hand, to

carry a successful attack against 8-character alphanumeric passwords, an exhaustive search

would require 248 attempts. Though password space of alphanumeric system is larger but

they are more susceptible to dictionary attacks as compared to SportsFaces. In general, for

graphical passwords, this attack is not feasible because there is no dictionary that contains

the images of all world objects. Alphanumeric systems are vulnerable to these attacks

because dictionaries of commonly selected passwords are easily available.

5.2 Shoulder-Surfing Attacks

Shoulder-surfing attacks are those attacks where an attacker gets the secret information

through direct observation when the user is entering his or her password. Alphanumeric

systems are susceptible to shoulder-surfing attacks. In these attacks, typically the attacker

gets a chance to observe the password entry for a short duration of time. As alphanumeric

passwords are typically small, the attacker may see the secret by looking just for a while.

In addition, many passwords consist of familiar words making it easier for an attacker to

reconstruct the secret even if he or she knows only a few characters of the secret.

On the other hand, shoulder surfing attack is not feasible against SportsFaces as multiple

levels of challenges are involved. The attacker has to observe the secret entry for longer

period of time as first he has to see the category followed by the flags for the selected

category followed by the players against each flag. In additions, the images are displayed

in random order on all screens during the password entry thus making the shoulder-surfers

task even more difficult.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a new graphical password system named SportsFaces. In the

proposed system, the password consists of a combination of sports categories, country

flags and players. The scheme provides a potential solution for the current problems faced

by the other graphical password schemes. Lab results show promising results for Sports-

Faces system. The proposed system provides both the security and the usability features.

The usability results and the answers to questionnaire reveal that the users were comforta-

ble in creating as well as remembering their password using the proposed system. System
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is flexible in a way that more categories and corresponding images can be easily added

to increase security of the system. Our current prototype involves two sports: cricket and

football but we plan to add more sports categories in the future. In addition, we plan to

expand our basic idea by adding non-sports image categories such as movie stars, models,

music celebrities, etc.
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Abstract: In this article, we are interested in social resource sharing systems such as
Flickr, which use a lightweight knowledge representation called folksonomy. One of
the fundamental questions asked by sociologists and actors involved in these online
communities is to know whether a coherent tags categorization scheme emerges at
global scale from folksonomy, though the users don’t share the same vocabulary. In
order to satisfy their needs, we propose an algorithm to detect clusters in folksonomies
hypergraphs by generalizing the Girvan and Newman’s clustering algorithm. We test
our algorithm on a sample of an hypergragh of tag co-occurrence extracted from Flickr
in September 2006, which gives promising results.

1 Introduction

The development of the different online communities goes with original regulation forms

in which the self-organization principles play an important role. In the scope of this article,

we are interested in social resource sharing systems, which use a lightweight knowledge

representation called folksonomy. The word folksonomy is a blend of the words ”taxon-

omy” and ”folk” coined in 2004 by Thomas Vander Wal1, and stands for conceptual struc-

tures created by the people. Resource sharing systems, such as Flickr2 or YouTube3 have

acquired large number of users within these last years. Their users describe and organize

the resources (photos, videos, etc.) with their own vocabulary and assign one or more key-

words, namely tags, to each resource [CSB+07]. The folksonomy emerged thus through

the different tags assigned. The folksonomy could be understood as an organization by

folks of the resources over the Web. Being different from the traditional approaches to

1http://vanderwal.net/folksonomy.html
2http://www.flickr.com
3http://www.youtube.com
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classification, the classifiers in folksonomy are not any more some dedicated profession-

als, and Thomas Vander Wal described this as a bottom-up social classification [SW05].

In such participative perspectives, online communities are doomed to fail if both the so-

cial scientists and the actors involved in these communities are not concerted. Our main

goal is to supply social scientists with analysis and visualization tools that allows them

to understand exchange structures and the gouvernementality particular forms of online

communities such as Flickr. One of the fundamental questions which have inspired the

present paper was whether a coherent tags categorization scheme emerges at global scale

from folksonomy, though the users do not share the same vocabulary. We will focus in this

article on the Flickr folksonomy case.

This work takes place within the pluridisciplinary field of large complex networks analy-

sis and visualization [AB02, DM02, CbAH02]. Recent papers addressed the folksonomy

analysis and tags clustering. After an overview on related works using a graph modeli-

sation of a folksonomy, we briefly describe hypergraphs. We then detail our clustering

algorithm. Finally, we present our results obtained on hypergraphs extracted from Flickr

in september 20064.

2 Related works

Recent papers addressed the folksonomy analysis and tag clustering. A first approach is

to study how tags are conjointly used, and thus build a graph where an edge exists if two

tags have been used together to describe a resource or used by the same user. Such graphs

are called graphs of tag co-occurrence and can reveal relevant semantic structures of tags

[SW05]. But folksonomy involves the three basic actors of collaborative tagging, namely

users, tags and resources. Understanding the global tags usage implies understanding the

connections between these tags and how they are used, by which users, to describe which

resource. The most intuitive way of modeling the relations between those three elements

is to consider a tripartite graph. Since tripartite graph are rather difficult to manipulate

(both algorithmics and interpretation), [YGS] propose to reduce into bipartite graphs. If

Mutual Contextualization focuses on one user (respectively tag or resource), only the tags

and resources associated to this user are extracted; in such a representation, an edge exists

between a tag and a resource if the current user has annotated this resource with this tag.

They center in this way the analysis on each of the three types of elements and provide

then refined knowldege.

However these graphs representations waste information: each single tagging occurrence,

e.g. ”a user associates tags to a resource”, disappears: a tag is connected to all the re-

sources but without the memory of who made the association. [Mik05] introduced the

4Many thanks to the AUTOGRAPH project for providing us relevant data. AUTOGRAPH is a French project

which is interested in self-organization and visualization of online communities on Internet. This pluridisci-

plinary project gathers in particular computer scientists from the University Paris VII and France Telecom, social

scientists from the French EHESS School (advanced studies in social sciences) and the French national institute

of demographic studies (INED), actors involved in online communities like Wikipedia and international civil

society militants.
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hypergraph modelisation to keep the tagging occurrences safe. Recent studies generalize

graph algorithms to hypergraphs such as [CSB+07] and [BWR07]. We propose here an

algorithm for clustering hypergraphs in order to address rich models of complex networks.

Recently, Estrada and Rodrı́guez-Velásquez introduced the complex hyper-networks as a

natural generalization of the complex networks [ERV06]. The complex hyper-networks

are hypergraphs encountered in practice that can modelize the structure of certain com-

plex systems in a more precise way than the complex networks. In a graph, an edge

connects only two nodes while the edges of a hypergraph (known as hyperedges) can link

groups of several nodes and preserve a more realistic modelisation of a phenomena. Thus,

they use hypergraph to model a co-authorship of scintific papers: the nodes are the authors

and hyperedges correspond to groups of authors having published together. Estrada and

Rodrı́guez-Velásquez proposed in the same article a generalisation of clustering coeffi-

cient to the complex hyper-networks. Brinkmeier has generalized his clustering algorithm

[Bri03] to complex hyper-netwoks [BWR07].

In our study, contrary to [SW05], we will consider hypergraphs of tag co-occurrence where

the hyperedges correspond to the set of tags which co-occur in the description of resources.

Formally, a hypergraph of tag co-occurrence HT = (T,ET ) can be obtained by projection

from the folksonomy H : a set of tags are connected by a hyperedge in the hypergraph

HT if they are all connected to a same couple (u, r) in the folksonomy H . In addition,

these hypergraphs have the advantage in practice to be much more compact in memory

compared with graphs of tag co-occurrence.

3 Preliminaries on hypergraphs

A hypergraph is a generalisation of a graph, where the set of edges is replaced by a set

of hyperedges. An hyperedge extends the notion of an edge by allowing more than two

vertices to be connected by a hyperedge. Formally, a hypergraph is a pair H = (V,E)
, where V = {v1, · · · , vn} is the set of vertices and E = {e1, · · · , em} is the set of

hyperedges, which are nonempty subsets of V such as

i=m⋃
i=1

ei = V [Ber85]. The size of

a hyperedge is defined as its cardinality. Two nodes are adjacents in H = (V,E) if it

exists a hyperedge ei which contains them. A simple hypergraph is a hypergraph H such

as ei ⊆ ej ⇒ i = j. A simple graph is a simple hypergraph, each edge of which has

cardinality 2. A hypergraph H can be represented by an incidence matrice E(H) = (eij)
such as eij ∈ {0, 1} in which each of n rows is associated with a vertex and each m
column is associated with a hyper-edge:

∀eij ∈ E(H), eij =

{
1 if vi ∈ ej
0 otherwise.

A hyperpath P from s ∈ V to t ∈ V is defined as an alternate sequence of vertices and

hyperedges P = (s = v′1, e
′
1, · · · , e′k−1, v

′
k = t) such that P starts at s and ends at t,
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and for 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 the hyperedge e′i spans the vertices v′i and v′i+1. The length of a

hyperpath P is the total number of hyperedges in the hyperpath P . Let dH(s, t) denote the

minimum length of any hyperpath connecting s and t in H . By definition, dH(s, s) = 0
and dH(s, t) = dH(t, s).

Because of their low density in practice, we have chosen to represent the hypergraphs

as bipartite graphs connecting the vertices to the hyperedges (which they belong). The

complexity of this representation costs O(m+ n+ k) space (where k denotes the number

of edges of this bipartite graph). As we will consider only connected hypergraphs (k ≥
m+ n− 1), this gives a spatial complexity of O(k) space.

We will consider throughout this paper a simple, undirected and unweighted hypergraph

H with n = |V | vertices et m = |E| hyperedges. We also suppose that H is connected,

the case where it is not being treated by considering the connected components as different

hypergraphs. Es will denote the set of hyperedges of size s in H .

4 Generalization of the Newman and Girvan’s algorithm

As any large complex network, a folksonomy (modeled by a graph) reveals the presence of

a community structure. A community C is seen as a set of nodes whose edges proportion

inside the community (internal edges) is high compared to the edges proportion outgoing

from C (external edge) [GN02, RCC+04, FLG00, CNM04]. The goal is then to find

communities satisfying this criterion. The field has recently received a large attention

since the discovering of new algorithms which can be classified in two categories.

The divisive approach: [GN02, NG04, ACJM03, RCC+04] divides the graph into many

communities by removing one by one the edges connecting two different communities. On

each step, the connected components of the remaining graph are identified as communities.

The process is repeated until the removing of all edges. Finally, we obtain a communities

hierarchical structure. The existing methods differ in the choice of the edges to remove.

The agglomerative approach: [New04, CNM04, DM04, PL06] is related to hierarchical

clustering in which the vertices are merged iteratively into communities. Our algorithm is

a generalization of the Newman and Girvan’s algorithm [GN02, NG04] (described in the

next subsection) to hypergraphs.

Our algorithm is a generalization of the divisive hierarchical decomposition algorithm

by Newman and Girvan [GN02, NG04]. They argued that if a network contains distin-

guishable communities, then edges crossing communities boundaries should be relatively

infrequent. Accordingly, these infrequent edges will have high betweenness centralities

(the betweenness of an edge is defined by the proportion of shortest paths that runs along

it) since all of the shortest paths between nodes in different communities would run along

them. Thus, by removing these bridging edges, the underlying communities structure will

reveal itself.
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4.1 Description of our algorithm

We start from the partition P1 = {V } containing only one community (corresponding to

all the hypergraph). Then this partition evolves by repeating the following operations until

no hyperedges remain: (1) compute all the nodes and hyperedges betweenness centralities

presented in section 4.2 — complexity O(nk + k log k) time; (2) remove the hyperedge

with the highest betweenness score — complexity O(k) time; (3) compute a partition

of the hypergraph into communities5 — complexity O(k) time; (4) compute and store

a quality parameter (called hypermodularity) Q detailled in section 4.3 — complexity

O(k log k).

After m steps, the algorithm finishes and we obtain the partition Pm = {{v}, v ∈ V } of

the hypergraph into n communities reduced to a single vertex. The algorithm induces a

sequence (Pi)1≤i≤m of partitions into communities. The best partition is then considered

to be the one that maximizes the hypermodularity Q.

As the complexity of an iteration is O(nk + k log k) time, we can deduce that the over-

all worst case complexity of this algorithm is O(m(nk + k log k)) time. However, this

upper bound is not reached in practical cases because most real-world complex networks

are sparse (m = O(n)) [CbAH02]. In this case, the complexity is therefore O(n2k +
nk log k)) time.

Let’s note that the original Newman and Girvan algorithm has a complexity of O(m2n)
time, thus O(n3) for sparse graphs.

4.2 Computing betweenness centrality

We describe here the algorithm we have proposed for computing the betweenness cen-

trality measures of all the vertices and hyperedges in a hypergraph. The betweenness

centrality of a vertex or a hyperedge u (that we will note B(u)) is the proportion of short-

est hyperpaths passing through u. Let’s define the dependency of a vertex s on a vertex

or a hyperedge u as δs(u) =
∑
t∈V

δst(u) where δst(u) denotes the fraction of shortest

hyperpaths between vertices s and t that pass through u. Thus, the dependency δs(u) cor-

responds to the proportion of shortest hyperpaths starting at s that pass through u. Clearly,

we have B(u) =
∑
s∈V

δs(u).

From this constatation, we sketch an algorithm for computing betweenness centrality for

each node and hyperedge in H . The algorithm computes for each node s ∈ V the de-

pendency of s on each vertex and each hyperedge u of the hypergraph (namely δs(u)) as

follows:

• in the first time we compute in O(k) time the shortest hyperpath directed acyclic

5The connected components of the remaining hypergraph are identified as communities. We can find the

connected components of a hypergraph with a BFS in O(k) time.
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hypergraph (DAH) Ds with a modified BFS. We define Ds as follows: a vertex or a

hyperedge u is a parent of a vertex t in Ds if u lies on a shortest hyperpath from s to

t. We also define Ps(u) as the set of parents of u in Ds. Thus, if a vertex t has three

parents in Ds then it exists at least three short hyperpaths from s to t. The figure 1.b

shows the DAH Da computed from the hypergraph represented in the figure 1.a.

• in the second time we compute in O(k) time the dependency of the node s on

each hyperedge and each vertex, which are respectively set to 0 and 1. More

precisely, we process the set of vertices or hyperedges in the reverse BFS order

(f g D C e d c b B A a in our case represented in the figure 1.b):

– the dependency δs(u) is added to the betweenness centrality B(u): B(u) ←
B(u)+δs(u). When we process for example the hyperedge D, we add the de-

pendency δa(D) (which will not increase in the rest of search) to its centrality

B(D).

– δs(u) is then distributed evenly among its parents w: Bv(w) ← Bv(w)+
Bv(u)
nu

where nu denotes the number of parents of u. The hyperedge D distributes for

example the dependency Ba(D) = 1 fairly among its parents c and d which

will receive then each one 0.5.

To calculate correctly the dependency of the node s on all vertices and hyperedges of

the hypergraph, the approach we follow is similar to Girvan and Newman: multiple

shortest hyperpaths between the vertices s and t are given equal weights summing

to 1 (Figure 1.b). Thus, some hyperedges may lie in several shortest hyperpaths

between the vertices s and t and then get greater dependency (such as the hyperedge

D in our example).

The figure 1.b illustrates then one iteration of the algorithm After n iterations, we obtain

the betweenness centralities for all vertices and hyperedges of the hypergraph H . As

the complexity of an iteration is O(k) time, we can deduce that the overall worst case

complexity of this algorithm is O(nk) time.

4.3 Evaluating the quality of a partition

We propose the hypermodularity Q(P ) in order to evaluate the quality of a partititon P
into communities:

Q(P ) =
∑
C∈P

[
e(C)−

( s=n∑
s=2

as(C)
s
)]

(1)

where e(C) is the fraction of hyperedges inside the community C and as(C) is the fraction

of hyperedges of size s bound to the community C (hyperedges of size s whose at least
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a. An hypergraph. b. The directed acyclic hypergraph Da.

Figure 1: An hypergraph and the directed acyclic hypergraph Da (bipartite graph representation).
The hyperedge D has for parents c and d. Since there are two shortest hyperpaths between a and f ,
each will be given weight 0.5.

one endpoint belongs to C). This quality measure is a generalization of the modularity

introduced by Girvan and Newman in their algorithm.

An hyperedge is said to be internal to the community C if all its endpoints are in the

community C. The number of internal hyperedges equals thus to |{e ∈ E/e ⊆ C}|.
The proportion of internal hyperedges e(C) is taken compared to the total number of

hyperedges m.

A hyperedge of size s is said to be bound to the community C if at least one of its s
endpoints belongs to the community C. Thus, the hyperedges of size 4 having 2 endpoints

in C count for half ( 24 ) compared to the hyperedges of size 4 having all their endpoints in

C. We obtain then the following expression for the proportion of internal hyperedges of

size s bound to C: as(C) =

∑
vi∈C

∑
ej∈Es

eij

sm .

The objective is to have communities of high internal density measured by e(C). However,

the large communities have mechanically a higher proportion of internal hyperedges: if C
is a random vertex set and if the hyperedges are also random then the expected proportion

of internal hyperedges of size s is as(C)s. Indeed, each of s endpoints of an hyperedge

taken randomly has on this assumption a probability of as(C) of being in the community

C. Hence the total expected proportion of internal hyperedges is

s=n∑
s=2

as(C)
s
.

Like the modularity, the hypermodularity compares the effective proportion of internal

hyperedges with the expected proportion according to this schema. The hypermodularity

is computed in O(k log k) time. Because of lack of space, we omit the details of the

algorithm computing the hypermodularity.
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5 Application to Flickr hypergraphs of tag co-occurrence

As a first experimentation, we have applied our algorithm to hypergraphs of tag co-occurrence

obtained from the photo sharing website Flickr. The nodes represents the tags and the hy-

peredges corresponds to the set of tags which co-occur frequently in the description of

photos. The Flickr data has been extracted from the web site during September 2006. We

here focus on a connected sub-hypergraph of 5,000 hyperedges (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Few hyperedges extracted from Flickr (September 2006)

a. community suzuki b. community wedding

Figure 3: Examples of computed tag clouds. The displayed tags are the most representative of
communities according to the centrality criterion.

Communities calculation captures cohesive sub-hypergraphs which unveil different asso-

ciations of words corresponding to common sense shared by users. A tag with a high cen-

trality means that people frequently use it in different contexts (presence of this hypernode

on many shortest hyperpaths in the initial hypergraph). Therefore, the most central tags

within a community are precisely the tags which reveal, through their usage, an emerging

collective meaning (Figure 3). We can observe a consensus in the use of tags inside each

tags community which seems to confirm the hypothesis of social scientists (Figure 3).

The participants expressed the need to handle multiple representation for a community.

That’s why we have proposed two representations: an ego-network presenting the graph

where the tag vacation is connected to the close tag, and also and tag cloud. For the tags

cloud representation, the police of each tag is proportional to its betweenness centrality in

the initial hypergraph.
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6 Conclusion

We have proposed in this paper an algorithm for clustering hypergraphs of tag co-occurrence.

This algorithm allowed us to know whether a coherent tags categorization scheme emerge

at global scale from folksonomy, through the users don’t share the same vocabulary. Ac-

cording to our first experiments, the results are encouraging. As the field of complex

hyper-networks is very recent, we also wanted through this paper to propose an algorithm

for detecting communities in complex hyper-networks by generalizing the famous Gir-

van and Newman’s algorithm. Nevertheless, better performances should be obtained by

adapting our model to weighted hypergraphs and by reducing the complexity bounds.
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Code Attestation with Compressed Instruction Code

Benjamin Vetter and Dirk Westhoff

Department of Computer Science, Hamburg University of Applied Sciences (HAW)

Berliner Tor 7, 20099, Hamburg

{benjamin.vetter, dirk.westhoff}@haw-hamburg.de

Abstract: Available purely software based code attestation protocols have recently
been shown to be cheatable. In this work we propose to upload compressed instruction
code to make the code attestation protocol robust against a so called compresssion
attack. The described secure code attestation protocol makes use of proposed micro-
controller architectures for reading out compressed instruction code.

1 Introduction1

The evolution of the ubiquitous computing vision towards full-fledged real world appli-

cations faces a diversity of new problems. Due to the fact that for many applications

cost-efficient hardware is an issue, one can not guarantee that a code image that has been

uploaded on a non-tamper resistant device will always run in a correct and un-manipulated

way. Even worse, it may behave in a Byzantine manner such that the device sometimes

behaves correctly and sometimes behaves incorrectly. One strategy to detect such misbe-

having nodes in a sensor network is to run from time to time a challenge-response protocol

between the restricted device and a master device - the verifier - that is sending the chal-

lenge. However, recently it has been shown that purely software based code attestation

[SLP+06], [SPD+04], [SMK+05] is vulnerable against a set of attacks. The rest of the

paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces related work. Section 3 presents the

adversary model and describes the so called compression attack the attacker can perform

to break recently proposed code attestation protocols. In Section 4 we propose our coun-

termeasure to deal with compression attacks and in Section 5 we give insights on how

to execute compressed instruction code as necessary requirement for this approach. Sec-

tion 6 discusses suitable compression algorithms and in Section 7 we provide the security

analysis of the proposed solution. Conclusions and open issues are presented in Section 8.

1An extended version of this work has been uploaded to the Computing Research Repository (CoRR).
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2 Related Work

One can subdivide code attestation techniques into two subsets: the first class of ap-

proaches is using challenge-response protocols in conjunction with harsh timing restric-

tions for the restricted device’s response. E.g., SWATT [SPD+04], proposed by Seshadri

et al., belongs to this group. In SWATT, the verifier measures the time a node needs to

calculate a checksum of its memory contents, i.e. how long the node needs to respond to a

challenge. As compromised nodes are supposed to require more time to reply, because they

have to hide their code injections from the checksum, compromised nodes are supposed

to be detectable. The second proposed class of countermeasures tries to prevent attackers

from getting space to inject their bogus code in an undetected manner. E.g., Yang et al.

propose to fill empty program memory with pseudorandomly generated noise that is also

fed into the response [YWZ+07]. Therefore, an attacker can not inject his bogus code into

the noise in an undetected manner. However, as we will see, Castelluccia et al. [CFP+09]

have shown that both types of aformentioned countermeasures can be circumvented. Later

we provide more details on this.

3 Adversary Model and Compression Attack

After node deployment and before the first round of the attestation protocol starts, the

attacker has full control over all device memories such that he can modify program mem-

ory or any other memories like e.g. the external memory. At attestation time, when the

challenge-response based attestation protocol is running, the attacker has no physical con-

trol over the restricted device anymore. However, the device may yet run malicious code.

It is up to the code attestation protocol to detect this independently of the fact that the

attacker may find ways to store the original uploaded code image at a different memory

than the program memory. Note that we do not consider fluctual data memory. Control

Flow Integrity could prevent attacks that use techniques like Return-Oriented Program-

ming [CFP+09], [ABE+05], [FGS09]. Obviously, during the phase in which the attacker

has full control over the restricted device, the attacker is also able to either modify the code

for the code-attestation protocol itself or to read out any sensitive data, like pre-shared

keys, in case the protocol is based on this.

One major challenge for a purely software-based code attestation for embedded devices

is the so called compression attack. This attack cheats a basic challenge-response based

code attestation as follows: the originally uploaded program, which shall temporarily be

checked by the attestation protocol to be exclusively stored in the program memory, is

subsequently compressed by the attacker. Depending on the concrete compression algo-

rithm and the actual uploaded code image, the compression gain ranges from 12% up to

47% [CFP+09]. An attacker can use such free program memory to store and run bogus

code on the node’s program memory. Current solutions for secure code-attestation pre-

vent an attacker from using the free program memory by filling it with pseudorandomly

generated words instead of the default entry 0FF [YWZ+07]. Since the aforementioned

pseudorandomly generated words are required to be part of the response of a code at-
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testation protocol, the verifier needs to know respectively may be able to compute such

pseudorandomly generated words.

However, Castelluccia et al. have shown that cheating such kinds of attestation protocols

is still possible: whenever the restricted device (prover) receives a nonce from the master

device (verifier), it decompresses the earlier compressed original program on-the-fly and

subsequently computes the hash value x = h(nonce||CI||PRW ) by applying the hash

function h(). The x is the response of the challenge-response protocol. The CI denotes

the originally uploaded code image, and the PRW is the pseudo-randomly filled content

within the remaining free program memory at load-time. Obviously this simple challenge-

response based code attestation fails: whenever the prover receives a fresh nonce, the

attacker decompresses the compressed CI . This provides all the relevant input parameters

for the computation of the hash function, namely the CI , the nonce and the PRW such

that the master device subsequently receives the response x within a given time interval

which it verifies to be correct. Finally note that, to save his own bogusly uploaded code

image C̃I , the attacker could have stored C̃I also within the external memory. Subse-

quently to the time-critical code attestation phase, he has enough time to again compress

the CI and read C̃I from external memory to program memory.

4 Attestation of Compressed Instruction Code

Our countermeasure against uploading malicious code into the program memory and sub-

sequently not being able to detect this, uses i) a hardware extension at the micro-controller,

and ii) a strict policy for uploading CIs into the program memory. This policy is to only

upload a yet compressed code image C(CI) into the program memory and to fill the re-

maining part with PRW 2. Consequently, the attacker cannot allocate such easily free

program memory anymore to tracelessly upload malicious code by applying the above

described compression attack. Note that the challenge (a fresh nonce), which goes into

the hash computation for every run of the code-attestation anew, enforces the prover to

always compute the hash value (response) with a compressed CI and PRW anew. In our

proposed setting the response x thus is computed as h(nonce||C(CI)||PRW ) where the

C is a properly chosen lossless data compression algorithm. More details on the C and

other refinements on C(CI) will be provided later. The adapted code attestation protocol

is shown in Figure 1 (Option 1).

Please note that our protocol’s intention is to raise the attacker’s overhead for passing the

attestation by orders of magnitude. Therefore, it is still essential for our protocol to enforce

a runtime restriction to detect the attacker. We term ε as the duration of the time interval

[t0, t1] measured by the local clock of the verifier. The t0 denotes the sending time of the

challenge nonce and the t1 denotes the receiving time of the response x. We emphasize

that a proper choice of the threshold Tem with ε < Tem is prover device-dependent.

2The PRW can not be compressed [YWZ+07]. In fact C(PRW ) would result in |C(PRW )| ≥ |PRW |
eventually providing another attack vector to save memory by computing C−1(C(PRW )).
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Figure 1: Derivates of the secure code attestation protocol with lossless data compression algorithm.

5 Execution of Compressed Instruction Code

One remaining problem with this approach is how to run compressed code? To solve this

issue one needs to incorporate a hardware extension at the micro-controller. Please note

that the approach to upload a compressed code image into the program memory is not

new. It has recently been proposed by Yamada et al. [YFN+06]. Early work on this can

be found in [WC92]. However, originally it has been proposed with the objective to offer

a high compression ratio and a fast instruction expendability - and not as a building block

to protect against a bogus code image in the program memory, like we are proposing.

Figure 2: Micro-controller architecture with a compressed code memory, a LAT and a cache3.

Figure 2 illustrates the architecture that can be used to decompress compressed code blocks

on-the-fly, as proposed by Wolfe et al. [WC92]. Xu et al. proposed to store the cache

within the RAM [XJ03]. The code image CI is partitioned into blocks of equal length,

3Please note that a similar design was first proposed by Yamada et al. [YFN+06] with a dictionary memory

instead of a LAT and without a cache.
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each individually compressed. The compressed code blocks together build the compressed

code image C(CI), which is stored within the compressed code memory. As the code

blocks are compressed, they are no longer of equal length. Therefore, a data structure, the

Line Address Table (LAT), is used to store the block’s offsets. The block size s has to be

equal to the available cache size (s = |cache|). The cache is used to temporarily store the

code block that is currently executed. A cache flush occurs when code of the CI has to

be executed that is currently not present within the cache. E.g., a jmp instruction to an

address outside of the cache’s current scope causes a cache-flush. The micro-controller

then uses the LAT to decompress the compressed code block that is part of the C(CI) and

specified by the jmp instruction, and subsequently stores the decompressed code block in

the cache.

So we propose to only allow to load yet compressed code into the program memory and

to decompress the code at runtime. This architecture can be used to defend against at-

tacks where free program memory space can be generated by compressing the originally

uploaded code image and filling this gap with malicious code (including the compres-

sion/decompression function). A code attestation protocol based on simply hashing the

original code image plus the remaining free program memory space would not detect this.

Some Remarks: To be able to subsequently decompress the CI at runtime we are not

allowed to compress the LAT itself. However, in section 7 we show that the attacker does

not succeed in sufficiently compressing the LAT. The LAT as well as the compressed code

memory are regions within the program memory. Consequently, an attacker could either

fully overwrite or partially modify the LAT. To detect modifications of the LAT we refine

the computation of the response x such that (Option 2 in Figure 1):

x = h(nonce||C(CI)||LAT ||PRW ) (1)

6 Choice of the Data Compression Algorithm

6.1 Envisioned Properties

The proper choice of a suitable lossless data compression algorithm C is essential with

respect to the proposed security architecture. We need to find a lossless data compression

algorithm which shall provide the following properties: i) a high compression ratio for a

typical CI , and ii) fast decompression.

With respect to property number one we state that it is one of the properties of any lossless

data compression algorithm that for typical input files, which contain frequently used data

chunks, the compression rate is rather high. However, vice versa, if the input file contains

many seldomly used data chunks, the resulting compression ratio is rather poor. Moreover,

the compression algorithm Ch chosen by the honest party should ideally provide the high-

est compression rate compared to other compression candidates, e.g. Ca chosen by the

attacker. However, our proposed code attestation protocol does not rely on the availability

of the best possible compression algorithm, as we will show.
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Figure 3: Compression ratios of typical com-
pression algorithms for the multi-hop oscillo-
scope program image.
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Figure 4: Amount of decompressed data for
varying block sizes during the attestation.

The second property is required since decompression of a code image instruction should

ideally not delay the execution of the originally loaded program. On the contrary, there is

no technical requirement that restricts the compression time before uploading the CI .

6.2 Candidates

Initially we considered Canonical Huffman Encoding (CHE) [Hu52] as lossless data com-

pression algorithm C. However, the disadvantage of the CHE for our purposes is its

relatively small gain of compression results on MicaZ with on average 12.19% for var-

ious typical WSN programs [CFP+09]. For comparison, the lossless data compression

algorithm Prediction by Partial Matching (PPM) provides an average gain of 47.45% for

typical WSN applications. Unfortunately, such a significant gain difference of the com-

pression algorithms CHE and PPM again opens the door for an attack to make use

of this gain difference of approximately 35%. The attacker can apply PPM on the com-

pressed code image CCHE(CI) and again generate free space for his own bogus malicious

code in either of the two ways: i) Ca(Ch(CI)) := CPPM (CCHE(CI)), respectively ii)

Ca(C
−1
h (Ch(CI))) := CPPM (C−1

CHE(CCHE(CI))). C−1 denotes the decompression

operation. Due to the aforementioned reason we also analyzed Deflate, ZPAQ and further

derivates of PPM, namely PZIP and PPMZ.

Figure 3 shows that the chosen algorithms provide varying compression ratios depending

on the block size sh. This is illustrated for our benchmark code image multi-hop oscil-

loscope (|CI| = 25.9KB) which ships with TinyOS. Large block sizes provide better

compression ratios than small block sizes. If we choose and apply a tuple (Ch, sh) the

attacker can only gain additional free memory |Ca(Ch(CI))| − |Ch(CI)| = |C̃I| us-

ing block based compression schemes by choosing sa > sh if Ca = Ch, or otherwise:

sa ≤ sh (for some (Ca, sa)). Nevertheless, if the attacker chooses a much smaller block

size the compression ratio will suffer. Therefore, when we compress the CI with a larger
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block size the attacker is forced to use a larger block size as well. Since the decompression

of larger blocks increases the overhead, the time necessary for decompression is increased

as well, especially on low-performance platforms like sensor nodes. This fact becomes

significant if we take into account that the memory traversal during the attestation runs

in a pseudorandomly manner with nonce as the seed for a PRNG, which forces a strict

ordering of the CI’s words when calculating the response x [ANN09]. It forces the at-

tacker to decompress each block approximately sa times, where sa denotes the block size

chosen by the attacker. Moreover, this disables the attacker to apply a compression al-

gorithm Ca that sacrifices performance for higher compression ratios since the overhead

increases for larger block sizes sa recognizably. Therefore, the use of such algorithms

is easily detectable with the choice of a large block size sh and a threshold Tpm as the

upper duration for performing compression attacks on the program memory. Obviously,

ε < min{Tem, Tpm} with Tpm > Tem as we will see.

Figure 4 shows the amount of temporarily decompressed data during the attestation, which

increases for larger block sizes. The attacker has to read about sa · |Ca(CI)| bytes from

the program memory during the attestation if he compressed the full CI previously. If

the attacker chooses the block size to be sa = 2048 bytes and Ca to be PZIP, he will

have to read up to 37MB from program memory to decompress all blocks sa times and

subsequently be able to calculate x. This is a huge overhead compared to |CI| = 25.9KB.

Obviously, this huge amount of data is an immense burden for an attacker, in particular

on platforms with low bandwidth for reading from program memory. While platforms

capable of reading 50MB/s result in less than 1 second timing overhead for 2048 byte

blocks, platforms capable of reading only 1MB/s require up to 40 seconds and thus are

easily detectable by the proposed attestation protocol.

Obviously, the overhead to decompress every block sa times impacts the time necessary

for the attacker to calculate the valid response x significantly on restricted platforms. As

an uncompromised node doesn’t have to calculate C−1
h (Ch(CI)) at attestation time, i.e.

decompress the compressed program image, the block size enables us to raise and adjust

the overhead for the attacker by orders of magnitude. Therefore, we can discover the

existence of the attacker reliably through a proper choice for the device-dependent value of

ε. However, a larger cache size respectively sh slows down the on-the-fly decompression

routine during normal operation of the restricted device. On the other hand, a larger cache

decreases the number of cache misses. Therefore, a necessary decompression is more

seldom for a larger cache size, but takes more time to complete.

7 Security Analysis

Our security analysis considers four attack vectors, namely decompressing the code image,

attacks on the LAT, attacks by using the external memory and DoS attacks.

Decompressing the Code Image. The attacker is able to decrease the timing overhead by

exploiting the fact that different blocks can be compressed with different compression ra-

tios. Therefore, the attacker could pick only those blocks which provide the best compres-
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sion ratios out of all blocks until he gains sufficient memory to store his bogus code. Since

the blocks are yet compressed with a properly chosen lossless compression algorithm,

each of them provides a similar compression ratio. To overcome this issue, the attacker

could first decompress the compressed CI and compress it for his own afterwards. I.e.,

the attacker could calculate C−1
h (Ch(CI)) and Ca(C

−1
h (Ch(CI))) afterwards. During

the attestation he then has to calculate Ch(C
−1
a (Ca(CI))) to pass the attestation. There-

fore, this method further increases the overhead for the attacker, especially if we choose a

(Ch, sh) that compresses rather slowly. Moreover, the attacker’s possible gain is expected

to be low, because blocks which provide a good compression ratio to the attacker will

provide a good compression ratio to us as well.

However, even without calculating C−1
h (Ch(CI)) the attacker still requires to compress

only as much blocks as he needs to gain enough free memory for the C̃I . The exact number

of blocks an attacker has to use depends on our choice of (Ch, sh) as well as the attacker’s

choice of (Ca, sa) and |C̃I| itself. Please note that besides the C̃I the attacker has to

also store the code of the decompression routine C−1
a and the LATa within the program

memory. As Castelluccia et al. have to spend 1707 bytes for a huffman decompression

routine [CFP+09] used in their compression attack, which is a relatively simple algorithm

compared to the compression algorithms proposed in this paper, we force the attacker to

compress at least multiple blocks to get a chance to gain enough space for his needs. In

general, the attacker has to compress

#Blocks =
|C̃I|+ |C−1

a |+ |LATa|
GainPerBlock

(2)

where

GainPerBlock =
TotalGain

#Blockstotal
(3)

on average with

TotalGain = |Ch(CI)| − |Ca(CI)| (4)

and

#Blockstotal =
|CI|
sa

. (5)

The memory overhead then is about #Blocks·sa · |Ca(CI)|
|CI| ·sa. We assume the attacker has

to store at least 1KB of data4, i.e. |C̃I|+ |C−1
a |+ |LATa| = 1KB and he will calculate

C−1
h (Ch(CI)) before compressing the CI for his own. For example, if we choose (Ch =

PZIP, sh = 512 bytes) and the attacker chooses (Ca = PPMZ, sa = 2048 bytes) the

attacker’s memory overhead is about 17.3MB.

Figure 5 shows the attacker’s possible choices for (Ca, sa) to gain sufficient memory

whereas Ch = PZIP with varying sh is our choice of a compression algorithm. For

the attacker’s choices we focus on compression algorithms mentioned in this paper only,

namely PZIP, PPMZ, ZPAQ and Deflate for block sizes ranging from 64 bytes to 2048
bytes. On platforms capable of reading 1MB/s of data from program memory, we argue

4Please note that this is a very optimistic value from the attacker’s point of view.
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Figure 5: The attacker’s possible compression choices for Ch = PZIP , a varying sh and a platform
capable of reading 1MB/s from program memory.

that memory overhead above 5MB is easily detectable since it slows down the attestation

for about 5 seconds. Therefore, even if we choose rather small block sizes of sh ≥ 256
bytes the attack is still detectable. Please note that we do not even take the CPU overhead

into account here. From a security point of view we argue to always use the largest pos-

sible block size sh. In practice cache sizes above 1KB are hardly feasible, especially on

embedded devices with less than 4KB of data memory. Therefore, we propose to choose

(Ch, sh ≥ 512 bytes). Please note that other combinations will be feasible as well, but

one has to choose sh for other compression algorithms more carefully.

Attacks on the LAT. The countermeasure to the compression attack is the compression

of the CI with a suitable data compression algorithm. Thus, the only remaining non-

compressed data besides the PRW which has been argued to be not effectively compress-

able is the LATh. Consequently, if the (Ch, sh) for compressing the CI has been chosen

properly, the only remaining compression attack is to compress the LATh itself to save

program memory (Ca(LATh)). If the attacker succeeds in saving enough program mem-

ory out of this to additionally store a bogus code image C̃I , and at the same time requires

ε < min{Tem, Tpm}, the attack is successful and not detectable by our code attestation

protocol. However, recall that a lossless data compression algorithm does not provide the

same compression ratio for every ingoing uncompressed data; in particular a LAT due to

its condensed form can not significantly be compressed as we will see. Moreover, we state

that typically it holds |LATh| << |CI| and |CI| ≤ |PRW |5. In general, the number of

5Typical CI sizes for WSN applications are between 10 to 60KBytes such that the |PRW | occupies between

63 Kbytes to 113 Kbytes [CFP+09].
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entries of a LAT can be computed as

#Entries(LAT ) =
|CI|
s

(6)

So, even if Ca(LATh) and Ca(CI) with (Ca, sa) would provide the same compression

ratio, which obviously is not the case, the absolute gain of program memory for an at-

tacker who purely can compress the remaining uncompressed LATh would be signifi-

cantly smaller. E.g., we assume an embedded device with 128KB of program memory

where |CI| = 25.9KB (multi-hop oscilloscope). We further assume single LAT entries

to be coded using 24 bits, i.e. |LATh| = #Entries(LATh) · 3 bytes for the proposed

block size sh = 512 bytes. The LATh then occupies 153 bytes. Compression results for

the LATh of our benchmark applications are listed in Table I. For this setting and by ap-

Table 1: Maximum sizes of bogus code images |C̃I| for sh = 512 bytes and various applications.

Multi-hop os- BaseStation Sense

cilloscope [byte] [byte] [byte]

|CI| 25906 15240 2860

|LATh| 153 90 18

|PZIP (LATh)| 148 92 30

|PPMZ(LATh)| 163 109 48

|Deflate(LATh)| 181 123 48

|ZPAQ(LATh)| 242 188 131

max. |C̃I| :
1. our approach 5 0 0

2. Refs. [YWZ+07], [SMK+05] 16948 7029 1124

plying our countermeasure an attacker’s absolute gain of free program memory to upload

a bogus code image C̃I would shrink below 5 bytes approximately6.

Again, with a larger choice of the block size sh one could reduce the free memory space

for an attacker even more. Furthermore, in case the CI is smaller also the LATh shrinks.

E.g., if CI is the BaseStation respectively Sense application and the block size again is

sh = 512 bytes, the attacker will not gain free memory by compressing the LATh of

size 90 respectively 18 bytes using the compression algorithms mentioned in this paper.

Finally, the attacker could overwrite the LATh within the program memory for his own

bogus code. In equivalence to the other program memory containing compressed code

and PRW this attack is detected by the computation and subsequent verification of x =
h(nonce||Ch(CI)||LATh||PRW ).

Attacks using External Memory. As shown, our proposed attestation protocol raises

the attacker’s overhead for generating free space within the program memory by orders

of magnitude. Therefore, the attacker can not simply use the program memory to store

his bogus code image C̃I in an undetected manner. A sensor node’s external memory is

usually multiple times slower than its program memory. Nevertheless, we have to choose

6The attacker can choose other compression algorithms not mentioned in this paper as well. Although un-

likely, other algorithms could provide slightly better compression ratios.
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the device-dependent threshold Tem sufficiently harsh to defend against attacks that make

additional use of the external memory. Therefore, there may be cases in which a false

negative will be the result of a single code attestation run. As a consequence, in case of

a false negative one should repeat the code attestation protocol n times, where n is factor

two the number of protocol runs in which the received x does not match the computation

at the verifier. To restrict the number of iterations for the code attestation protocol we

recommend to stop the protocol in case the received response x (each time with a different

nonce) has been presented two times.

Other Attacks: DoS. The protocol is not resistant against DoS attacks. An attacker can

always enforce the code attestation protocol to stop. In such situations the master device

considers the code image running on the prover device as bogus.

8 Conclusions and Open Issues

The work at hand presents a code attestation protocol which in particular detects compres-

sion attacks aiming to run bogus code in an undetected manner. The code image is loaded

in a compressed manner. Only LAT and PRW are loaded uncompressed. The presented

approach is work in progress. Surely, more elaborated analysis are required on a proper

choice of parameters like sh, Tpm, n and whether or not an attacker is able to effectively

compress Ch(CI) without using block based compression schemes. Also the role of the

cache needs to be evaluated more in depth with respect to potential security weaknesses.
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Abstract: In modern vehicles, there are a lot of devices (GPS, Tachograph, GSM /
GPRS. . . ) with different functions. These peripherals communicate with each other
thanks to various media and protocols. The weakness of some protocols and standards
obstructs the interoperability. They have to exchange useful information about the
vehicle status and understand what is being shared.

This paper aims to design and to model a smart channel of communication and
interoperability between heterogeneous embedded systems on transportation vehicles.
This channel identifies connected peripherals and allows them to exchange data au-
tomatically with any kind of device. Furthermore, the smart channel builds services
which can be customized by the end-user. The model has been proposed and speci-
fied thanks to the toolbox UPPAAL. With this toolbox we perform a simulation and
verification (we considered critical situations of the system).

Introduction

Nowadays, communication technologies in the transportation area are growing quickly.

Many devices are embedded on vehicles in order to control the engine (CAN, sensors. . . ),

to catch positions (GPS. . . ) or to entertain (Wi-Fi. . . ). To be more powerful, each periph-

eral focuses on its core functionality and handles a part of the vehicle information (Posi-

tion, Wheel pressure, Speed, Fuel Level. . . ). Thus, the peripherals require to communicate

and to exchange data in order to meet user needs which become more and more strict. This

communication is complex due to the divergence between protocols and interfaces used by

peripherals. Consequently, it is hard to satisfy the end-to-end interoperability even whith

a standard. Most standards specify only the way to share data and do not handle neither

the semantic nor the processing issues. Generally, data pass through bridges or ad hoc

transceivers.

In order to reduce the allocated resources (hardware and software), we suggest to man-

age this communication into a single and a smart channel. This channel will be able to

identify a device when it is being connected. In addition, the channel will allow devices

to communicate and to exchange information in order to build new and efficient services

for end-users. These services will be launched automatically after the connection of a new
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device. Then, the user may customize its services online. This channel has been specified

and verified thanks to the UPPAAL toolbox since it is a powerful tool used to design, to

simulate and to verify important properties of systems. Its usual model is a Timed Au-

tomata Networks. These automata communicate and synchronize in order to express the

functioning of all entities involved in the channel.

The paper starts by presenting the lack of interoperability between embedded devices in

transportation and the standards weakness to guarantee it. Then, it presents the channel

model details and describes some important properties to be verified. The paper ends by a

conclusion and a presentation of the future works.

1 Standards & Interoperability

1.1 Interoperability between Embedded Devices

There are several devices embedded on vehicles. They are split into four groups :

1. CAN/FMS systems : are able to communicate via CAN-Bus within the vehicle.

Most sensors on vehicles use this protocol. Tailor-made for transportation, the

Tachograph is an example which records the vehicle speed and whether it is moving

or not. It became mandatory in trucks and buses on 1986 in Europe for public safety.

2. Communication systems : allow the transportation vehicle to send or receive data,

from its company. Actually, most trucks are equipped with GPRS connection which

allows the driver to send and receive useful information.

3. Positioning systems : help the driver to find his way and companies to track their

fleet in real time (GPS. . . ).

4. Security systems : focus on protecting drivers such as gas detector, RoadBox (a

camera which records events 14s before and 6s after an accident). . .

The main purpose in the design of such devices is the ability to share useful information

when connecting them and building new services to the end-user. This principle is called

"Interoperability".

Thus, the interoperability is not only the ability of two heterogeneous systems to exchange

data, but also the understanding of what is being exchanged and the capability of interac-

tion and joint execution of tasks [YCBL03].

Peripherals communicate using many different standards and protocols. If they need to

exchange data, they have to pass through bridges for the translation between protocols.

Furthermore, some standards can not guarantee end-to-end interoperability. So, devices

which are in conformance to a standard may have some troubles to communicate [TM03].
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1.2 Interoperability Weakness

Despite multiple attempts of standards to guarantee the end-to-end interoperability, most

of them are not sufficient to attend it [LMSW08].

1.2.1 Standards Contributions

Standards have a major contribution to satisfy the first and second levels of interoperability.

Actually, we can not imagine that we need different browsers to attend different Web sites

thanks to standards like TCP/IP, HTML. . .

Standards, when they are well adopted, enable more abstraction of lowest levels to devel-

opers and offer them less difficulties to build their programs regardless of the hardware

platform on which their programs will be implemented. So, they can focus on their added

value which is the core functionality of their service or the program they are building.

1.2.2 Standards Failures

It is too difficult to develop a language rich enough to cover a specific domain targeted

by a standard. Standards also neglect some aspects when systems interoperate. As an

example, we can talk about QoS (Quality of Services) which describes characteristics of

running systems (response time, security, performance, availability. . . ). Few standards

require a threshold time response in communication between systems which may lead to

incompatibility and prevent the interoperability.

In addition to that, standards are specifications and requirements. So, they are useless until

the transformation into final products or services. This transformation may involve with

customization and then leads to trouble to interoperate. Standards are useful when they are

well adopted. But, like any other technology, they have a life cycle and will become obso-

lete, by evolving to a non backward-compatible version or by using alternative standards.

Some standards become widely used because they were the first ("de facto") standards and

not necessarily the best ones. Unfortunately, organizations cannot economically explain

migration to better standards and are often locked into such standards. There are also bad

standards (under-specified, over-specified, unstable. . . ) and conflicting standards because

they are mutually exclusive or competing. A well-known example of incompatible and

competing standards are HD-DVD and Blu-Ray.

2 C2A : Connect to All System

2.1 Origin of the Idea

As we mentioned in 1.1, there are a lot of devices embedded on vehicles. These devices

follow different standards which are not necessarily compatible as we have seen in 1.2.2.
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Thus, the idea was to design a smart channel. This channel is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Connect to All system : a smart channel which allows embedded devices to communicate

and exchange data.

Connect to All (C2A) system must not only be able to identify the peripheral when being

plugged in, but also, it has to allow it to communicate. The system scans continuously

all ports to detect the connection of devices, it tries to identify it (storage media, GPS. . . ).

Then, it looks for the communication parameters of this device. After this, the channel

makes use of the data provided by the peripheral or looks for other peripherals which will

be able to share data with it.

2.2 Modeling : First Step in Design C2A System

We present a model about C2A smart channel. Then, we will check the validity of the

model using the UPPAAL tool box which is a well-known model checker [BDL04].

2.2.1 Introduction to UPPAAL

UPPAAL is an integrated tool environment for modeling, validation and verification of

real-time systems (real time controllers, communication protocols, multimedia applica-

tions. . . ) modeled as networks of timed automata. It was named UPPAAL with UPP

standing to Uppsala University in Sweden and AAL for Aalborg University in Denmark

which develop it. The first version was proposed in 1995. It consists of a graphical descrip-

tion tool, a simulator and a model checker. It serves as a modeling or a design language to

describe a system behavior as networks of automata extended with clocks and data vari-

ables. It has been used for the simulation of the system and checks if there is any error on

the system. Properties -to be verified- can be specified using a subset of CTL (computa-

tional tree logic) formalism.

2.2.2 Definition of Network Timed Automata

A Timed Automaton (TA) is a finite-state machine (FSM) extended with clock variables.

Clock variables evaluate to real numbers and all of them progress synchronously. A sys-
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tem is modeled as a parallel composition of TA. An automaton may perform a transition

separately or synchronizes with another automaton (channel synchronization).

More precisely, a TA is a tuple (L, l0, C,A,E, I) , where :

1. L is a set of locations

2. l0 ∈ L is the initial location

3. C is the set of clocks

4. A is the set of actions (e.g. press!), co-actions (e.g. press?) and internal τ -actions

5. E ∈ L× A× B(C)1 × 2C × L is a set of edges between locations with an action,

a guard and a set of clocks to be reset

6. I : L −→ B(C) assigns invariants to locations

A Timed Network Automata (TNA) over a common set of clocks and actions consists of

n TA (Li, l
0
i , C,A,Ei, li) with 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

2.2.3 The Query Language

UPPAAL uses a simplified version of CTL as its query language. The query language

consists of state formulae and path formulae. A state formula describes individual states.

It could be written as expressions (x>3, i==2, x<=3, i==5. . . ), location (porcess.location)

or deadlock (there are no enabled transitions). For path formulae we use four symbols : E

(exists a path), A (for all paths), [] (all states in a path) and <> (some states in a path). The

following combinations are supported : A[], A<>, E<>, E[]. A path formula quantifies

over paths of the model. Let p and q two states formulae. The properties that can be

verified are (Figure 2):

Figure 2: Queries in UPPAAL

1. E<> p - "p Reachable" : it is possible to reach a state in which p is satisfied (p is true

in -at least- one reachable state).

1Boolean guards B(C) are defined as follows : B(C) = true ‖ false ‖ x 45 c ‖ x−y 45 c ‖B(C)∧B(C)

‖ B(C) ∨B(C) ‖ ¬B(C) where : x, y ∈ C, c ∈ N , and 45∈ {<,≤,=,≥, >}.
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2. A[] p - "Invariantly p" : p holds invariantly (P is true in all reachable states).

3. A<> p - "Inevitable p" : p will be inevitable become true : the automaton is guar-

anteed to eventually reach a state in which p is true (P is true in some states of all

paths).

4. E[] p - "Potentially Always p" : p is potentially always true (There exists a path in

which p is true in all states).

5. q !!" p - "q leads p" : q will inevitably leads to p (p is true in -at least- one reachable

state in all paths from q).

2.3 The Model Description

In this section, we will present the TNA of the C2A model and the synchronization events

between automata. For the model needs, we choose to classify the peripheral-devices in

three groups according to the way of sharing data as follows :

• Device IN : These devices broadcast continuously or after a request from the system.

Generally, there are in read only mode. Data are sent directly or via transceivers.

Here, we call "Device IN" the peripheral and the transceiver. For example, CAN/FMS

Bus, Sensors, GPS, RFID Reader. . .

• Device OUT : These devices consume the data sent by the system. As an example

we can use Flash Memory, Hard Disk, USB Flash Drive, Loudspeaker. . .

• Device INOUT : These devices are smart for communication. They open a channel,

whether the system is source or destination for sharing data outside the system.

Also, the peripheral-devices -when plugged to C2A- drive different types of information

(Speed, Driver’s State, Fuel Level, Time, Position. . . ), denoted as "Signals". Every Signal

has a defined value at any time fixed by a peripheral or the system. All signals describe

the vehicle status. The model is shown on the Figure 3.

The groups of peripherals are modeled by three processes. The smart channel C2A is di-

vided into six processes (Initialization, Identification, Update PerphTable, Signals Update,

Data Loader, Data Management). The blue arrows represent the signals and the red ones

represent the synchronization events between different processes within the C2A smart

channel.

C2A identifies the group of connected devices. Then, it acquires the signals provided

by the first and/or the third group. After data processing, it dispatches them to the sec-

ond and/or the third groups. The signals configuration is saved on the system and can be

changed by some peripherals known as "Configuration devices". So, the user can cus-

tomize services by choosing signals and the processing results outputs. In this study, we

choose to model only four signals (Time, latitude, longitude and number of satellites pro-

vided by a GPS receiver) and two services (data logging in a Hard Disk and sending data
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Figure 3: Model of the smart channel C2A

via GPRS connection). As a lot of peripherals in transportation use a serial protocol (USB,

RS232. . . ) or may have an interface with a transceiver, we choose to model the connection

of such peripherals. Every device connect to a serial port of the system and communicates

with a unique Baud Rate.

First of all, the channel detects the connection thanks to the process Initialization. This

process launches the process Identification to recognize the connected device by identify-

ing the port and the Baud rate of the connection. Then, the process Identification sends

’Device_Connected’ to the process Update PerphTable which adds it to the table of con-

nected devices. After sending ’Request_Configuration’ to the process Signals Update, the

process Update PerphTable waits for ’Config’. The configuration will be the stored one

or given by a configuration device after the verification of the device security parameters.

When the process Initialization receives ’Composition_Devices’, it has all the information

needed about the service to launch. It sends ’Start_Services’ to the process Data Loader

which collects the useful data from input devices. At its end, it sends ’Data_Loaded’

to the process Data Management which performs the appropriate processing (conversion,

thresholding. . . ) on these data and sends the result to output devices. Finally, it sends

’Services_Stop’ to all other processes to restart them and waits for the next service.

The rest of the section present -as an example- two automata modeling device for com-

munication and the process identification. All other processes were modeled in the same

way.

2.3.1 Device INOUT Model

The model is shown on Figure 4. Those peripherals are smart enough to send or re-

ceive data. But, they can not execute both of them in the same time. When the device is

plugged, it keeps waiting in ’Wait_Detection’ state for a detection from the system (send-

ing the synchronization order ’Detection_IN’ to the system). Then, it waits for sending

Signals or receiving data from the system on the state ’Wait_Send_Reception’. The sent
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signals are available when receiving the synchronization event ’DeviceDataToSystem’.

The sending of the data finishes in the state ’End_Sending’ before returning to the state

’Wait_Send_Reception’ for another sending or reception. The event ’Detection_OUT’

launches the reception of the signals synchronized by the event ’DataSystemToDevice’ in

the state ’Reception_Data’ from the system to save or to send them outside. The reception

of the data from the channel finishes in the state ’End_Reception’. Finally, it returns to the

state ’Wait_Send_Reception’ when receiving ’Services_Stop’ event from the process Data

Management and the device waits for other data.

Figure 4: Automaton modeling Device INOUT

2.3.2 Process Identification Model

The model is shown on Figure 5. After receiving ’Device_Connected’ from the process

Initialization, this process identifies the peripheral after its connection by finding the cor-

rect port and Baud rate. As an example, we suppose that the C2A system has three ports

which communicate with three different Baud rates. It opens the port 1 in the state ’Port_1’

with Baud rate 1 in the state ’Baudrate_1’, then with Baud rate 2 in the state ’Baudrate_2’

etc. . . The process opens each port with all Baud rates. If it receives a valid data it sends the

scan result ’Device_Identified’ to the process Update PeriphTable to add this peripheral to

the table of connected devices.

2.4 Simulation & Verification

The simulation aims to check whether the system works as expected. We choose to instan-

tiate an USB Drive as a configuration device, a GPS module as Device IN, a Hard Disk as

a Device OUT, a GPRS module as a Device INOUT and C2A processes. We checked that
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Figure 5: Automaton modeling process Identification

the system works properly using step by step and random simulations. We also verified

the critical properties of the system. Some of these properties are described in the Table 1.

An example of property number 6 in the table 1 is that all connected devices must be identi-

fied (which gives in UPPAAL : "Identification.Scan_Result -> Identification.Baudrate_Tested

== Baudrate_Dev and Identification.Port_ Tested == Port_Dev"). This means that the sys-

tem finds the right port and Baud rate for the connected device. This allows the reception

of valid characters for the recognition of the group and the type of connected device.

Therefore, these settings will be used later to establish communication with the device.

We observe here that the simulations and the properties verifications confirm the validity

of the proposed model (over 20 millions of state transitions tested). UPPAAL allow us

to verify properties but suffer from several limits. One limit is that the events used for

FSM synchronization are exclusively binary channels which can’t carry useful data. Other

limit is that the proposed model can’t be translated in an executable code to measure real

performances.

3 Conclusion & Future Works

There are a lot of embedded devices in vehicles. They have various interfaces and proto-

cols which are in general incompatible. The goal of this work is to reduce these differences

by designing a smart channel C2A which supports the most important wired and wireless

peripherals. This solution could be very useful since it reduces hardware and software

resources in a vehicle and increases the compatibility between heterogeneous systems.

This compatibility makes the combination of peripherals possible to offer new functions

to users.
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N◦ Properties Comments Verification Critical

1 A[] not deadlock System is deadlock free Satisfied Yes

P_Identification.Scan_Result –> The system identify

2 P_Identification.Baudrate_Tested the right Baud Rate Satisfied Yes

== Baudrate_Dev of the device

P_Identification.Scan_Result –> The system identify

3 P_Identification.Port_Tested the right Port Satisfied Yes

== Port_Dev of the device

A<> ((USB.Send_Configuration and The system takes the

4 P_Signals_Update.Config_Sent) input configuration and Satisfied NO

imply Conf == Conf_IN) not the stored one

A<> (USB.Send_Configuration The input configuration

5 imply is catched in less Satisfied NO

P_Signals_Update.tempo <= 3) than 3 time units

A<> (P_Initialization.Detection The connected

6 imply device will Satisfied Yes

P_Identification.Scan_Result) be identified

A<> (GPRS.Send_Data All data sent

7 imply by GPRS module Satisfied Yes

P_Data_Loader.Data_Acquisition ) will be received

A<> (GPS.Send_Data All data sent

8 imply by GPS module Satisfied Yes

P_Data_Loader.Data_Acquisition ) will be received

Table 1: Properties verification
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In the model presented above, the system detects devices connections. The actual work

aims at improving the model by identifying when devices are disconnected and protecting

the system of resulting bugs. Furthermore, the implementation of this model was coded

in C language and works properly using an USB Drive, a CAN/FMS frames simulator,

a GPS and a GPRS modules. This should be extended to support other devices and pro-

tocols (CAN, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, ZigBee, RFID. . . ) giving access to new services. In the

future, we aim to model C2A system with Specification and Description Language (SDL)

which can be translated automatically into executable C language after simulation and

verification.
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Abstract: Like in any distributed community systems, communication in Multi-Agent
System (MAS) plays an important role. Communication helps agents share knowledge
and cooperate. Agent communication may present at various forms; it can be the
exchange of comprehensible messages, a request to perform an action, or cooperation
negotiation. Agent communication has common properties like in any other distributed
community systems, but it is the use of Agent Communication Language (ACL) that
differentiates agent communication from that in other distributed community systems.
In this paper, we present an evaluation of some typical Message Transport Protocol
(MTP) implementations for agent communication. In order to analyze performance
and stability of these MTPs, the tests have been conducted in conjunction with three
existing ACL message encoding schemes.

1 Introduction

Communication between agents is one of the most important features of MAS. In general,

agent communication is communication between software entities and therefore, it has

common properties with communication in distributed community systems. What makes

agent communication different from other common communication techniques is the use

of ACL Message in exchanging information. ACL is designed specifically to describe and

facilitate the communication process between agents. It does not deal with the physical

exchange over the network, but with the specification of the content of the exchange. A

specific ACL can be considered as a collection of message types, each type of message

has a pre-defined meaning, for example: a query, an interest for a particular content, or an

assertion. So far, in Agent Communication specifications, FIPA 1 has defined 22 types of

messages which are called performative.

The use of ACL in MAS accounts for the difference between communication in MAS and

that in conventional distributed systems. An ACL message consists of different compo-

nents, each of them can be represented in different ways. Since an MAS can use different

transport protocols to transfer ACL messages, there is a link between ACL and Message

Transport Protocol (MTP).

1The Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (http://www.fipa.org/)
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Figure 1: Layered Architecture for Agent Com-
munication [Hel03]
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Figure 2: Encapsulation of ACL Message by
HTTP Transport

In this paper, we persent a performance evaluation of some MTP implementations for

agent communication. We consider to analyze the following MTPs: ORBacus based MTP,

OpenORB based MTP, Sun ORB based MTP, and HTTP based MTP. The paper is orga-

nized as follows: Section 2 gives an introduction to the layered model in agent communi-

cation. Section 3 describes the use of Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and CORBA 2

as MTP in agent communication. Section 4 draws an overview of ACL message encoding

techniques. Section 5 presents the results of this work. Finally, Section 6 concludes the

paper.

2 Layered Model for Agent Community Communication

Abstraction methods play an important role in system design as they can be used to rep-

resent the structure of the system in a new space so that reasoning in the new model is

simpler than that in the original [Cal02]. For agent communication, an abstract model had

been introduced in [Hel03] as illustrated in Figure 1. This layered model decouples low-

level data transport issues from high-level semantics aspects. The two layers Transport

and Signalling and Bearer Networks are considered as low-level layer and take care of

routing and delivering agent messages through networks. The rest is high-level semantic

interoperability layers; they parse and interpret messages. The aim of the layering process

is to alleviate the optimization of agent communication in different levels, independently

[Hel03].

• The Transport and Signalling Layer: In every distributed community systems in-

cluding agent systems, the Transport and Signalling Layer accounts for an impor-

tant contribution to communication performance. It is responsible for low-level of

transferring data over a network.

• The Message Transport Protocol Layer: This layer defines the structure of messages

using a transport protocol. It delivers the messages to the destination agent in the

correct order and informs the sender when communication error occurs.

2Common Object Request Broker Architecture
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• The Message Envelope Layer: With the introduction of this layer, messages can be

sent between agent platforms regardless of their content. The ACC which transfers

the messages does not have to care ACL messages’ content.

• The Agent Communication Language Layer: This layer specifies the syntax and

semantics of agent messages. FIPA-ACL and Knowledge Query and Manipulation

Language (KQML) are the most widely used communication languages for inter-

agent communication. The two languages share very similar syntax and semantics,

and they are both based on the speech act theory [Spe04]. In FIPA-ACL specifica-

tion, ACL can be considered as a collection of message types, each corresponding

to a pre-defined meaning. An ACL can differentiate between various types of mes-

sages: a query, an interest for a particular content, or an assertion.

• The Content Language Layer: The ACL messages are used to represent the syntax

and semantic of the communication and the content languages specify the actions

that need to be done by the receiver. The Content Language layer is used to express

the content of a communication between agents.

• The Conversation Layer: The process of exchanging messages between coordinated

parties like agents typically falls into common patterns. At any point of the conver-

sation, a certain type of messages is expected. The patterns of message exchange

are called interaction protocol and they represent the highest abstraction component

in the agent communication stack [Cal02],[Bon02].

3 Message Transport Protocols

3.1 HTTP based MTPs

The Message Transport Protocol between agents using the Hypertext Transfer Protocol

(HTTP) has been specified by FIPA in [FIP02d]. In order to send an ACL Message to

the receiver, the sender encapsulates the ACL Message in an HTTP POST request and

then submits the request to the receiver. At the destination, after receiving the request, the

receiver acknowledges by sending an HTTP response 200 back to the sender. An HTTP

request used in context of agent communication is illustrated in Figure 2 and consists of

the following components:

• ACL Message: The original ACL Message that needs to be sent using HTTP.

• Payload: The payload is the ACL Message itself but represented in another form. So

far, FIPA has defined three encoding schemes for ACL Message: Bit-efficient encod-

ing [FIP02a], String ACL Encoding [FIP02b], and XML ACL Encoding [FIP02c].

An overview of these techniques is given in section 4.

• Envelope: The envelope consists of the transport address of the destination and its

incoming port.
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• HTTP Message Body: This message component is made of the envelope and the

payload.

• HTTP Message Header: This component contains necessary parameters for HTTP:

Content-Type, Host, Cache-Control, MIME-Version.

3.2 CORBA based MTP

3.2.1 Overview of CORBA

The Common ORB Architecture (CORBA) was introduced in order to provide a standard

computing infrastructure for distributed object-oriented applications. It has been shown

that in object-oriented distributed applications, objects communicate faster if they are co-

located in the same process than if they interact across process or machine boundaries.

CORBA allows a distributed, heterogeneous collection of objects to interoperate. It en-

ables interoperability between applications which are written in multiple programming

languages and expected to run on different machines across network. CORBA is indepen-

dent of platform, programming language and therefore it provides a flexible infrastructure

for distributed applications. In CORBA architecture, CORBA clients make calls to objects

instead of making calls to a server process. At the programming view, remote calls look

similar to local calls [Mah00],[Vin00]. It should be noted that, in CORBA architecture, the

names ”server” and ”client” are used interchangeably, based on the context of use. Client

is the entity that sends request to other entity which is called server to invoke methods.

Their role can be reserved as ”server” invokes methods on ”client.” A typical CORBA

architecture consists of the following components:

• The Object Request Broker (ORB) [IBM07],[Vin00]. A CORBA object is viewed

from the client side as an entity that provides defined operations which are always

available to the client side. The object works as the interface for remote invocation

but its actual implementation is an entity called the servant. The servant is the

executing CPU and memory resource that performs object’s operation, it contains

methods for handling remote method invocation. The servant is visible only to the

server. Every object on the server which wants to have its methods being invoked

by other objects, has to register itself with the ORB. After registration, each object

is assigned an unique identifier called the Interoperable Object Reference (IOR).

Normally, an IOR is made of the remote host’s IP address, the port number of the

CORBA server, a string defining the class of the remote object on which the methods

will be invoked, and an object key which works as identifier for the servant.

• The Portable Object Adapter (POA) in ORB is responsible for managing server-

side resources for scalability. POA deactivates objects’ servants when no task is

dedicated to them, and activates them again when they are in need. ORB uses object

key to identify the right POA. An object ID which is a part of the object key is used

by the POA to map the target object to its servant. Clients invoke methods which
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have been exposed by object and POA maps the object to the appropriate servant

[OMG10].

• The General Inter-ORB Protocol (GIOP) is the network protocol for communication

between ORBs. The GIOP version which works over the Internet is Internet Inter-

ORB Protocol (IIOP). IIOP enables interoperability between objects using CORBA

products from multiple vendors.

3.2.2 Agent Community Communication using CORBA

In MAS, agents work on multiple platforms and operating systems, they send and receive

messages through heterogeneous networks. In CORBA’s view, sender and receiver agents

are distributed objects. Sending messages between agents means method invocation on

these remote objects takes place. CORBA architecture is considered to be an appropriate

communication infrastructure for Multi-Agent Systems. We take an example of agent

community communication using CORBA, agent α on client C sends a message to agent

β on remote server S. Agent β with method deliver() is an object and has been registered

with server-side ORB. It means it’s servant is ready to be invoked. Agent α on the client-

side obtains the IOR of the servant of the agent β from the appropriate ORB, it then invokes

method deliver() by sending the request using the IOR. The request with all parameters

of function deliver() is transferred through IIOP to the server-side ORB. The server-side

ORB then dispatches the received request to the POA that holds the target object. An

application may have multiple POAs, so ORB uses one part of the IOR, called the object

key to identify the appropriate POA. The POA in turn uses the object ID which is extracted

from the object key to map the target object to its appropriate servant and feeds the request

to the servant. Finally, the method is executed on the servant and the message is delivered

to the target agent. The parameters of the function deliver() are only the message envelope

and the payload. Unlike HTTP based MTP, there is no need to add additional transport

information for CORBA based transport protocol. Therefore, compared to HTTP based

MTP, CORBA based MTP consumes less overhead for encoding messages.

4 ACL Message Encoding

The Agent Communication Language Layer in the layered model of agent community

communication specifies the syntax and semantics of agent messages. For the purpose

of optimization based on network environments, ACL messages can be represented in

different formats. FIPA has defined three standard encoding schemes for ACL messages,

they are: Bit-efficient encoding [FIP02a], String ACL encoding [FIP02b], and XML ACL

encoding [FIP02c]. The following section gives a brief introduction to these encoding

techniques.

Bit-efficient encoding technique encodes message by replacing fields of ACL messages

with a combination of pre-defined hexadecimal byte. This technique can reduce the size

of ACL messages considerably. Consequently, bit-efficient encoding scheme is suitable
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for transferring messages in wireless environment. String ACL encoding uses string to

represent message fields. This encoding technique is not optimal as performing operations

on strings consumes more time than other types of data, for example byte. XML ACL

encoding is based on XML 3 which is used to represent and exchange data over the Inter-

net. The ACL message representation in XML has been specified in [FIP02c]. Unlike the

previous techniques, ACL representation in XML produces more overhead to messages

by adding XML tags; however, it is preferred because of the following reasons [Che08],

[Lab99]:

• XML is easy to manipulate; it enables users to format their own document structure.

• XML can be used to represent different types of information in human-readable

format.

• XML is an open standard and is used by various software systems. Encoding ACL

messages using XML allows MASs to be more open to other systems. As a result,

the interoperability between heterogeneous systems can be improved.

• As XML has been used widely in web services, the deployment of XML in ACL

messages facilitates collaboration between MASs and web services.

5 Performance Evaluation of MTPs

We perform evaluation for the following MTPs: SunORB based MTP, ORBacus based

MTP, OpenORB based MTP, and HTTP based MTP. In order to analyze performance

of these MTPs, we execute tests in conjunction with the three ACL message encoding

schemes, which have been described in Section 5. The aim of this combination is to check

the stability of each MTP towards different message encoding schemes. Referring to the

layered model in section 2, the evaluation is related to two layers: The Message Trans-

port Protocol Layer and the Agent Communication Language Layer. JADE (Java Agent

DEvelopment Framework) is a framework for developing multi-agent systems developed

at TILAB 4[Rim03]. JADE is compliant with FIPA97 specification [TIL10] and supports

agent communication of different levels. Communication messages in JADE are repre-

sented according to FIPA ACL specifications [Rim01]. As JADE has been used widely

in research community, we opted for it as the testing platform for our performance exper-

iments.

5.1 OpenORB based MTP

Besides integrated MTPs, other MTPs have been also implemented for JADE using its

interface [Lyo03],[TIL00],[Kle09]. The implementation for a new MTP in JADE is quite

3eXtension Markup Language
4Telecom Italia Lab
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straightforward as JADE has been well structured so that MTPs can be integrated as ”plug

and play” protocols. Developers need to implement some Java abstract classes and in-

terfaces. To the best of our knowledge, so far two CORBA based implementations have

been already implemented as the Message Transport Protocol for JADE, they are JDK’s

built-in ORB (Sun ORB) and ORBacus [TIL00],[OOC00],[Rim00]. We implemented a

new CORBA based MTP using OpenORB as an add-on for JADE. OpenORB is a free

Java open source CORBA implementation with a BSD-like license, it has been developed

by the Distributed Object Group with the original name JavaORB. OpenORB combines all

CORBA features with implementation specific extensions, and can be customized to meet

applications’ requirements. It complies with JDK 1.2 and 1.3, and CORBA 2.4.2 [Ope05].

5.2 Test Setup

Our performance evaluation tests are setup based on the benchmark for performance and

scalability of JADE agent platform which is described in [ea02]. Originally, the benchmark

aims to measure performance and scalability of JADE. However, it can also be used to

measure efficiency of an MTP. In this test, two agent platforms exchange ACL messages

and the performance is measured as the average round trip time (avgRTT ). The average

round trip time is calculated as the time needed for sending an ACL message from a sender

agent to a receiver agent and then back to the sender. The sending is repeated for M times.

The scalability is measured as the performance changes by adding N couples of agents to

both platforms. The measurement unit is millisecond (ms). In our experiments, we set the

iteration number M to 1000 times for every test configuration. By varying the number of

couples of agents N={10, 50, 100, 200, 300, 500, 1000} and sketching towards the average

round trip time, we obtained performance diagrams for MTPs. Java source codes for the

benchmark, ORBacus based MTP, and the three ACL message encoding techniques are

available for downloading at JADE Website [TIL10]. The test configuration is listed in

Table 1.

Sender Node Receiver Node

Processor AMD Athlon 64 2.21GHz Intel 1.7GHz

RAM 2GB 1GB

Operating System Windows XP SP3 Windows XP SP3

JADE version 4.0 version 4.0

Java & Sun ORB Sun JDK 1.6 Sun JDK 1.6

ORBacus version 4.0.3 version 4.0.3

OpenORB version 1.4.0 version 1.4.0

HTTP version 1.1 version 1.1

Network 1000Mbps 1000Mbps

Table 1: Hardware and Software configuration for the test scenario
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5.3 Test Scenario

• Scenario 1: The message is an ACL INFORM performative with the content con-

sisting of an ASCII string with seven bytes.

• Scenario 2: The message is the same as in Scenario 1, except that its content size

has been increased to 2150 bytes.

5.4 Experiment Results

Six independent performance tests have been conducted based on the scenario described

above. Performance diagrams for MTPs with different ACL message encoding schemes

for Scenario 1 are shown in Figure 4, Figure 3, and Figure 5. Test results for Scenario 2

are displayed in Figure 7, Figure 6, and Figure 8. In general, HTTP based MTP has the

best performance compared to all protocols, in every encoding schemes. Among CORBA

based MTPs, OpenORB based MTP outperforms the others. From the Figure 4, Fig-

ure 3, and Figure 5, it can be seen that, when the payload is small, HTTP based MTP

has outstanding performance; OpenORB based MTP has clearly better performance than

its CORBA colleagues, and Sun ORB based MTP has the worst performance. When the

payload size increases as in Figure 7, Figure 6, and Figure 8, the performance difference

becomes smaller. Regarding the ACL message encoding schemes, in all test configura-

tions, bit-efficient has higher efficiency than the others.

In order to investigate the robust of each transport protocol towards the message encoding,

we performed some statistical analyses on the test resutls. We analyzed how sensitive a

transport protocol to message size is. For every message encoding scheme, we consid-

ered each MTP by dividing the avgRTT value for the small payload (Scenario 1) by the

avgRTT value for the big payload (Scenario 2).

ε =
avgRTTN

Scenario1

avgRTTN
Scenario2

(1)

In which N is the number of couples of agents. By averaging for all number of couples of

agents N={10, 50, 100, 200, 300, 500, 1000}, we got the meant value:

δ(MTP,Encoding) = average(ε) (2)

It means, the bigger δ is, the more sensitive the protocol to message size is. Three cases

are explained as follows:

• δ = 1: The increase in message size has no effect on transfer time.

• δ > 1: The protocol takes more time to transfer small messages than to transfer big

messages.
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• δ < 1: The protocol takes less time to transfer small messages than to transfer big

messages. In this case, when δ ≈ 1, the protocol is stable to message size.

The results are shown in Table 2. HTTP based MTP is most sensitive to message size

when used in conjunction with String ACL encoding. When ORBacus based MTP is used

with Bit-efficient, transmission performance is improved since it takes less time to transfer

big messages. Likewise, OpenORB based MTP gains good performance (δ = 0.96) if it

combines with Bit-efficient encoding. Sun ORB based MTP is considerably sensitive to

message size in all encoding schemes (δ = 0.8; 0.72; 0.78).

Bit-Efficient String ACL XML ACL

Sun ORB MTP 0.8 0.72 0.78

ORBacus MTP 1.05 0.87 0.89

OpenORB MTP 0.96 0.76 0.83

HTTP MTP 0.91 0.65 0.8

Table 2: MTP Sensitiveness to Messsage Size

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced a performance evaluation of some existing Message Transport

Protocol implementations for agent community communication. In every test configura-

tion, HTTP based MTP has the best performance compared to all other MTPs despite

of its addtional overhead in transport message. Among CORBA based MTPs, OpenORB

based MTP runs fastest as it needs less time to transfer the same amount of ACL messages.

Bit-efficient encoding scheme can compress ACL messages and therefore it is suitable for

transferring message in low bandwidth network environment.
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Figure 3: Performance of MTPs in case of Bit-
efficient encoding (Scenario 1)
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Figure 4: Performance of MTPs in case of
String ACL encoding (Scenario 1)
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Figure 5: Performance of MTPs in case of XML
encoding (Scenario 1)
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Figure 6: Performance of MTPs in case of Bit-
efficient encoding (Scenario 2)
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Figure 7: Performance of MTPs in case of
String ACL Encoding (Scenario 2)
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encoding (Scenario 2)
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Abstract: PretopoLib (http://pretopolib.complexica.net/) is a library of data types and
algorithms based on pretopology theory. Its interest is its data structures representing
mathematical relations and neighborhood definitions. The main features of the library
are a clear separation of computation and visualization, efficient sets data types, and its
ease of use to build model or application prototypes in the complex systems simulation
framework.

1 Introduction

Modeling complex networks is a complicated task. However, this is very important to

find appropriate models to analyze the structure and the dynamics of these networks, as

there are lot of scientific domains in which they are involved, like social sciences for in-

stance [Laz98]. Nowadays, there are some existing models, but there are not conclusive to

represent all the dynamics of complex networks, as exposed in one of our previous work

[LB07].

To model complex networks, we propose pretopology theory which is a mathematical

modeling tool for the concept of proximity. It provides the powerful tools for the structure

analysis and classification. It ensures the follow-up of the process’s development of dila-

tion, alliance, pseudoclosure, closed subset, acceptability.

On one hand, some authors with graph theory have provide a large amount of algorithms,

while on the other hand nearly nothing exists in pretopology. Some works and programs

have been done, but only for specific purposes, never in a general way [LB02] [LKL07].

To build and implement models for specific problems, if researchers start from scratch

each time they want to build a pretopological application, tools developed cannot be re-

used for further purposes. Starting from these observations, it is clear that a need for a

standard library with the data structures and algorithms of pretopology theory exists and

can be used for differents kind of networks like in social sciences.

We started the project PretopoLib to build a small, but growing library of data types and

algorithms in a form which allows them to be used by non-experts and to elaborate simu-

lations using pretopology. This library is splitted into two distinct parts:

• the process engine
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• the visualization part

This library can be used to develop models prototypes for researchers familiar with pre-

topology concepts, but also as a teaching tool useful for students. We are able to graph-

ically represent networks differently compared to actual graphs visualizations and new

results on known structures taken from the web communities like emails, forums or blogs.

This paper presents our contribution with the realisation of the library which main features

are:

• Data types and data structures based on pretopology entities. The data types cur-

rently available are set, element, relation between singletons, link, and ball. The

most difficult decision which we faced, was the choice of implementation for sets.

For the efficiency of many data structures it is crucial that some operations may have

one of the best possible complexity.

• Ease of use and portability: PretopoLib is written in JAVA. All data types and al-

gorithms are stored in a JAR library. All examples given in this paper show their

executable codes.

• A visualization module easy to set up for quick rendering application based on the

Prefuse package (http://www.prefuse.org) for fast and good visual rendering, and

JUNG (http://jung.sourceforge.net/) for a more configurable display.

This paper is structured as follows: in section 2, we introduce pretopology theory con-

cepts, in section 3, we explain which data structures we used in the library, in section 4,

we show how visualization is set and we end on the section 5 by samples applications

followed by a conclusion.

2 Pretopology Concepts

Pretopology permits to define what is a complex network in a general way, providing a

specification for elements, groups of elements and their evolution to model the dynamics

of the network. We introduce in this section pretopology concepts basing our network

analysis on the question what is the definition of a network with a pretopological approach

(cf. [DV94]).

Let us consider a non-empty finite set E, and P(E) which designates all of the subsets of

E.
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2.1 Pretopological space

Definition 1 A pretopological space is a pair (E, a) where a is a map a(.) : P(E) →
P(E) named pseudo-closure (Fig. 1) and defined as follows : ∀A, A ⊆ E the pseudo-

closure of A, a(A) ⊆ E such that :

• a(∅) = ∅ (P1)

• A ⊆ a(A) (P2)

The pseudo-closure is associated to the dilation process. Thus, a(.) can be applied on a

set A in sequence, to model expansions : A ⊂ a(A) ⊂ a2(A) ⊂ ... . That means we

could follow the process step by step. Using the pseudoclosure, we model the proximity

concept, very useful for aggregation process and to define the neighbourhood of a set or

of an element.

Figure 1: Pseudoclosure of A.

Pretopology theory defines several space types associated to a corpus of known results

[Bel93], and the library implements some of these results as a set of basic operations.

2.2 V Pretopological space

Definition 2 A V pretopological space (E, a) is defined by :

• ∀A, B, A ⊆ E,B ⊆ E and A ⊂ B then a(A) ⊂ a(B)

This type of space is very powerful to describe complex properties but is based on weak

assumptions.

2.3 VD Pretopological space

Definition 3 A VD pretopological space (E, a) is defined by : ∀A, B, A ⊆ E,B ⊆ E

a(A ∪ B) = a(A) ∪ a(B)
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Concerning the space properties, the library propose a generic framework letting the pos-

sibility for the user to redefine all caracteristics space.

2.4 VS Pretopological space

Definition 4 A VS pretopological space (E, a) is defined by :

∀A,A ⊆ E, a(A) =
⋃

x∈A

a({x})

The library can be optimized depending of the space used, especially for VS pretopologi-

cal space which is finite.

When transformation doesn’t evolve anymore, we obtain closure, which is mainly used by

classification algorithms.

2.5 Closure

Definition 5 A ∈ P (E) is closed if and only if : A = a(A)
The closure of A ∈ P (E) is the smallest closed subset containing A, noted F (A) or FA.

In pretopology, spaces can be of differents natures: metric, binary, or valued.

2.5.1 Metric space

E has a metric, and a closed ball with a center x and a radisu r is defined as follows:

B(x, r) = {y ∈ E, d(x, y) ≤ r}

Pseudoclosure is defined on E:

∀A ∈ P(E), a(A) = {x ∈ E,B(x, r) ∩ A /= ∅}

2.5.2 Binary space

Elements of E are linked by n binary reflexives relations Ri with i ∈ {1, ..., n}.

∀i ∈ {1, ..., n}, Ri(x) = {y ∈ E, xRiy}

Pseudoclosure is defined on E:

∀A ∈ P(E), a(A) = {x ∈ E,∀i ∈ {1, ..., n}Ri(x) ∩ A /= ∅}
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2.5.3 Valued space

Elements of E are linked by valued relations (graph theory extension). Let v: E×E → N,

(x, y) → v(x, y).
Pseudoclosure is defined on E:

∀A ∈ P(E), a(A) = {y ∈ E − A,
∑

x∈A

v(x, y) ≥ s} ∪ A

2.6 Network definition

In this paper, we focus on complex networks. In pretopology, we can define a network as

a family of pretopologies on a given set E [DV94].

Definition 6 Let X be a set.

Let I a countable family of indexes.

Let {ai, i ∈ I} a family of pretopologies on X .

The family of pretopological spaces {(X, ai), i ∈ I} defines a network on X .

3 Data Types

Having introduced network formalism with pretopology, we propose to implement this

framework which can be compared to graph theory (like LEDA [MN89]).

PretopoLib is written in JAVA language which is using a virtual machine to launch pro-

gram, so we don’t have to recompiled code to pass from one OS platform to another (like

passing from Windows to Linux or MacOS). JAVA provides data abstraction, object based

programming, operator overloading and many other features suitable for implementing

data types. For details on the JAVA language see Sun documentation or a book like Think-

ing in Java [Eck98].

A significant improvement would result, if data types we provide were made available as

“package” by some users and could then be reused by others. Of course, this requires to

specify the properties of the data type independently of the implementation. The package

PretopoNotions deals with the processing part and PretopoVisual is used for the visual

part, which be discussed in next section. Let us describe the PretopoLib specifications of

the data types PretopoEdges and PretopoSpace just after giving some explanations on set

implementation.
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3.1 Set Implementation

There are several implementations of mathematical sets. It depends which efficiency the

user wants to highlight. If one is interested in searching elements, he should order his

strucuture. If the operation ’add’ or ’contains’ are needed to be efficient, ordering is not

necessary and one should think about hash tables. In JAVA, the interface Set allows the

programmer to choose its favorite implementation (LinkedHashSet, TreeSet, etc.).

We choose an efficient data structure called HashSet based on a hash table (HashMap).

In the table 3.1, operations costs in the worst case are detailed. All elements are unordered

and have to be unique.

Operation List HashTable

contains O(n) O(1)
equals O(n2) O(n)
add O(n) O(1)
intersection O(n2) O(n)
union O(n2) O(n)
substract O(n2) O(n)
isSubset O(n2) O(n)

Table 1: Simple operations costs.

As shown is the table 3.1, for all operations, the gain of complexity is appreciable, which

is quite important on large datasets. Note that the O(1) complexity is amortized: if the

hashtable is full, its size is doubled which costs n operations for instance. As this kind of

situation doesn’t appear often, a standard operation cost is constant.

3.2 PretopoEdges

This class represents all the possible relations of a pretopological space. It contains a

set of relations, which can be of different type (metric, valued, or binary). It contains

a hashtable of all the relations between the elements of a pretopological space. A rela-

tion object defines all the links between the elements and more important, it defines the

neighbourhood function used for building the pseudoclosure process. In listing 1, we first

build a binary relation, then another relation which is valued and a last one which is metric:

Listing 1: Creating a binary, a valued and a metric relation.

1 / / c r e a t i n g a b i na r y r e l a t i o n

2 R e l a t i o n r = new R e l a t i o n ( ” b i n a r y ” ) ;

3 r . addLink ( e l t c , e l t d ) ;

4 r . addLink ( e l t e , e l t d ) ;

5 r . addSymLink ( e l t c , e l t a ) ;

6 r . addLink ( e l t b , e l t a ) ;
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7

8 / / c r e a t i n g a va l u ed r e l a t i o n

9 R e l a t i o n V rv = new R e l a t i o n V ( ” v a l u e d ” ) ;

10 rv . addSymLink ( e l t a , e l t e , 2 ) ;

11 rv . addSymLink ( e l t b , e l t e , 1 ) ;

12 rv . addSymLink ( e l t b , e l t d , 4 ) ;

13

14 / / c r e a t i n g a me t r i c r e l a t i o n

15 R e l a t i o n B rb = new R e l a t i o n B ( ” m e t r i c ” ) ;

In line (2), a binary relation is created, which is the basic relation class. From line (3) to

(6), links are added (like a graph) between elements, sometimes in an oriented way

addLink( source , target )

and sometimes in an unoriented way

addSymLink( source , target ).

In line (9), a valued relation is created, and from line (10) to line (12), valued links are

added. In line (15), a metric relation is created. Note that no links are used for this last

relation because it’s using directly the coordinates of each elements to know if they are

close each other or not (with a given radius using ball concept).

The neighbourhood function is implemented in Relation class. Here is how a neighbour-

hood function like R(x) = y ∈ E, xRy is coded into the Relation class.

Listing 2: Sample of an implemented neighbourhood function.

1 p u b l i c boolean N e i g h b F u n c t i o n (X e l t , Set<X> A)

2 {
3 boolean b= f a l s e ;

4

5 HashMap<X, HashMap> N e l t = r e l l i s t . g e t ( e l t ) ; / / n e i ghbou r s o f e l t

6 i f ( N e l t != n u l l ) / / i f e l t has n e i ghbou r s

7 {
8 I t e r a t o r <X> i t r = N e l t . k e y Se t ( ) . i t e r a t o r ( ) ;

9 whi le ( i t r . hasNext ( ) && ! b )

10 {
11 X n e l t = i t r . n e x t ( ) ;

12

13 i f (A. c o n t a i n s ( n e l t ) )

14 b= t r u e ;

15 }
16 }
17

18 re turn b ;

19 }

The listing 2 shows how the algorithm is working for a simple binary relation. An element

is in the pseudoclosure of A if at least one of its neighbours is included in A. We examine

the table of list of links between the element given in parameter ( line (5) ) and checks if

the tested element has a link with an element of A, the set on which we are applying the
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pseudoclosure. It returns true if the element actually is into the neighbourhood of A, false

else.

3.3 PretopoSpace

This class represents the pretopological space itself. It is composed of a set of elements

and a set of relations. It contains the pseudoclosure method and all the algorithms which

are relying on it, like closure or open set. Three types of pretopological spaces are usually

manipulated. By default, binary space, valued space and metric space are supported. One

of the fondamental operation in the library is the pseudoclosure.

Listing 3: Part of the pseudoclosure code concerning the valued space type.

1 p u b l i c Set<X> p s e u d o c l o s u r e ( Set<X> s e t , S t r i n g r e l l a b e l , R param )

2 {
3

4 Set<X> p s e u d o C s e t =new HashSet ( s e t ) ;

5 Set<X> E=new HashSet ( Nodes ) ;

6 E . removeAl l ( s e t ) ;

7

8 . . .

9

10 i f ( param . g e t C l a s s ( ) . e q u a l s ( Double . c l a s s ) ) / / v a l u ed r e l a t i o n s space

11 {
12 R e l a t i o n V r =( R e l a t i o n V ) R e l a t i o n s . g e t R e l a t i o n ( r e l l a b e l ) ;

13 I t e r a t o r <X> i t r =E . i t e r a t o r ( ) ;

14 f o r (X e l t : E )

15 {
16 i f ( r . N e i g h b F u n c t i o n ( e l t , s e t , ( Double ) param ) )

17 p s e u d o C s e t . add ( e l t ) ;

18 }
19 }
20

21 . . .

22

23 re turn p s e u d o C s e t ;

24 }

In the listing 3, we can see the generic overload flexibility of the implementation. It takes

three input parameters: the set on which we want to apply the pseudoclosure, the name

of the relation, and a parameter used for the neighbourhood function. In this listing, only

the part about the valued space is given as example. On line(12), we extract the desired

relation, and we look through E the elements which are neighbours of the given set (

lines(13) to (19) ). Finally, it returns the set representing the pseudoclosure of the given

set line(23). They are several interesting caracteristics with the library implementation:

• It is possible to constitute neighbourhoods with groups (relation type xRA or ARB).
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• Inter-relations can be visualized.

• User can interact by manipulating elements and groups.

4 Visualization

The Visualization Part is based on Prefuse and JUNG: it has shown some very good visual

rendering results. Being used to represent graphs, it also allows us to represent convex

polygons that we use to represent sets.

Figure 2: Visualization sample with prefuse (left) and JUNG (right).

To display a pretopological space, we have to use the object PretopoVisualization. One

can see how to make a display window into a JPanel JAVA structure (display window).

Listing 4: Building of a visualization.

1 P r e t o p o V i s u a l i z a t i o n pv = new P r e t o p o V i s u a l i z a t i o n ( ps . ge tNodeSe t ( ) , r e l ,

2 P r e t o p o V i s u a l . P r e t o p o V i s u a l i z a t i o n .NORMAL) ;

3

4 j P a n e l D i s p l a y . add ( pv ) ;

In listing 4 line(1) the PretopoVisualization object is created based on the set E of the pre-

topological space, a list of relations and a constant allowing the user to choose the type of

visualization:

• NORMAL : Standard radial view

• GRID: Grid view

• RANDOM: Random view
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• FIXED: Fix the elements using their coordinates

Line (4), we only have to add the PretopoVisualization object to a JPanel for displaying it.

The figure 2 shows an example of display.

Useful functions are incorporated into PretopoVisualization class:

- void hidelinks() hides links between elements.

- void showlinks() shows links between elements.

- void rearrange_display(int type) rearranges display view with a chosen

type: NORMAL, GRID, RANDOM, or FIXED.

- void resetgroup() remove all the visual sets.

- void setgroup(Set group_nodes, int igrp) creates a visual set of ele-

ments using a palette color.

5 Examples of application

To illustrate the use of our library, let us consider two samples of data. The first is about

a community of monks studied by the sociologist Samuel F. Sampson [Sam68], who de-

scribed the various social relations among the novices who were preparing to enter the

clerical orders. Although small, this network has a large number of different relationships,

which enable us to test the various features of our tool. The second sample, from Valdis

Krebs (http://www.orgnet.com/) concerns the Web which is describing a network of books

on American policy sold on Amazon.com. The relationship between books represent co-

purchase done by the same customers, as indicated on the site by “people who bought this

product also purchased.”

The results in Fig. 2 show a pseudoclosure on an element (in this case AMBROSE 9),

with green relations representing friendship and red relations representing esteem. Here,

the threshold of the neighbourhood is set in such a way that only those who have the

greater esteem and friendship are concerned. Regardless of relations, the final set which is

the pseudoclosure of {AMBROSE 9} in this case is equal to {AMBROSE 9 LOUIS 11

ELIAS 17}.

Using visualization facilities of the library, we show that the user can move the elements

in his own way, as well as sets while retaining the coherence of visualization.

For the second sample data, there is only one type of binary relation. However, even if

there are many more elements (105) and connections (441), it is a small network, never-

theless sufficient for the demonstration. In this case, we use one of the provided algorithm

of the library to isolate the group which is locally most connected. This group of books

are client links to discover all the other books, and moreover, the group is the most popular

books. Once identified, it has become clear that the group consists of 38 books and has a

degree of 164, contains a large number of books dealing which is a hot topic of discussion

in the time period the experiment was conducted.

Concerning visualization, if display becomes fuzzy even after we have extracted compo-
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nents out of other elements (Fig. 3), simply hide the relationship to clarify the display.

Figure 3: Search for the books group which is the most popular.

6 Conclusion

PretopoLib is a library of efficient data types and algorithms. At present, its strength relies

on pretopological algorithms and the data structures related to them, which continue to

evolve. This is the first project which aim for the goals described in the introduction. The

advantages of PretopoLib are indeed:

• a clear separation between notions and visualization

• a straight forward implementation of the specification of the algorithms

• the inclusion of many data structures and algorithms
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Abstract: Web Services fall under the so-called emerging technologies category and
are getting more and more used for Internet applications or business transactions. Cur-
rently, there is an important need for validation techniques of web service based ar-
chitectures. Web services, that are currently proposed into UDDI registries, are not
always tested. And for most of them, no specification is provided. So, we propose
in this paper, a testing method which can generate test cases only from WSDL de-
scriptions. This method is able to check the following aspects: operation existence,
exception management, and session management. We express how to generate test
cases and we describe a testing framework, composed of a web service tester, which
executes test cases and gives the final test verdict.

Key-words: conformance testing, web services, exception management, session
management

1 Introduction

SOA (Service Oriented Architecture) is emerging as the standard paradigm to develop

business applications over Internet, like Business to Business (B2B) and Business to Con-

sumer (B2C) applications which involve the transaction of goods or services. Such ap-

plications are mainly based on web service interactions. Web services can be seen as

components or objects whose methods, called operations, can be called over a network

like Internet. A web service standard, composed of profiles, has been proposed by the

WS-I consortium to promote web service interoperability. Especially, the WS-I basic pro-

file gathers the SOAP protocol, which models how invoking a web service with XML

messages, and the WSDL language, which is used to describe web service interfaces.

The web service paradigm is now well established in companies for developing business

applications like banking systems, for externalizing functional code in a standardized way,

for statistics, or for new web site generation, composed of dynamic services. These com-

panies foremost want to use trustable web services, so process improvement approaches,

like the CMMI (Capability Maturity Model Integration) are usually followed. Especially,
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the testing activity is a key step to obtain reliable and trustable web services.

However, testing web services brings new challenging issues, especially when we consider

the WS-I profiles. Indeed, web services must be invoked by using SOAP messages. And

these invocations are build by using WSDL descriptions. As a consequence, every event

which is usually directly observable, like a classical response or a failure, may be trans-

lated (or not) according the WSDL descriptions and spread to the client over SOAP. For

example, exceptions, in object oriented programming, are not directly observed but need

to be translated into SOAP faults.

This paper proposes a method to test automatically the web service conformance from

WSDL descriptions. We consider not having any specification of the web service to test,

but a WSDL file which describes the web service interface. Without specification, a clas-

sical conformance testing method which constructs test cases from a specification, cannot

be used. As a consequence, our proposal tests several web services properties. First, it

checks if every operation described in the WSDL file exists and handles the correct value

types. Then, our method tests the exception management: the WS-I basic profile indicates

that exceptions are correctly managed when each raised exception produces a SOAP fault

which is sent to the client. The testing method constructs test cases trying to force the web

service to raise exceptions and checks if SOAP faults are sent. Finally, our method tests

session management: sessions are introduced when different operations are interrelated.

A good example would be banking applications where you log into the system, withdraw

money, and log out. During the session time, data are stored by the web service. The

method constructs test cases for setting specific data in the web service session and then

for retrieving session data in order to check if the data read and written in the session are

identical.

This paper is structured as follows: section 2 provides an overview of the web service

paradigm. In section 3 we give our motivations and a general description of our approach.

section 4 describes the testing method: we detail how are generated the test cases and

propose a testing framework. Finally, section 5 gives some perspectives and conclusions.

2 Web Service Overview

Web Services are ”self contained, self-describing modular applications that can be pub-

lished, located, and invoked across the Web” [Tid00]. To ensure and improve Web Service

interoperability, the WS-I organization has proposed profiles, and especially the WS-I ba-

sic profile [org06], composed of four major axes: the Web Service description through

WSDL (Web Service Description Language), the serialization of messages via SOAP

(Simple Object Access Protocol [Con03]), the Web Service Indexation in UDDI (Uni-

versal Description Discovery Integration) registries and the Web Service security, obtained

through authentication and encryption protocols.

In this paper, we consider black box web services, from which we can only observe SOAP

messages. Other messages, as database connections and the web service internal code

are unknown. The only available details are the web service interfaces, given in WSDL
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files. So, the web service definition, given bellow, describes the available operations, the

parameter and response types. We also use the notion of SOAP fault. As defined in the

SOAP v1.2 protocol [Con03], a SOAP fault is used to warn the client that an error has

occurred. A SOAP fault is composed of a fault code, of a message, of a cause, and of

XML elements gathering the parameters and more details about the error. Typically, a

SOAP fault is obtained, in object-oriented programming, after the raise of an exception by

the web service. SOAP faults are not described in WSDL files.

Definition 2.1 A web service WS is a component which can be called with a set of oper-
ations OP = {op1, ..., opk}, with opi defined by (resp1, ..., respn) = opi(param1, ...,
paramm), where (param1, ..., paramm) is the parameter type list and (resp1, ..., respn)
is the response type list.

For an operation op, we define P (op) the set of parameter lists that op can handle, P (op) =
{(p1, ..., pm) | pi is a value whose the type is parami}∪{ε}. ε models an empty parame-
ter (or no parameter). The set of response lists, denoted R(op), is expressed with R(op) =
{(r1, ..., rn) | rj is a value whose the type is respj} ∪ {r | r is a SOAP fault} ∪ {ε}.

The operation op corresponds to a Relation op : P (op) → R(op). We denote an invocation
of this operation with r = op(p) with r ∈ R(op) and p ∈ P (op).

Web service interactions may be specified with some languages like UML or BPEL. A web

service example is illustrated in figure 1 with two UML sequence diagrams. This one has

four available operations: ”getPerson” which returns a Person object by giving a ”String”,

the operation ”divide” which returns the integer result of a division and two setter/getter

operations ”set-PersonName” and ”get-PersonName”. The Java code of the ”getPerson”

operation (figure 1b), shows that two exceptions can be raised (ClassNotFoundEception

and SQLException), so two different SOAP faults can be received after a ”getPerson”

invocation.

3 General description and motivations

The testing method in [BDTC05] already tests automatically web services from WSDL

descriptions. Without specification, a classical conformance testing method, which con-

structs test cases from a specification, cannot be used. As a consequence, the method in

[BDTC05] tests some web service properties. Our proposal aims to test others properties

which are essential in web service development.

As in [BDTC05], we check if each web service operation described in the WSDL file,

exists, that is if each can be called with the parameter types given in the WSDL file and

returns the good response types. Then, we test the web service session management as

well as the exception management. This is a major contribution of this paper.

• web service session management testing: sessions are introduced with web services

when different operations are interrelated. During the session time, for a single
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Person getPerson(String name) { try{

p=new Persistent_Layer();

Person pers=p.getperson(name);

}

catch (ClassNotFoundException e)

{throw new RemoteException("no

Database driver found");}

catch (SQLException e)

{throw new RemoteException("SQL

error");}

return pers;

Figure 1: a) Web service UML specification b) The ”getPerson” operation code

client, data are stored by the web service. Usually, an operation is used to provide

data to the web service and another operation is used to retrieve these data. We

consider that the two operation names have the form ”set-operation-name” and ”get-

operation-name. So, this part checks that, during a session and after giving some

specific data to the web service with ”set-operation-name”, these data are persistent

in the web service and can be retrieved with ”get-operation-name”.

• exception management testing: this part tests if exceptions are correctly controlled

in web service codes. As described in the WS-I basic profile, when an exception

is raised by an operation, a SOAP fault should be returned to the client. Despite

the recent efforts of the web service frameworks, exceptions are not always cor-

rectly managed. So, when an exception is raised (Database connection error, thread

creation error,...) the client is not always warned.

The web service code of figure 1b describes a good exception management. When

the exception is raised in the web service, this one spreads until the client thanks

to the piece of code ”throw new RemoteException(...)”. This one produces one

SOAP fault, composed of the cause java.rmi.RemoteException. Usually, when ex-

ception are managed, the client receives a SOAP fault which is constructed by the

web service. This one is composed of the raised exception message and the cause

java.rmi.RemoteException.

So, our testing method tries to raise exceptions in a web service by calling its op-
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erations with test cases composed of specific parameter values. Then, the method

checks whether SOAP faults, constructed by the web service, are received.

Furthermore, to implement this method, we have made our own testing framework which

generates test cases and executes them. Unlike [MX06], this one is able to directly call

web service operations and to analyze SOAP responses. Indeed, the use of a framework

like Axis2 [tasf04] to call operations, adds a layer which hides the receipt of messages

like SOAP faults. We prefer calling the operations directly. We also use our own tool to

generate test cases. The use of test tools like Jcrasher [SC07] is a good solution to test

classical objects. But web services can be rather seen as several objects inside of a SOAP

environment. So, we prefer using our own tool permitting to handle our own parameter

values for testing. We can also change these values easily. This is not possible with

Jcrasher.

4 Automatic web service testing

Many web services are currently proposed in UDDI registries. For most of them, specifi-

cations or any information about their internal structures, are not given.

Without specification, it is not possible to test the complete web service conformance.

Indeed, WSDL descriptions give only information about operations, parameter types and

response types. These do not give any information about the web service behavior. The

single solution would be to test with all the parameter values of the operations. For the

”integer” type, the number of values is very large and for the ”String” type, it is infinite.

So, we cannot test all these values. Instead, for a web service WS, our method tests these

different web service properties:

• Existence of all service operations: for each operation resp = op(param1, ...,
paramm) ∈ OP (WS), we construct test cases to check whether the implemented

operation corresponds to its description in the WSDL file. So, test cases call the

operation op with several values (p1, ..., pm) ∈ P (op). If op returns a response

r, we may have two cases. On the one hand, r is a correct response and equals

to (r1, ..., rn) such as the type of each value ri corresponds to respi with resp =
(resp1, ..., respn). On the other hand, r is a SOAP fault where its own message is

not composed of ”Illegal Argument”. Otherwise, op does not exist as described in

the WSDL file. An ”Illegal Argument” message is given when an IllegalArgument

exception is raised in the web service. This one means that the parameters does not

have the good types or that the number of the given parameters is not correct.

• Exception management: for each operation resp = op(param1, ..., paramm) ∈
OP (WS), we generate test cases for trying to raise exceptions in op by calling it

with specific values (p1, ..., pm) ∈ P (op). Without specification, we do not know

the values which force the web service to raise exceptions. But, we use unusual

values which should probably raise exceptions. For example, for the ”String” type
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we use ””, null, ”*”, ”$”. The Exception management test is performed while the

Existence of all service operations test. If a SOAP fault is received we can check

the exception management. If a ”classical” response is received, we can check the

operation existence.

More precisely, after calling the operation, if no response is received, the web ser-

vice has crashed without returning any SOAP fault. Otherwise, a SOAP fault should

be received, giving some details about the exception (causes, values,...). If each

SOAP fault is composed of the ”RemoteException” cause, the web service manages

exception correctly (Section 3). Otherwise, if some SOAP faults are not composed

of the ”RemoteException” cause, some exceptions are not well spread to the client.

So, the exception management is faulty. Finally, if a correct response is received

(not a SOAP fault), we cannot conclude anything about the exception management.

But we can check that the operation interface is as described in the WSDL file.

• Session management: if WS has two operations named by the expressions set −
[opname] and get− [opname], where [opname] is an operation name, we suppose

that WS uses a session. set − [opname] is called to give data to the web service

and get − [opname] is called to retrieve it. We generate test cases to check if

data are persistent, by calling set − [opname] with a parameter list (p1, ..., pn) ∈
P (set−[opname]) and by checking whether the retrieved data equals to (p1, ..., pn).
If the retrieved data are different, the session management is faulty.

To test these properties, we need to set an hypothesis on web services. We suppose that

web service operations return no empty responses. Indeed, without response that is without

observable data, we cannot conclude whether the operation is faulty or correct. So, if an

operation does not return a response, we consider that it is faulty. Note we don’t make any

hypothesis on the operation determinism.

Web service observable operation hypothesis: We suppose that each web service opera-

tion, described in WSDL files, returns a non empty response.

In the following, we present the test case generation in section 4.1, our testing framework

and the test case execution in section 4.2.

4.1 Test case generation

Prior to describe the test case generation, we define a test case by:

Definition 4.1 Let WS be a web service and (resp1, ..., respn) = op(param1, ...,
paramm) ∈ OP (WS) an operation of WS. A test case T is a tree composed of nodes
n0, ..., nm where n0 is the root node and each end node is labeled by a local verdict
in {pass, inconclusive, fail}. The branch tree are labeled either by op call(v) or by
op return(r) where

• v ∈ P (op), is a list of parameter values used to invoke op,
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Figure 2: Test case generation

• r = (m, soap fault) is a SOAP fault composed of the message m or r = (r1, ...rm)
is a list of responses where rj = (vj , tj) with vj a value and tj the type of vj . We
also denote ∗ any response value. (∗, t) is a response whose the type is t.

For example, n0
getperson call(”12345”)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ n1

getperson return((”∗”,String))−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ pass is a test

case which invokes the getperson operation with the parameter ”12345”. The response

must be a String value.

Test case generation is illustrated in figure 2. We parse the web service WSDL file to list

the available operations. Then, we use an existing set of values V to generate test cases.

This set contains for each type, an XML list of values that we use for calling the operation.

Theses values, permitted in the WSDL description, have been chosen to obtain responses,

whose the types are described in the WSDL file, and to try to provoke exceptions in the web

service in order to check whether SOAP faults are returned. In the following, we denote

V (t) the set of specific values for the type t which can be a simple type or a complex one.

For a web service WS, this method generates test cases by the following steps:

1. We parse the WSDL description to obtain the list of operations L = {op1, ...opl}.

2. For each operation (resp1, ..., respn) = op(param1, ... paramm) ∈ L, we con-

struct, from the set V , the tuple set V alue(op) = {(v1, ..., vm) ∈ V (param1) ×
... × V (paramm)}. If the parameter types are complex ones (tabular, objet,...), we

compose these complex types with other ones to obtain the final values. We also use

an heuristic to estimate and eventually to reduce the number of tests according the

number of tuples in V alue(op).

3. For each operation (resp1, ..., respn) = op(param1, ... paramm) ∈ L, we con-

struct a first test case set T1 to test the operation existence and the exception man-

agement.

T1 =
⋃

v∈V alue(op)

{n0.op call(v).n1.op return(r1).pass, n0.op call(v).n1.op

return(r2).pass} where r1 = (∗, t) with t = (resp1, ..., respn), r2 = (m, soap
fault) with ”IllegalAgumentException” not in the SOAP fault message and cause

composed of ”RemoteException”.

4. For each (opi, opj) ∈ L2, if the name of opi has the form get − [op − name] and

opj has the form get − [op − name], we construct a second test case set T2 to test

the session management.
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T2 =
⋃

v∈V alue(op)

{n0.set− [op−name] call(v).n1.set− [op−name] return(r1).

inconclusive, n0.set− [op−name] call(v).n1.set− [op−name] return(r2).n2.
get− [op− name] call().n3.get− [op− name] return(r1).
inconclusive, n0.set− [op−name] call(v).n1.set− [op−name] return(r2).n2.
get − [op − name] call().n3.get − [op − name] return(r3).pass} where: r1 =
(m, soap fault) with ”IllegalAgumentException” not in the SOAPfault message

and cause composed of ”RemoteException”, r2 = (∗, (resp1, ..., respn)), r3 =
(u, t) with u = v.

In T1, each tree calls the operation with authorized parameters. If the response is not

a SOAP fault and if its type is the one described in the WSDL file, the local verdict is

”pass”. If the response is a SOAP fault whose the message is not composed by ”Ille-

galArgument” and whose the cause expresses a ”RemoteException” then the operation

manages exceptions correctly and the local verdict is ”pass”. Otherwise, the local verdict

is ”fail”.

In the same way, each test case of T2 tries to set a value v, with the set − [opname]
operation. Then, it calls the get − [opname] operation. If the response value equals to v
then the web service session works perfectly. So, the the local verdict is ”pass”. If after

calling the operation set − [opname] or get − [opname], the response is a SOAP fault

where either the message is not composed of ”Illegal Argument” or the cause is composed

of ”RemoteException”, the web service does not seem faulty but the session cannot be

tested. So the local verdict is ”inconclusive”. For any other response, either these two

operations are not implemented as described in the WSDL file or the session management

is faulty.

Consider our web service example in figure 1. For the operation Person getPerson(String),

the testing method handles the value set V (String”) and generates the test cases illus-

trated in figure 3a. For the two operations String set-PersonName(String) and Person

get-PersonName(), the method generates a T2 test case set to test the session management.

Test cases are illustrated in figure 3b.

4.2 Test case execution

To give the final verdict, the tester executes each test case by traversing the test case tree:

it successively calls an operation with parameters and waits for a response while following

the corresponding branch. If a branch is completely executed, a local verdict is obtained.

Otherwise, the fail local verdict is given. For a test case t, we denote the local verdict

trace(t) ∈ {pass , fail , inconclusive}.

The final verdict is given by:

Definition 4.2 Let T be a test case set. The verdict of the test by using T , over the set of
values V , denoted V erdict(T )/V equals
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Figure 3: a) Test cases generated from the ”getPerson” operation b) Test cases generated from the
”set-PersonName” and ”get-PersonName” operations

• pass, if for all t ∈ T, trace(t) = pass,

• inconclusive, if it exists t ∈ T such as trace(t) = inconclusive, and it does not
exists t′ ∈ T such as trace(t′) = fail,

• fail, if it exists t ∈ T such as trace(t) = fail.

When an inconclusive verdict is given, an expert would analyze the SOAP faults inside

the report given by the tester. He could determine the causes of the raised exceptions and

eventually could conclude whether the web service is faulty. He could also modify the V
set and run another test.

We have successfully experimented this method on some real web services (Amazon As-

sociates web service and some on webservicex.net) and we have detected an incorrect

exception management on one of them (test cases have revealed that soap faults are not

constructed by the service itself). The use of the tool is quite easy since only the WSDL

description URL is required for testing. However the experimentation has revealed some

drawbacks:

• the set R of parameters used for testing has been improved to detect more failures.

But, it would be more interesting to propose dynamic analyzes, as in software test-

ing, to construct the more appropriate parameter list for each web service,

• to avoid the test case explosion, the list of parameters on R are chosen randomly.

A better solution would be to choose these parameters according the operation de-

scription,
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• except for the session management test, we have supposed that the operations of the

same web service are independent. Indeed, testing dependent operations without

any specification is a big challenge because we do not have the order of the suc-

cessive calls. A basic solution would be to find the operation dependence graph,

while testing, by calling a list of successive operation and by analyzing the observed

response. We need to investigate this possibility.

5 Conclusion

Web service are often defined as objects which can be accessed over a network like In-

ternet, and testing them does not seem difficult. However the WS-I basic profile, which

gathers the SOAP protocol and the WSDL language, brings some new issues. For exam-

ple, the raised exceptions, which represent a part of the web service behavior, should be

observed by the client with a SOAP fault. However, we have shown in this paper that

exceptions are not always observed from the client when they are not correctly managed

in the web service. So, our testing method can be used to test this exception management

automatically, but also the session management and the web service operation existence.

An immediate line of future work concerns the analysis of the web service paradigm to

determine if other properties could be tested. For example, the observability and the con-

trollability are two essential properties required to improve the fault detection during the

testing process. A preliminary step could check automatically if web services are observ-

able and controllable.
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Jörg Roth
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Abstract: Mobile location-based services usually access large geo databases via a
wireless network. Sometimes it is useful to store a certain amount of geo objects
on the mobile device. In this paper we present an approach to store geo data in an
embedded SQL database on smart phones. Besides the storage of geometries in
SQL tables we have to provide an efficient geometric indexing mechanism. We
used the Extended Split Index that successfully was used for large server geo data-
bases. Due to the special characteristics of embedded smart phone databases we
have to introduce an extension, the In-Memory Index. Our paper concludes with
performance considerations.

1 Introduction

Applications that take into account a mobile user's current position, so-called location-
based applications, are getting more and more popular. There exist powerful platforms
such as Google Maps that support a developer to present maps and query for nearby
objects. Currently, the typical way to access geo data is to use a central service. As geo
objects produce a huge amount of data (e.g. 10 mio. records for Germany), this data
cannot be easily stored on mobile devices. There exist scenarios, however, where it is
suitable to store at least a subset of geo data on the mobile device and work offline. A
wireless communication link could be too slow or too cost-intensive, or even not avail-
able. We could think about trekking applications that should work in weakly connected
natural environments, services for researchers at archaeological sites or applications that
support emergency services in disaster areas.

Developers of corresponding applications should rely on established storage mechanisms
to save development costs. In this paper we present an approach to store and retrieve geo
data with the help of an embedded SQL database widely available on current smart
phones. As a main challenge, geometric indexing and geometric queries are supported.
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2 Related Work

In this paper we only consider vector data, i.e. an object is represented by its polygonal
geometry and further properties such as name and classification. This data type is used if
we want to identify objects that reside at a specific location or that are inside a certain
given area. We can also use vector data to draw a map. The main contribution of a spa-
tial database is a fast processing of geometric queries with the help of a spatial index.
Common spatial indexes are based on trees such as Quadtrees [FB74] or variations of R-
Trees [Gu84]. They first approximate the shape of an object by a bounding box that is
inserted into a tree structure. A query uses the tree to identify a (hopefully small) set of
candidates that have to undergo exact geometric checks. Tree structures have a major
drawback: multiple accesses are required to run through the tree to find appropriated
geometries. An approach that checks a geometric property per object is more suitable for
slow smart phone databases.

Typical spatial databases are Oracle Spatial [Mu09], PostgreSQL/PostGIS [Ne10] or
MySQL Spatial Extensions [Sun11]. The interface to the application developer is SQL,
but to formulate spatial queries different SQL extensions are used. The Open Geospatial
Consortium (OGC) proposed some standards to access spatial extensions. The so-called
Simple Features provide a framework for geometries that include geometry types such as
the Line String or Multi Polygon [He05, He06].

Existing spatial databases use different SQL expressions to create geometric data or
formulate geometric queries. As a main disadvantage, these constructions cannot be
transferred to smart phones. Even though most smart phones platforms support embed-
ded SQL databases, usually SQLite [Kr10], spatial extensions are currently not available
as built-in components.

As an exception, SQL Anywhere provides an additional component that is able to access
spatial data on smart phones [Syb07]. It also comes along with its SQL extension to
define geometry data types and queries. The UltraLite version runs one the mobile plat-
forms Windows Mobile, iPhone and Blackberry. The major focus of SQL Anywhere is
to run enterprise applications that synchronize their data with mobile devices. It thus is
not suitable for small and inexpensive Apps, that turn out to be the major basis for future
location-based applications.

3 The Extended Split Index

The main goal of our approach is to use a standard SQL database to store geo objects
and to execute geometric queries. This is an important prerequisite to use this approach
on smart phones as they locally only support a non-spatial standard database. Figure 1
shows the dataflow to execute a database query.

The application can perform standard queries in a traditional way using the SQL inter-
face. Only if an application is interested in geometries, our components are involved:
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Figure 1: Data flow for geometric queries

• The Index Condition Generation transforms a geometric condition such as "inside a
given polygon" into an SQL index condition according to our Extended Split Index
approach (see section 3.1).

• The Well-known Binary to Geometry Object Mapping reads geometries from the
database. As standard SQL does not support geometric values, they are stored as Bi-
nary Large Object (BLOP). The established format Well-Known Binary (WKB) is
used [He05]. This format can easily be transformed into geometry objects in the ap-
plication's objects space.

• The Exact Geometric Check is required as the SQL index condition produces a
superset of results. Only rectangle conditions ("inside a given rectangle") can fully
be processed inside the SQL query as complex polygonal conditions would require
the database to fully interpret the set of geometries.

The components inside the Access Lib are very small (19 kB binary) and linked to the
application. Currently, we support applications developed in Java, but other program-
ming languages are conceivable. For exact geometric checks, we use the Java Topology
Suite (JTS) [Aq03] that fully supports the OGC Simple Features.

3.1 Mapping of Geometries to 1-dimensional Indexes

Our spatial index, called the Extended Split Index [Ro09] has the following properties:

• An index value is stored in the geo object's data row and only depends on its geome-
try. This is an important difference to spatial indexes that base on trees, where a
certain index value is influenced by multiple geo objects.

• Every geometric query is executed by a single standard SQL query.
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• The spatial index is mapped to a standard SQL column index (i.e. a non-spatial
index). We heavily rely on the efficiency of Integer indexes inside the database to
speed up geometric queries.

• The set of candidates retrieved by the spatial index is sufficiently small.

Our index covers two dimensional finite areas (x0…xmax, y0…ymax). Three dimensions are
conceivable, but not discussed in this paper. To, e.g., store world-wide geographic data,
we would use latitude/longitude coordinates. Figure 2 illustrates the concept.

Figure 2: Mapping of numbers to tiles

Planes with numbers 0…p-1 cover the area with different resolutions. Planes are divided
into tiles using either horizontal or vertical separators. The basic idea is to uniquely map
integer numbers z to tiles of the covered area. This mapping has some similarities to the
z-curve [TH81], but where the z-curve maps a single geometry to a single tile, we map a
single geometry to all intersecting tiles of different planes.

For a tile number z the corresponding plane has a number i=log2(floor2(z)) where
floor2(z) denotes the largest power of 2 not greater than z; the lower left tile of this plane
has the number z0=floor2(z). To map locations we need an auxiliary function interleave:
for a number n with binary representation (nmnm-1… n3n2n1n0)2 we get interleave0(n)=(nm-

1…n2n0)2 and interleave1(n)=(nm…n3n1)2. A tile location is
 )()( 22mod zfloorzinterleavezind ix  ,
 )()( 22mod)1( zfloorzinterleavezind iy  

(1)
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As point-like objects have no size, their tile numbers always reside on plane p-1. To map
a coordinate x, y on the tile number z on a plane i we simply have to perform a mapping
to indx, indy and reverse formula (1). For a non-point geometry we first create the
bounding rectangle of the geometry and map two opposite corners of the bounding rec-
tangle to individual z-values z0, z1. The tile number z of the geometry is the longest
common binary prefix of z0 and z1.

An important advantage: for a given tile index z we get all bigger tiles that enclose this
tile by the simple set

      1,...8,4,2 zzz (2)

where  denotes rounding off. On the other hand, smaller tiles inside a given tile z have
the numbers

      ...78,...834,...412,2  zzzzzz (3)
These sets are simple to compute and can be expressed by one-dimensional interval
conditions inside a single SQL query. We want, e.g., to find all cities in Bavaria with
less than 100 000 inhabitants. Let's assume the tile number of the border of Bavaria is
z=55 and we have 8 planes (i.e. tile numbers 1…255). Let IND be the name of the index
column that holds the z values. The resulting SQL query then is

SELECT * FROM CITIES WHERE INHABITANTS<100000 AND
(IND=55 OR IND BETWEEN 110 AND 111 OR IND BETWEEN 220 AND 223)

The first line contains the non-geometric condition; the second line the conditions ac-
cording to formula (3). The second line is automatically created by the component Index
Condition Generation. To speed up the query processing, IND is an index column inside
the database.

Depending on the geometric query, the index expression is different. The three most im-
portant queries are:

• WITHIN: retrieve all geo objects that are completely inside a given geometry. For
this query, z and the numbers of embedded tiles according to formula (3) are used.

• INTERSECTS: retrieve all geo objects that intersect with a given geometry. Here,
we use z and tile numbers according to formulas (2) and (3).

• CONTAINS: retrieve all geo objects that fully enclose the given geometry. Only z
and tiles according to formula (2) are used.

Again note that the index expression provides a superset of hits. Exact conditions, e.g. if
a result is completely inside a given polygon, have to be checked later.
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3.2 Shifted Index and Performance Considerations

Until now we still have a problem: even small geometries have a small tile number, if
they intersect separators with low plane indexes. E.g., all objects intersecting the equator
have z=1, even very small objects. Such objects lead to a constant amount of candidates
for all queries as they always have to undergo the exact geometric check.

As a solution we use two shifted indexes, each of it computes its own z number. One
index uses the given coordinates, where the second index adds a fix coordinate offset.
The specific offset ensures that not both indexes simultaneously generate low z numbers.
For queries, we create index conditions for both indexes, combined by AND, thus the
higher z number has the largest impact to reduce the candidate set.

To find an appropriate offset is not a trivial task. In [Ro09] we made an in-depth analysis
to find out optimal values. The best results generate offsets of 1/6 and 1/12 of the area
size. For real data, the offset of 1/6 increases the average maximum plane number by 2
and effectively avoids the problem of low tile numbers.

Our geo data is based on Open Street Map [OSM11]. A complex import chain [Ro10]
solves some problems of the original data that have certain geometric and topological
shortcomings and only a weak classification.

Our database server (Windows Server 2008) with 10 mio. objects has a maximum query
time of less than 200 ms even for large result sets. For random queries, 97% of the hits
given by the SQL statement fulfill the geometry conditions, thus only 3% are false posi-
tive hits [Ro10] detected by the exact geometric check.

We now want to transfer this approach to smart phone databases.

4 The Extended Split Index on Smart Phones

To transfer the idea of the Extended Split Index to a smart phone platform seemed to be
easy at first view. As target platform we selected Android. As the entire index mecha-
nism is coded in Java, it could easily be transferred into an Android Java project. How-
ever, there were important differences:

• The database interface JDBC is not available on the Android platform. Instead,
Android uses an own interface that is tailored to the SQLite database system.

• We cannot use JTS as geometry library and have to use a much simpler library that
does not support the huge variety of geometric types and functions. Even though all
required geometries can be stored and retrieved, we can only use bounding rectan-
gles as query geometry. For most location-based applications this is sufficient.
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From the server database we can select a geometric region (e.g. a polygonal area that
encloses a city) and a list of object types (e.g. only roads, only points of interests). All
matching objects are then exported to an embedded database file that can be stored on
the Android's SD card. The database file has exactly the same table structure as the
original server table; especially all geometries (points, line strings and polygons) are
supported and stored as Well-known Binary.

4.1 A First Approach

To get an impression about the efficiency of the Extended Split Index on a real smart
phone we conducted a number of performance tests on a Milestone (550 MHz ARM)
with Android 2.1. We used three sizes of database exported from all geo objects of a
larger town in Germany: 1. a district of the town (approx. 8000 objects), 2. the inner part
of the town (approx. 25000 objects) and 3. the whole town including suburbs (80000 ob-
jects). The exported databases contain all geometric types (point, line string and poly-
gon) and all available object types. Note that a typical application would limit the object
types to the application-specific domain, thus the geo databases would be much smaller
in reality.

We created 20000 random queries. The query geometry was a random rectangle with a
size between 250m x 250m and 500m x 500m. The query selects all objects in the data-
base that are contained in the query rectangle.

Typical database queries contain a preparation phase (e.g. to define the SELECT state-
ment) and a phase when the application iterates through the result set with a database
cursor. We measured both times. Table 1 shows the results.

Table 1: Average query time (in ms) for the first approach

Database District in town
(8 000 objects)

Inner part of the town
(25 000 objects)

Whole town
(83 000 objects)

Preparation time 12.1 11.7 34.5
Cursor time 177.7 1048.5 10779.9
Time total 189.8 1060.2 10814.4

This result was disappointing. Whereas for the small database, the total query time was
acceptable, for the medium and larger database we got unacceptably long query times.

To explain this drawback, we have to consider the difference between the database sys-
tems. Whereas on the server, we have a traditional database (PostGres), on the Android
device we only have an embedded database. This means: the entire database processing
is done by the application that mainly accesses a single file. The main effects are: 1. very
limited ability to cache indexing structures and 2. reading the results always means to
iterate through a file. Even though the file system allows jumping to specific blocks of
the file, additional parts of the file are transferred to the memory and utilize bandwidth.
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4.2 Moving the Index into the Memory

The results above were discouraging. The Extended Split Index heavily bases on the
efficiency of Integer index columns supported by the SQL database. As the embedded
database has certain limitations regarding index columns, we got no significant speed up
of geometric queries. However, we can save the idea if we move the indexing structure
from the database into the application memory. We call this the In-Memory Index (IMI),
presented in figure 3.

Figure 3: Structure of the In-Memory Index

The processing steps to execute a query are:

• We map the query geometry to tile numbers according to sections 3.1 and 3.2 (e.g.
the number z and all numbers of embedded tiles, for index and shifted index).

• The list of tile numbers is used as array indexes of Index1 and (shifted) Index2.
For each of the two we get multiple arrays ObjectIDs that are joined to two sepa-
rate lists.

• We intersect these two lists. As a result we get a list of object IDs that can be used
to query the database. This SQL query directly uses the primary object key (using
SELECT … WHERE ID IN (ID1,…, IDx) )

One could argue that for the last step we again rely on an Integer index column. But in
contrast to the statement in section 3.1, this statement directly accesses IDs without BE-
TWEEN… and OR…. This significantly speeds up the query. The entire IMI can be pre-
computed during the database export on a host system and thus the creation does not
affect the smart phone.
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Some words about the runtime complexity to compute the list of IDs. Let z be the ge-
ometry's tile number that resides at plane i; we have 2i tiles on a plane. Thus we have
floor2(z) tiles on the plane of tile z. Let further denote n the total number of geo objects.
We now assume a WITHIN query.

We can statistically show that for typical geo data, the number of objects are nearly
equally distributed across the planes (not tiles). Thus the list ObjectIDs has an aver-
age size of

g(z) =
)(2 zfloorp

n
 (4)

We have to additionally consider the objects inside embedded tiles. As the embedded
tiles have approximately ½, ¼ etc. objects compared to tile z, we can estimate the total
number of objects retrieved by one index by

g*(z) =2
)(2 zfloorp

n
 (5)

The most time consuming part is to intersect the two object lists from shifted indexes. As
the object IDs are only partly sorted, this requires O((g*1+g*2)· log(g*1+g*2)) steps.

Larger values of p lead to quicker computations, but also to larger arrays Index1 and
Index2. Experiments show that p=16 is an adequate value that balances speed and
memory usage. The value of z only depends on the actual query geometry thus cannot be
estimated beforehand. For a specific z and fix p the runtime complexity therefore is
O(n·log n).

If we assume 4 bytes for a pointer, the IMI requires (2p-1)4 bytes for references to the
arrays ObjectIDs. As each geo object ID only occurs in a single array ObjectIDs,
we have a total of n entries. As we have two shifted indexes, the IMI requires a total of
8(n+2p-1) bytes. For, e.g., our town database using 16 planes this results in 1.1 Mbytes.
The Android's typical heap size for Apps is 24 Mbytes, thus the required amount of
memory for the IMI is acceptable.

4.3 Performance Measurements

We used the performance measurements above (section 4.1) to test our IMI approach.
Table 2 shows the results.

Table 2: Average query time (in ms) using the In-Memory Index

Database District in town
(8 000 objects)

Inner part of the town
(25 000 objects)

Whole town
(83 000 objects)

Preparation time 227.5 304.4 580.3
Cursor time 92.9 90.0 238.8
Time total 320.4 394.4 819.0
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The IMI significantly speeds up the cursor time but now requires a longer preparation
time. For the small database the total time is even longer compared to the pure SQL
query. But for larger databases, the IMI leads to acceptable average times.

In a second step we analyzed how the query time is affected by the result size. For query
tests described above, 90% of the results have a size with less than 20 hits. Figure 4
shows, how the total time depends on the result size.

Figure 4: Query times (in ms) using the In-Memory Index

Not surprisingly, the query time increases for larger results. For the large database, the
time goes up to approx. 2s that can be considered as critical for some applications. We
still have to keep in mind that for a specific application the corresponding database does
not contain all geo objects of, e.g. a town, but only a small subset. Thus the databases for
certain applications are usually far smaller than in our tests.

5 Summary and Future Work

In this paper we presented an approach that allows a smart phone application to locally
access geo data without the need to query across the network. This can be useful, if net-
work costs are too high or a mobile network is not available. To speed up geometric
queries we used the Extended Split Index approach that already successfully works in
our huge server geo database.
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If we transfer an approach to a smart phone we have to scale down our expectations. We
showed that a naïve re-implementation of the Extended Split Index on the smart phone
platform has important performance drawbacks due to a different database implementa-
tion. We thus presented an additional approach that uses an In-Memory Index. Even
though the query execution time is far behind the server performance, for certain appli-
cation scenarios it is acceptable. As a major benefit of our approach, an application de-
veloper can use established access mechanisms (especially SQL) to access and query
data. This saves development costs.
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Abstract: International Patent Classification (IPC) is a standard taxonomy or

hierarchy maintained by WIPO (World Intellectual Property Organization). Using

this standard hierarchy, patents are classified using machine learning techniques.

The first sets of experiments investigate the effect on classification performance at

different levels (section, class, subclass and main group level) of IPC hierarchy.

Experiments show that there is a decrease in performance going deep down the

hierarchy and at the higher level of detail, the accuracy is very low. This might be

due to inclusion of more general terms than specific terms. The deeper level

(higher level of details) of hierarchy is more specific. The internal nodes of a

hierarchy are more general than the leaf nodes and the leaf nodes are more specific

than the internal nodes. Classification at different levels of hierarchy considering

low frequent terms were investigated. Low frequent terms can refer to specific

terms and it cannot be ignored as noise. The second set of experiments focuses on

what field of patents optimize the classification accuracy at different levels of

detail. The third set of experiments focuses on the significance of low frequent

terms across the IPC hierarchy. Experiments show that by including low frequent

terms, the accuracy at higher level of details can be improved significantly. The

low frequent terms set outperforms full terms set in achieving better performance

in terms of accuracy and it also reduces the dimension of text substantially.

1 Introduction

The process of assignment of one or more predefined classes to text documents

automatically is called text classification or categorization. There are many applications

of text classification like organizing web pages into hierarchical categories, indexing

journal articles by subject categories (e.g., the Library of Congress, MEDLINE, etc.),

responding to Census Bureau occupations, filtering email messages, tracking news

events and filtering by topics, archiving patents using International Patent Classification
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(IPC). Patent Classification or Categorization is one of the application areas of text

classification. Text classification approaches for patent classification problems have to

manage very multi-labelled documents, large size of hierarchy, large documents and

huge feature set [TBT05]. IPC is a standard taxonomy developed and maintained by

World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO). The IPC consists of about 80000

categories that cover the whole range of industrial technologies [TBT05]. There are 8

sections at the highest level of the hierarchy, then 128 classes, 648 subclasses, about

7200 main groups, and about 72000 subgroups at lower levels [TBT05]. The top four

levels from the 80000 classes are mostly used in automatic patent classification systems

[TBT05]. The IPC is a complex hierarchical system, with layers of increasing detail.

Each classification term consists of a symbol such as C08F 2/00 (which represents

"Processes of polymerisation"). The first letter is the "section symbol" consisting of a

letter from A ("Human Necessities") to H ("Electricity"). C represents chemistry,

metallurgy. This is followed by a two digit number to give a "class symbol" (C08

represents "organic macromolecular compounds; their preparation or chemical working-

up; compositions based thereon"). The final letter makes up the "subclass" (C08F

represents "macromolecular compounds obtained by reactions only involving carbon-to-

carbon unsaturated bonds"). The subclass is then followed by a 1 to 3 digit "group"

number, forward slash and a number of at least two digits representing a "main group" or

"subgroup".

Patent classification is a kind of knowledge management where documents are assigned

predefined categories. Patent collections consist of huge vocabulary and this large

vocabulary reduces the classification performance in terms of accuracy. The reason for

low accuracy of classifier is due to inclusion of noisy words that is needed to be

differentiating from discriminant words. We reduce the vocabulary size by considering

only frequent terms that have frequency above than a threshold based on some document

frequency of that those terms in the entire collection. In experiments, it was found that

low frequent terms are discriminant terms and due to inclusion of low frequent terms the

classification accuracy can be improved at the deeper level of IPC hierarchy where the

accuracy is quite low.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II discusses related work in

the field of text classification and its application patent classification. Section III gives a

methodology consisting of previous algorithms to classify patents. Section IV gives

analysis and experiment results. In experiment section, we discuss results on two

datasets. And finally Section V is about the key lessons learned and some direction for

future work for further exploration.

2 Related Work

Sebastiani [Se02] [Se05] has written an excellent survey on machine learning methods

for text categorization and challenges in it. Ceci and Marleba [CM07] investigated the

issues regarding representation of documents and also the learning process. Dumais and

Chen [DC00] explores the use of hierarchies to classify a large collection of web
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content. A number of statistical classifications and machine learning techniques have

been applied to text categorization, including nearest neighbour classifiers [Ya99]

[YL99], Centroid-Based Classifier [HK00], Naive Bayes (NB) [Le98], Decision Trees

[LR94] and Support Vector Machines (SVM) [Jo98]. Because a patent is a text

document, these techniques can be applied to patent categorization. Larkey [La99]

developed a classification tool based on a k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) approach.

Chakrabarti, Dom and Indyk [CDI98] developed a hierarchical patent classification

system using 12 subclasses organized in three levels. Krier and Zacca [KZ02] discussed

a comprehensive set of patent classification experiments but the results are not disclosed.

Fall, Torcsvari, Benzineb and Karetka [Fa03] showed through experiments that the first

300 words of patent gives better classification performance as compared to when full

patents are considered irrespective of any classifier.

3 Methodology

The documents are mostly stored in HTML and XML. The content of documents is

transformed into a compact representation. Text representations highly influence the

classifier in achieving better performance. Text classification consists of 3 phases: text

representation, building classifier model, testing classifier (evaluation). Vector Space

Model (VSM) is a common way to represent document in a vector of terms [SWY75].

Once documents are represented as a vector of terms, terms are weighted across the

document collection using weighting schemes. Table 1 shows three weighting schemes

known as TFIDF (Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency), BM25 (Best Match)

and SMART (System for Manipulating and Retrieving Text) formulas. The formulas for

these weighting schemes are given in Table 1. In all three formulas the tfij is the number

of occurrences of jth term in ith document. A normalized tf can be defined as !" # $%!"& $%!"'()*
The parameter for three term weighting formulas shown in Table 1 is briefly discussed

here. In the formula of TFIDF shown in Table 1, tfij is the number of occurrences of jth

term in ith document, N is total number of documents in document collection and nj is

the number of documents where jth term occurs. In BM25 formula k and b are constant;

tfij is the number of occurrences of jth term in ith document; doclen is document length;

avgdoclen is average document length; dft is the document frequency of jth term and N is

the number of documents in the collection. In SMART tfij is the number of occurrences

of a term j in the ith document; avgtfij is the average document frequency of term j;

doclen is the document length (the number of terms) and avgdoclen is the average document

length.

After the assignment of weights to terms, classifiers are build on training set and using

this model data is tested from the testing set. The naïve Bayesian classifier is a statistical

classifier [HK06]. Bayes' theorem is the basis for Bayesian classification [HK06]. The

basic idea in a Naive Bayesian Classifier is the assumption that the effect of an attribute

value on a given class is independent of the other values of other attributes [HK06].
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SVM is a state-of-the-art machine learning method developed by V. Vapnik [Va95] is

well suited for text classification [Jo98]. The reason that SVMs work well for text

classification is the huge dimensional input space, and document vectors sparsity [Jo98].

Decision tree does not require any knowledge [TK11a]. Given a training data a decision

tree can be induced. From decision tree rules are created about the data and using these

rules documents in testing set are classified [TK11a].

Term Weighting Formula+!"#,-!"./0123" TFIDF

[SB97]4!" # 56789.,-!":58 ; <97 <. =>?/@ABCDE0F/@A 7 $%!" . G>D2 ; =%" 7 H.I=%" 7 H.I BM25

[Ro95]

4!" # 58 7 /01 5$%!"9958 7 /01 5BCD$%!"99 . 8KH.L 7 H.M. =>?/@ABCDE0F/@AN . /01 5 2=%"9 SMART

[TLL07]

Table 1: Different Term Weighting Schemes

Another type of classifier is an instance based classifier called K-nearest neighbour or

KNN. KNN can be applied to many fields of data mining. KNN is a supervised learning

algorithm. The similarity between all documents of testing and training set is computed.

K nearest neighbours is considered for each document in testing set and documents are

assigned classes on majority [TK11b]. The last step in text classification is evaluation.

Precision, recall, f-measure and accuracy are used to evaluate the performance of

classification. Using values in Table 3, the classifiers are evaluated using the measures

shown in Table 2.

Term Weighting Measure

O # 5B 7 =95B 7 < 7 ? 7 =9 Accuracy[Se02]

P # =5< 7 =9 Precision

[Se02]

Q # =5? 7 =9 Recall [Se02]

R # 5M.P.Q95P 7 Q9 F-Measure

[Se02]

Table 2: Evaluation Measures
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!"#$%&'#$
(#)*'%+# ,-.%'%+#

/&'0*1
23*4,1#.

(#)*'%+# * 5
,-.%'%+# & $

Table 3: Contingency Table [Se02]

4 Experimental Results and Dataset

This work is an extension of our previous work [KH11]. In our previous work, the goal

of the classification was to discover the impact of low frequent terms in comparison to

high frequent terms at only higher level of details without trying to model the

hierarchical structure of the collection patents. Here the focus is on patent classification

using IPC hierarchy. One of the focuses of experiments made was to see classification

accuracy on different levels of IPC hierarchy using different classifiers with different

weighting schemes. The other focus was to investigate what fields of patents can

optimize the classification accuracy at different levels of hierarchy. The significance of

low frequent terms was also investigated. Two datasets are used which will be discussed

late. One of them is extracted from a benchmark dataset of chemical patents.

DATASET-1

Patent documents are downloaded from http://www.freepatentsonline.com [FP11]. All

the experiments on this dataset were carried out using WEKA [WF05] libraries in Java.

Only short documents in the downloaded documents are considered to make a dataset of

1484 documents. The reason behind this is WEKA is not much scalable. It crashes every

time whenever more than 2000 documents are used for training classifier. Patents have

huge vocabulary and are long documents. The train / test split is 66 / 34 %. Experiments

are made on 4 classifiers (naïve bayesian, support vector machine, j48, k nearest

neighbor) using two weighting schemes (tfidf, bm25). Considering IPC hierarchy, the 4

classifiers are used on each level (main group, sub class and class level) of the

taxonomy. Documents were in HTML form. Documents contain several sections like

Title, Document Type and Number, Abstract, Inventors, Application Number,

Publication Date, International Classes, Claims, Description and some others. First of all,

the set of patent documents (both training and testing) are preprocessed. All HTML tags

are removed and hence converted to plain text. The plain text is then preprocessed to

extract content words. All case words are treated as small. Only text under claim section

of patent documents is considered here. Stop words are removed. Stemming [Sn11] is

performed to get the root of the word. Although stemming is not useful in terms of

accuracy it is useful in reducing the dimensions of text. All words that are less than or

equal to 4 characters are also removed. After preprocessing a set of unique 4351 terms

(word type) is obtained.
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Table 4 shows the performance of different classifiers at different levels of details. It is

observed that at the higher level of detail the classifiers show lower results. From three

levels of detail (main group, subclass and class), the result at the main group level is

quite low as compared to the performance at the subclass or class level. One reason for

this can be the inclusion of general words rather than specific words. Words go in a

hierarchy from general to specific. The inclusion of general terms gives better results at

the lower level of details and at higher levels of detail the performance goes down.

Level Weighting

Scheme

NB SMO J48 KNN

K=1

KNN

K=3

Main

Group

TFIDF 42.28 37.87 33.45 25.49 14.20

BM25 46.05 50.48 34.30 30.29 13.77

Sub

Class

TFIDF 78.10 77.90 76.20 62.30 59.30

BM25 83.10 85.00 78.50 70.30 65.40

Class TFIDF 82.40 81.30 78.60 63.20 60.60

BM25 84.20 88.30 79.50 71.10 67.90

Table 4: Performance in terms of F-Measure at different levels of IPC hierarchy

Figure 1: Performance of Classifiers at different levels of detail

At the main group level, NB with TFIDF weighting achieves higher f-measure than other

classifiers and SMO with BM25 weighting performs better than other classifiers.

Similarly for subclass and class level, NB with TFIDF and SMO with BM25 performs

better than other classifiers. From Figure 1, it can be seen that at class level, f-measure

almost reaches 90 percent but it drops down to between approximately 10 and 50 percent

at the main group level. NB, SMO and J48 performs better than KNN when K=1 and
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K=3 as shown in Figure 1. There are some terms that are more specific than what we are

using now and that needs to be extracted to improve this performance. It was found that

SMO achieve highest f-measure at different levels of hierarchy. It was also found that

there is a decrease in performance going deep down the hierarchy of IPC. The focus of

next experiments is to explore what features can optimize the classifier at different level

of details (at the class, subclass and main group level). These experiments are performed

different fields of patent documents at different levels of IPC hierarchy. Then

experiments were made to see the effect of three kind of feature set on accuracy at class,

subclass and main group.

DATASET-2

This dataset is extracted from a benchmark dataset of TREC chemical patents. The total

documents on which experimentation are made is 4238. The train / test split was 66/34.

66% of documents were randomly placed in training set and 34% of documents were

placed in testing set. All stop words are removed and stemming [Sn11] is performed.

LIBSVM [CL01] library is used in Octave [Oc11] here to classify the patent documents.

The reason for using libsvm library is because when weka library is used in java with

more than 2000 documents, it crashes every time. This dataset is a collection of title,

abstract, claims, background summary, description and the IPC class. All these fields are

extracted and stored separately in a file. Experiments on complete patent are also made.

There are 19717 word tokens and 4027 word types in title field of patent. Then there are

156035 word tokens and 9700 word types in abstract field. Claims contain 761773 word

tokens and 18488 word types. Then there are around 2.2 million word tokens and 45709

word types in background summary. The largest field of patent is description and it has

around 5.2 million word tokens and 83738 word types. For a complete patent, the

numbers of word tokens are around 8.3 million and the total numbers of word types are

106045. 21 classes documents were extracted from a database of 35000 documents.

Each class has about 150 documents in training and 50 documents in testing.

The next set of experiments is to see the precision of classifier at different levels of IPC

hierarchy using different fields of patents and all patent. At the higher level of detail

(main group level) the highest precision achieved was 41.6 percent as shown in Table 7.

At the subclass level, the highest precision achieved was 61.81 percent. Similarly at the

class level the highest precision achieved was 77.5 percent. At the section level the

highest precision achieved was 94.17 percent as shown in Table 5.

A decrease in performance can be seen from figure 4, 5 and 6. It can be seen clearly

from figure 4, 5 and 6 that at section level the precision achieved is greater than the

precisions at the higher level of details. The performance drops down at the higher level

of details. Through experimentation at different levels, it is proved that considering

complete patent give better results as compared to each field of patents. Using BM25

and SMART complete patent performs better in terms of precision at each level of IPC

hierarchy whereas with TFIDF only at main group level abstract field of patent

outperforms other fields as well as complete patent and at subclass, class and section

level with BM25 complete patent outperforms other fields of patent in classification. For
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each level of details, the evaluation made here is based on the predicted labels matching

any of the known actual classes is considered a right classification.

Fields of

Patent

Main

Group

Sub

Class

Class Section

Title 0.1319 0.3063 0.4194 0.9271

Abstract 0.1569 0.3068 0.4431 0.9354

Claims 0.0972 0.3292 0.5632 0.9347

Background

Summary

0.1208 0.2882 0.4236 0.9410

Description 0.0653 0.3139 0.2951 0.9396

All 0.0694 0.3188 0.5125 0.9417

Table 5: Precision at different levels of detail of IPC hierarchy using TFIDF

Fields of

Patent

Main

Group

Sub

Class

Class Section

Title 0.2556 0.4375 0.5979 0.8319

Abstract 0.2604 0.5056 0.6535 0.8509

Claims 0.3368 0.5146 0.6424 0.8319

Background

Summary

0.3271 0.5083 0.6535 0.8674

Description 0.3576 0.5403 0.6778 0.8688

All 0.3882 0.5896 0.7049 0.8826

Table 6: Precision at different levels of detail of IPC hierarchy using SMART

Fields of

Patent

Main

Group

Sub

Class

Class Section

Title 0.2306 0.3986 0.6375 0.8444

Abstract 0.2806 0.4771 0.6375 0.8639

Claims 0.3049 0.4826 0.6500 0.8694

Background

Summary

0.2708 0.4632 0.6708 0.8972

Description 0.2778 0.4951 0.6708 0.8805

All 0.4160 0.6181 0.7750 0.9319

Table 7: Precision at different levels of detail of IPC hierarchy using BM25

The focus of next set of experiments were to see the effect of feature set on classification

accuracy considering three classes (one each from class, subclass and main group level)

of IPC hierarchy. The classes chosen were C, C08 and C08F. The classes under C
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represent C class level, classes under C08 represent subclass level and classes under

C08F represent main group level. Again LIBSVM library is used in Octave to classify

patents using IPC hierarchy. There are 4238 documents in total. Under class C there are

2623 documents. There are 1007 documents in C08 and in C08F there are 403

documents. The hierarchy goes from general to specific. The leaf nodes are more

specific than the internal nodes. In simple words, a child node is more specific than the

parent node. So if specific terms set are considered, the accuracy at deep level can be

improved. A question arises here that what feature set can represent more specific terms

that achieve higher accuracy at C08F than at C08 and C level classes.

Experiments are performed on three feature sets at different levels. The first feature set

consists of all terms and is abbreviated as FS1. The second feature set (FS2) consists of

those terms that occur in more than 50 documents. The third feature set represents those

terms that occur in more than 5 and less than 51 documents. This feature set is named as

FS3. FS1 vocabulary consists of 106045 word types. FS2 comprises of 3967 word types

and FS3 contains 11716 word types. For evaluation purpose a 10-fold cross validation is

performed.

There are four instances where it can be found that the accuracy at C08F (higher level of

detail) is better than the accuracy at C and C08 (lower level of details). Three out of

these four instances use FS3 that means that all three instances which use low frequent

terms set (FS3) performs better in terms of accuracy at C08F than at C08 and C. Only

one other instance achieves higher accuracy at C08F than at C and C08.

Feature Set

and

Weighting

Scheme

C C08 C08F

FS1 + TFIDF 0.5284 0.4777 0.5211

FS2 + TFIDF 0.4518 0.4350 0.5087

FS3 + TFIDF 0.5513 0.4836 0.6005

FS1 + BM25 0.6756 0.5492 0.5261

FS2 + BM25 0.6138 0.4936 0.4591

FS3 + BM25 0.5894 0.4777 0.6129

FS1 + SMART 0.6340 0.4886 0.4963

FS2 + SMART 0.6043 0.4687 0.4789

FS3 + SMART 0.5810 0.4697 0.5831

Table 8: Performance in terms of Accuracy at different level using different feature set

Therefore, low frequent terms cannot be ignored as noise. It can be some very specific

terms and by considering it the accuracy at higher level of details can be improved

whereas in previous experiments as we find it here in our experiments that FS3 with

TFIDF, BM25 and SMART gives better performance in terms of accuracy at C08F
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(higher or deep level of details) than at C08 and C (lower or upper level of detail). In

case of considering all terms (FS1), the result at C08F is not better than at C08 or C.

There is only one other instance where it can be seen from Table 8 where FS2 with

TFIDF gives better results as compared to the results at C08 and C. It can be said from

this set of experiments that FS3 here improves the accuracy at deeper level of IPC

hierarchy.

Figure 2: Performance in terms of Accuracy at different levels using using different feature set

5 Conclusion and Future Work

The focus of this research was to investigate the performance of classification at

different levels of details. At higher level (main group level) of IPC hierarchy, the

performance was worse than the performance at lower levels of detail. The main reason

for this is the inclusion of more general terms than specific terms. Low frequent terms

are potential specific terms and in patents it might refer to technical terms. Patents were

classified using three different feature sets (full terms, high frequent terms, low frequent

terms) at different levels and it was found that that low frequent terms with TFIDF,

BM25 and SMART gives better performance at higher level of detail as compared to the

performance at lower levels. In all other cases the accuracy was not better at higher level

except once case where high frequent with BM25 gives higher result at main group level

than class and subclass level. In future the role of clustering to classify patents will be

investigated. We also plan to investigate the effect of term proximity (closeness) within a

document that might increase the performance of patent classification. In future, one area

of focus will be to investigate the co-occurrence of terms in patents to identify

discriminant terms.
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Abstract: Due to their various wireless interfaces, a continuously increasing number
of fishy Apps, and due to their raising popularity, smartphones are becoming a promis-
ing target for attackers. Independently of the point of entrance, malwares are typically
attached to an App to perform their malicious activities. However, malware can only
do harm on a smartphone if it is executed. We thus propose a malware prevention ar-
chitecture for smartphones that exploits App signatures, process authentication during
their creation, and process verification during their execution and scheduling. The pro-
posed security mechanism will allow a smartphone to run only those Apps which are
classified as trusted (i.e., signed Apps) and which are not modified after their installa-
tion. The trust derived from the App signatures and a Mobile Trusted Module (MTM)
is propagated through the processes until their execution via process authentication.
The MTM serves as a trust anchor for our malware famishment in smartphones. This
work presents our solution conceptually. We will soon start with a proof of concept
implementation and a performance study using a software based MTM emulator.

1 Introduction

Companies are increasingly considering to migrate from conventional mobile phones to

the new smartphone generation. This would allow their employees to make phone calls,

read company emails, and pursue their works with customized Apps from one device e.g.,

while being on a business trip. Today’s smartphones are equipped with various inter-

faces such as GSM/UMTS, WLAN, BT, and NFC. Due to possible security exploits via

these interfaces, smartphones are much more vulnerable to a bunch of attack vectors than

conventional mobile phones [NKZS10]. Malwares are typically attached to an App and

perform their malicious activities whenever that program is executed. Once malware is

uploaded to a smartphone via one or another channel and may get sufficient access rights,

sensitive company information may eventually be revealed. Thus, company administrators

will only consider smartphones as a part of the company’s network topology, if the use of

the above described services on smartphones comes with a moderate level of security risk,

if at all.

As it is not always feasible to protect all channels against possible threats, we propose

the following approach for protecting a smartphone against incoming malware and ma-
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licious Apps1: we simply allow malicious code to reside on the smartphone. However,

it is our objective to prevent the malicious code from execution. The prevention of ex-

ecution is achieved via App signatures, process authentication during their creation, and

process verification during their execution and scheduling during assigning CPU slots to

processes. The hash of Apps which are allowed to run on the smartphone are signed by

a Mobile Trusted Module (MTM). Then, only those Apps which are intact and classified

as trusted by the MTM are executed. Furthermore, we allow a creation of a new process

only if the process which initiates the creation is trusted. The trust is extended from the

first process init() whose trust is assured by the MTM via Message Authentication

Codes (MAC) and the verification of the signature of Apps being executed. Finally, we

modify the scheduler such that it assigns to a process CPU if it was authenticated during

its creation. All other running processes are rigorously forbidden to receive CPU slots.

Note that such a harsh security policy perfectly fits to the use case in which companies

equip their employees with smartphones but want to have a strict control over all software

legitimately running on the device. To establish a chain-of-trust we assume that an MTM

can be used as a trust anchor. We believe that, although at this point in time no concrete

MTM is available, in the near future smartphones will be equipped with such hardware

components. For our proof of concept implementation, we plan to use a software based

MTM implementation [EK11] based on the TPM emulator [SSM11].

The remainder of this work is organized as follows: Section 2 provides related work on

the use of MTM for smartphone security, Section 3 introduces our MTM based watchdog

architecture, Section 4 provides a security evaluation, and finally this article is concluded

in Section 5.

2 Related Work

The Mobile Trusted Module (MTM) [MTM10] is a security module that provides a root-

of-trust for integrity measurement in mobile devices. Integrity measurement is the collec-

tion of platform characteristics that affect the trustworthiness of that platform and putting

digests of those metrics in the MTM. The integrity measurements are stored in immutable

locations called Platform Configuration Registers. Transitive trust is used to extend the

trust to the system states and program code that are not in the MTM. For this reason,

the integrity measurement starts from a well-know state whose digest is known to the

MTM such as a power on self-test. A chain of trust over the system is established by

applying the transitive trust between the states by an Integrity Measurement Architecture

(IMA) [SZJvD04].

SELinux [SEL09] ensures Mandatory-Access-Control (MAC) as an additional access con-

trol to the conventional Discretionary Access Control (DCL) for Linux. SELinux uses

policies to allow access between objects and subjects. Policy-reduced integrity measure-

ment architecture (PRIMA) [JSS06] is an IMA Architecture based on SELinux. Other

IMA solutions that are not specific to smartphones include [NAZA09, LWPM07].

1Security is provided if the vulnerability/attack is already known in advance.
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An attestation mechanism using an MTM for smartphones (Android) was recently pro-

posed in [NKZS10]. As there is no hardware implementation of the MTM for smart-

phones available yet, the authors used in their work a software implementation emulating

the MTM. The MTM is used for measuring the integrity of the system and reporting it

to a remote attestation entity. The integrity measurements are performed at the operat-

ing system level and at the application level which allows to detect malicious Apps and

any modification made by a malware on the classes loaded on the platform. The integrity

of the system is verified by a remote attestation entity by comparing the signed integrity

measurements (i.e., hash values of the Apps and system classes) received from the MTM

with the hash values that the system in a trustworthy state must have. Thus, this approach

allows a remote entity to detect if a smartphone is infected by a malware and the Apps

installed on the smartphone are intact. However, it provides no countermeasure to pre-

vent the execution of malware. Since continuously remote monitoring the integrity of a

smartphone is not a realistic option, the attacker has sufficient time to perform malicious

activities on the smartphone between two attestation phases and before a preventive action

is taken. On the contrary we propose a mechanism that detects any modification in the

system and immediately prevents the smartphone from running modified code.

3 MTM based Watchdog Architecture

Since our approach is based on processes and scheduling under Linux-kernel on top of

which Android is built, we briefly introduce it [BC00]. A process is an instance of a pro-

gram in execution. Every process is identified by a unique integer called the process ID

(pid). Scheduling manages switching between processes and selecting a new process to

run. A process switch is performed when the time slice (i.e., quantum) of the active

process expires. The scheduler selects the process with the highest priority to run

whenever it performs a process switch. The process priority is dynamically updated by

the scheduler for a fair CPU share between all processes. All the information related to

the scheduling is stored in the process descriptor whereas three parameters in a process

descriptor are of particular importance for this work: need resched, priority, and

counter. The need resched field is set to invoke the scheduler when the timer in-

terrupt terminates. The priority field determines the likelihood of a process for CPU

assignment from the scheduler. The counter is the CPU time left to the process before

its quantum expires. The relevant data structures for the process descriptor are the process

tabular (PT) and the various process control blocks (PCB). For each running process, the

PT contains a link to its process descriptor which contains the process’s relevant informa-

tion for storing respectively reloading it when the scheduler initiated context switching.

When a malicious process is detected, the MTM based watchdog proposed in this work

sets the need resched field of the current process and assigns the priority and

counter fields of a malicious process to minimum to block it from execution.

For a smartphone that eventually accommodates malware we propose to control i) the

execution of Apps such that only trusted Apps signed by the MTM are executed. Any

modification made on an App is detected when it is started, hence, modified Apps are
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prevented from running on the system. We propose to extend ii) the scheduler such that

only authenticated processes (i.e., those created from a trusted process) receive CPU slots.

Additionally, and as a pre-requisite to the extension of the scheduler, iii) we authenticate

the processes during their creation. The root of trust for authentication is derived from

the verification of App signatures and the verification of the platform’s integrity provided

by the MTM. The proposed means ensure a preventive malware protection at a different

granularity and performance level. Verifying the integrity of Apps via digital signatures

will ensure that only trusted Apps which are not modified after their installation will be

executed on the system. Authenticated processes will ensure that although malware is

present it will never receive CPU slots and thus cannot behave maliciously. Our three

steps approach requires the establishment of a trust anchor for App signatures and process

authentication. Storage of a signing key in an immutable location of the MTM and its

availability to only authorized entities will build up the trust anchor for the App signatures.

The transitive trust and the sealed key storage offered by the MTM will build up the trust

anchor for the process authentication.

3.1 Assumptions

The proposed malware famishment approach relies on the following four assumptions:

1. The programs fork(), execve(), and the Completely Fair Scheduler (CFS)

from Linux are extended to be interfaced with the proposed security modules to

perform the required verification steps described in Section 3.3. We call them

fork++(), execve++(), and CFS++ from now on.

2. The MTM provides the integrity of the system up to the first process init() run-

ning in the system. This includes particularly the verification of the security modules

described in Section 3.3. This can be achieved by storing the hash values of those

modules into the MTM and by verifying them during the booting.

3. All processes running on the system are derived from init() via fork++() and

execve++() calls. The only way of assigning CPU cycles to a process is the sched-

uler CFS++.

4. The MTM is bootstrapped by its owner administrating it. That is, the keys for en-

cryption and authentication are generated and sealed2 in the MTM (See Section 3.2).

Moreover, the administrator of the smartphone (e.g., the company) let the MTM

sign the Trusted App List for the Apps allowed to run on the smartphone (See Sec-

tion 3.3).

2The MTM releases the content of a sealed storage only if the system is in a predefined status. The status can

be checked by attesting the integrity of some system files. We note that this approach is used in the TPM based

file encryption systems such as BitLocker Drive Encryption [BIT11].
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3.2 Key Management

The proposed security architecture relies on the following keys and security primitives:

• Encryption key: the encryption key (Kenc) is a symmetric key used for encrypting

and decrypting the Trusted App List. It is sealed in the MTM and released if the

platform passes the integrity check during the booting.

• Authentication key: the authentication key (Kmac) is a symmetric key and used to

compute the Message Authentication Code (MAC) of process IDs (pid). It is also

sealed in the MTM and released if the platform passes the integrity check during the

booting. Kmac is shared between the Process Authentication Module (PAM) and the

Process Verification Module (PVM). PAM is used by fork++() to authenticate the

pid of processes before their creation with MACs. PVM is used by execve++()
and CFS++() to verify the pid of processes before their execution.

• MTM ownership key: the MTM ownership key (Kmtmauth) is a shared secret be-

tween the MTM and its owner administrating it. The owner of the MTM stores this

key outside of the MTM and uses it to let the MTM perform operations requiring

authentication such as signing or generating sealed encryption and authentication

keys.

• MTM signature key: the MTM signature key is a RSA public key pair. The private

part of the key (Privsig) is known only to the MTM. This key is never revealed

outside of the MTM and signature generations with it are performed within the

MTM. Signing a data with this key requires authentication with the MTM using

Kmtmauth. The public part of the signature key (Pubsig) is stored on the platform.

It is used to verify signatures generated by the MTM using Privsig.

3.3 Security Modules

The Android architecture with the additions required for realizing the proposed security

mechanism is depicted in Figure 13. The Android runtime is composed of the imple-

mentation of the core libraries e.g., for the Java programming language and the Dalvik

Virtual Machine (DVM) which executes each App with a separate instance. The DVM

uses the Linux kernel for low level functionality such as memory management and pro-

cess scheduling [AND11]. The following security modules need to be implemented in the

kernel space: App Verification module (AVM), Trusted App List (TAPL), Process Authen-

tication Module (PAM), Process Verification Module (PVM), Trusted PID List (TPIDL),

and the MTM. Please note that in this work we do not describe how these modules are

3We note that the proposed security concept relying on application signatures, process authentication and

verification can be employed in any system based on Linux. However, due to interfaces required for communi-

cating with the MTM and computing hash of application files, the implementation would vary depending on the

concrete system architecture.
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implemented. Instead we purely focus on the functionality that should be provided by

them.

Figure 1: Android architecture with the proposed security extension.

MTM : The main task of the MTM module is to verify the integrity of the platform

during the booting and to store encryption, authentication, and the private signature keys

(Kenc, Kmac, and Privsig) in its protected locations. For checking the platform integrity,

the MTM compares the hash of the important system modules such as AVM, PAM, and

PVM with a snapshot of the last trusted state during the booting. The MTM releases the

sealed keys Kenc and Kmac when the integrity of the verified modules and configuration

files are intact.

Trusted App List (TAPL) : TAPL is the list of hash values of the trusted Apps encrypted

with using Kenc and signed with using Privsig. The hash values are signed individually

while the encryption is over the whole TAPL. Kenc is revealed to the AVM during the

startup when the MTM detects no tampering with the platform’s integrity. TAPL is de-

crypted at system’s startup and encrypted again at system’s shutdown. Hash values of

Apps stored in the TAPL allow to detect any modification made on the Apps after their

installation. Signing them allows the administrator to set the list of Apps which are al-

lowed to run on the system. Hence, declaring an App as trusted requires the knowledge of

Kmtmauth which is needed to let the MTM sign the hash value of the new App. Kmtmauth

is known only to the administrator of the smartphone and the MTM.

App Verification Module (AVM) : The AVM verifies the trustworthiness of an App be-

fore its execution in the Dalvik Virtual Machine (DVM). This is done by checking whether

the hash value of the App being run exists in the TAPL. The App is executed if the hash

value is in the list, otherwise it is terminated. The DVM incorporates this module to exe-

cute only allowed Apps. More specifically, during loading the App, the hash of the App

is computed and compared with the signed value in the TAPL. As the hash value of an

App changes in case it is altered, any modification on it is detected and the execution of
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the App is terminated. The AVM decrypts the App Hash List every time it is loaded at

system startup and encrypts it while the system is shutting down using Kenc. The reason

of encryption is to block the system from running any App whenever a tampering with the

system is detected. This is true as the App verification would fail always as long as TAPL

is encrypted. The decryption key Kenc is revealed only if the system’s integrity is verified

by the MTM.

Trusted PID List (TPIDL) : TPIDL is the list of pids authenticated with Kmac which

is released upon the integrity verification of the platform by the MTM. TPIDL contains

the pid and MAC pairs for each process running on the system which are computed by

PAM as described below.

Process Authentication Module (PAM) : The PAM is used by fork++() to authenti-

cate pids during a process cloning. We note that the authentication key Kmac is a sealed

key in the MTM and released by the MTM only if the system modules are not altered. This

is required to achieve protection against malwares e.g., faking the verification of a process

authenticity. The pid of a new created child process is authenticated by computing the

keyed hash value of the pid via HMAC using the key Kmac. The keyed hash values are

stored in the TPIDL.

Process Verification Module (PVM) : The PVM is used by execve++() and CFS++

to verify the authenticity of pids. More specifically, execve++() checks if the pid of

a process is authenticated and stored in the TPIDL before executing it. Similarly, CFS++

assigns a process CPU slots if its keyed hash value is available in the TPIDL. Otherwise,

the CFS++ prevents the process from receiving CPU by setting the priority of that process

to the minimum.

3.4 Establishing the Trust Anchor

The proposed security architecture relies on the MTM as a trust anchor. More specifically,

the trusted Apps are signed with a private key which is known only to the MTM. The

security of process authentication and verification used by fork++(), execve++(), and

CFS++ is based on the sealed key storage. The authentication key is released and available

within the platform only if the platform’s integrity is intact.

3.5 Building up the Chain-of-Trust

Every Android App is executed in an instance of the Dalvik virtual machine (DVM) with

its own Linux process. The Apps are loaded via the PathClassLoader [NKZS10]. The

DVM starts a process from the underlying Linux kernel to run the App when any compo-
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nent of the App is executed [AND11]. The first process started in Linux is init() whose

trustworthiness is ensured by the MTM. The chain-of-trust is extended from init() to

the Appt to be run. The trust is propagated through the processes via fork++() and

execve++() calls which are used to start a new process in Linux. The system call

fork++() initiates a child-process from a running process whenever a new process is

started. This child process is a clone of the father with a different pid. The system call

execve++() overwrites the functionality of this new child process (formerly created with

fork++()) by still holding the old pid. This is the moment at which the functionality

of App is started. To maintain the chain-of-trust we propose the following: each time the

PathClassLoader loads an App, the signature and the integrity of the App is veri-

fied with AVM via App’s signed hash value stored in the TAPL. Moreover, each time the

system call fork++() is executed, the resulting pid is authenticated with PAM and writ-

ten in the TPIDL. Finally, the pids are verified with PVM when they are processed with

execve++() and CFS++.

3.5.1 Application Verification

The PathClassLoader is utilized to load an App for execution in the DVM. The AVM

module can be hooked into the App loader such that the signed hash value of the App

stored in the TAPL is checked with the AVM. The execution of the App is continued only

if the signature is valid and the hash of the App4 being run is equal to the signed hash value

stored in the TAPL:

IF (verify(sighashApp
, Pubsig) == fail OR

TAPL -> hashapp != hash(app)) THEN // performed by AVM

terminate ELSE

execute app by continuing with fork++() and execve++() calls

This verification with AVM ensures that the platform runs an App if it is classified as

trusted in the TAPL and not altered after its installation.

3.5.2 Process Cloning

The system call fork++() is the first method called to create a child process while execut-

ing a task in Linux. Let pidp and pidc denote the process IDs of the parent process (i.e.,

the fork++() is called from) and the child process (i.e., the clone of the parent process).

The execution is terminated, if the parent pidp is not authentic (i.e., its keyed hash value is

not in the TPIDL). Otherwise a child process with a different pid is created and its keyed

hash value is written in the TPIDL:

IF(TPIDL -> hmacpidp
!= hmac(pidp, Kmac)) THEN // performed by PVM

terminate ELSE

pidc = fork++() AND TPIDL <- hmac(pidc, Kmac) // performed by PAM

4The hash value is computed over the AndroidManifest.xml file defining the permissions required by

the App, and the .dex file containing the actual application code stored in the /system/app folder.
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This operation ensures that a clone of a process is created iff the process being cloned (i.e.,

initiating the fork++() call) itself is trusted. We note that the authenticity check for the

very first process init() is skipped, as its authenticity is ensured by the MTM.

3.5.3 Process Execution

The system call execve++(app, ...) is called to fill the content of the child process with

the functionality of the App desired to run. Let pidc denote the process ID of the child

process (i.e., a clone of the parent process) on which execve++(app, ...) is called. The

execution is terminated, if the pidc is not authentic or the verification of this application

fails. We note that the system call execve++(app, ...) is invoked only if the App passes

the verification step when it gets loaded via PathClassLoader as described in Sec-

tion 3.5.1. If the application verification fails, neither fork++() nor execve++(app, ...)
is invoked and the execution of the App is terminated5:

IF(TPIDL -> hmacpidc
!= hmac(pidc, Kmac)) // performed by PVM

terminate ELSE

execute execve++(app, ...)

This operation ensures that an App is always run by a trusted process and this is allowed

iff the App being run is verified by AVM.

3.5.4 Process Scheduling

Whenever the scheduler CFS++ is invoked to perform a process switch, it checks if the

pid of the process, which is to run according to its priority, is authentic (i.e., its keyed

hash value is stored in the TPIDL). The keyed hash value of the pid existing in the TPIDL

ensures that the process belonging to that pid is trusted. Thus, the CFS++ assigns the CPU

to the process. Otherwise, the process is not trusted and the CFS++ sets the priority and

the counter of that process to zero to block it from execution:

IF(TPIDL -> hmacpid != hmac(pid, Kmac)) THEN // performed by PVM

assign CPU to pid ELSE

pidpriority = 0 AND pidconter = 0

This operation ensures that non-authenticated processes receive no CPU from the sched-

uler.

3.5.5 Process Termination

A process termination requires deleting all hmacpid values belonging to that process from

the TPIDL. Thus, the system functions of Linux for terminating processes such as kill()

need to be extended with this functionality.

5The verification of the App before its execution can also be performed in execve++() by comparing its hash

value with the signed hash value stored in the TAPL similar to the Application Verification. The implementation

would require to provide execve++() with an interface that enables it to access the App files stored in the

/system/app folder over which the hash value is computed.
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4 Security Analysis

In order to evaluate the security of the proposed solution, we need to define an attacker

model describing the capabilities of attackers. We focus in this work only those capabilities

which would obviously break the security of the proposed approach and analyse how our

security solution resists against them. The attacker can execute a malicious application on

the proposed secure architecture if she can

1. modify the system functions fork++(), execve++(), and the scheduler CFS++

without being detected such that security evaluations are skipped;

2. cheat the established chain-of-trust

App→AVM→process→PAM→pid→PVM→execution;

3. modify the signed hash values of trusted Apps stored in the TAPL;

4. let the MTM sign data with the private signature key Privsig;

5. use the system calls to modify PCBs in a way that she overwrites executable code

of a trustworthy pid with malware (e.g. enforce an execve behavior without calling

execve++());

We analyse now how the proposed architecture resists against these threats.

Threat 1: The integrity of the security modules and the extended system functions such

as fork++(), execve++(), and the scheduler CFS++ are verified by the MTM during

the booting. The MTM releases the decryption key used for decrypting TAPL and the

authentication key used for process authentication only if the integrity of those modules is

intact. Hence, the attacker needs to break the security of the MTM for sealed storage and

integrity check. However, this is not feasible according to MTM’s specification.

Threat 2: The hash values of Apps signed with Privsig are stored in the TAPL. AVM

compares the hash value of the App with the signed value from TAPL before contin-

uing with its execution via fork++(), execve++() calls. Hence, the attacker should

forge the signature for the hash value of the malicious App that she wants to execute

on the platform. However, as Privsig is only known to the MTM, this is computation-

ally infeasible if a secure signature mechanism such as RSA is employed. Moreover, all

processes running on the system are derived from system function calls (fork++ and

execve++) starting from the trusted process init(). That is, the rest of the trust-chain

process→PAM→pid→PVM→execution during the creation of a process relies on

the trustworthiness of the system functions and the process authentication and verification

with PAM and PVM. The attacker cannot forge the trustworthiness of the system func-

tions and the secrecy of the authentication key according the Threat 1. The attacker cannot

break the trust-chain for a creation of a new process according the Threat 3.

Threat 3: The last chain of the trust during the creation of a process is execve++(). The

attacker can break the trust-chain if (i) she can forge the function execve++() without

being detected or (ii) she can provide a malicious App (App′) with h(App′) = h(App),
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where App is a trusted application stored in the TAPL or (iii) she can overwrite the hash

value of a trusted App stored in the TAPL. According to Threat 1, (i) is not possible. (ii)

is not feasible when a second pre-image resistant has function is used. Finally, (iii) is not

feasible as the hash values stored in the TAPL signed with the private signing key Privsig
which is only known to the MTM.

Threat 4: Only the owner of the key Kmtmauth is enabled to let the MTM sign a data with

the private signature key. Since only the administrator owns this key it is not possible for

malware to generate a signature for a malicious App.

Threat 5: To not allow an attacker with privileged access rights to maliciously overwrite

the PCB respectively the whole TaskStruct containing links to the executable and state

we also propose to hold a digest of the whole PCB, belonging to the above pid from

an execve++() call. However, the PCB is changing with each context switch, and, even

worse, selected fields for a fair scheduling like e.g. priority and qualitywill change

even at a higher frequency than at context switching frequency. For this reason we pro-

pose a compromise by which only selected fields of each PCB are hashed and stored into

a TPCBL. Such PCB fields do not change over the lifetime of a PCB. Thus, at PCB gen-

eration in particular the fields pid and programcode (and not the instruction counter)

are hashed an stored within the TPCBL. This list is created and used in similarity to the

TPIDL within fork++(), execve++() and CFS++.

5 Conclusions and Outlook

The work at hand is conceptual work on an MTM based watchdog for malware famishment

in smartphones. Besides OS related processes only such processes are allowed to be cre-

ated and started which stem from a digitally signed App with a signature key stored within

the MTM. Moreover, by managing the process cloning, process execution and eventually

even the process scheduling with the help of the trusted lists TAPL, TPIDL and TPCBL our

approach even controls the allocation of CPU slots such that only authenticated processes

receive CPU slots. This harsh security policy perfectly fits to smartphone use cases in

which companies or other organizations want to equip their employees with smartphones

running only dedicated software. We will soon start with a proof of concept implemen-

tation and a performance study of our malware famishment watchdog based on an MTM

emulator.
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